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INTRODUCTION 


Although the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration has been in 
. I 


operation for three years now, (three fifths of its way toward bein 


completed), it is not achieving meaningful progress toward desegre


gating the segregated schools. It continues to fall short of its 


goals. It has not stabilized tipping schools, and as a consequence, 


several are on the brink of becoming, by the Court's definition, 


"definitely" segregated. As a result of its inequities, some of 


which are inherent in a voluntary plan, increasing resentment is be-


ing generated in minority schools. One of the most significant shor -


12 comings of the plan, which is not apparent when its success is meas-


13 , ured in terms of its goals, is that the goals set were not designed 


14 


15


1 16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


I 


to desegregate the 23 segregated schools, nor to stabilize the tip-


ping schools. Thus, even if the goals were to be met, most of the 


students in segregated schools would remain in segregated schools 


when the plan is completed. 2 


The number of applications received for magnet programs for nex 


year does not augur well for the District strategy of building on it 


successes. Only 18% of the 1980-81 goal has been reached , just half 


21 of the 36% reached at the same tDne last year. 


22 


23 I !/ The Integration Task Force appears to be under the misappre 


24 hension that the plan has been in operation only two years . (See 


25 page 2, ITF Report, June 16, 1980.) Perhaps they would have expres-


26 sed even stronger dissappointment with District leadership had t he y 


27 know that the plan is now moving into its fourth year. 


28 ~/ See Tables 6 and 7. 
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1 At the same time, the District is nowhere near the limit of its 


2 ability to desegregate the 23 segregated schools, since there are 


3 still 32 elementary schools and 4 high schools over 80% majority, and 


4 43 elementary and 9 secondary schools over 75% majority. 3 


5 Because the evaluation completely ignores shortcomings, it is of 


6 little value in providing guidance in making constructiye changes. 


7 For example, there is no mention of the problem of relocating 


8 the School of Creative and Performing Arts (SCPA). The criticism by 


9 groups in the community and by the Integration Task Force of the ini-


10 tial proposal to move it to Collier might have been avoided, if the 


11 Board and staff themselves had been more critical of the proposal. 


12 Placing the school at Collier would not have maximized the potential 


13 of this attractive program to desegregate, which is a principal pur-


14 pose of the program: 4 


15 I Even though consideration is now being given to locating SCPA in 


16 ,a segregated school, the staff proposal to take over ~n entire campus 


17 and relocate the resident students will still not be using the pro-


18 gram to integrate a segregated school. And it is likely to fuel more 


19 resentment. 


20 There are other important difficulties with the plan and its im-


21 plementation which do not appear in the evaluation. An Integration 


22 Task Force survey of teachers found that ~many teachers believe that 


23 the 'cream of the crop' leave the school in VEEP programs with no 


24 3 / Data from Pupil Ethinic Census, 1979-80 . Also See page 3 , 


25 ITF Report, June 16, 1980. 


26 4/ For several years the School Board has been seeking ways to 


27 ombine Collier and Dana at Dana because of" the small and declining 


28 nrollment at both schools and their proximity to each other. 
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1 leaders left for other students to emulate".S This echoes a complain 


ade for several years by parents . Another flaw is that most of the 


using in the integration program produces no integration . (See page 


411-5). The exchange programs and other part-time programs have 


5 defects, (class periods are too short, instruction is interrupted, 


6 uses are not on time, time on buses is wasted) ,6 which were not men-


7 ioned. 


8 ! The lack of candor in the evaluation supports the recommendation 


9 ff the Integration Task Force that the Task Force be reconstituted 


10 ~n some form next year. No problems are addressed in this document. 


11 ~ather, the School District's 1980 Evaluation brings to mind a con-


12 ~rivance used in the theatre long ago to orchestrate artificial app-


13. ~ause. It was called a claptrap. 


l4 rlll 
15 V II / 


16 ~ / / / 
17 ~/// 
18


1 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 I 
24 


25 


26 


27 SSee page 2 , Attachment A to ITF Report , June 16, 1980. 


28 6 
See page 3, 8 , and 9, ITF Re?ort , June 16 , 1980 . 
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II - 1 


~ A. SEGREGATION CONTINUES TO GROW 


2 In 1976-77 only the 23 court-designated segregated schools 


3 and San Diego High School were over 70% minority. Today, three 


4 years after the integration plan went into effect, there are 


5 28 schools over 70% minority, with an additional 1,857 minority 


6 students in these schools. (See Table 1). Defendant refers with 


7 pride to 1,704 "(m)inority students no longer attending schools 


8 over 80% minority". 1 It seems only fair to point out that 2,121 


9 minority students in Freese and Morse (78.1% and 76% minority in 


10 1976-77) are now attending schools over 80% minority. In addition, 


11 4,730 minority students in six of the 23 segregated schools 


12 (Balboa, B~rbank, Logan, Sherman, Stockton, Lincoln), are now even 


13 more isolated than in 1976-77. (See Table 2).2 


14 B. TIPPING SCHOOLS NOT STABILIZED 


15 Contrary to the District's claim that "(t)he VEEP program 


16 continues to have an impact in assuring that current minority-


17 imbalanced schools do not become minority isolated",3 the VEEP 


18 and magnet programs have not stabilized tipping schools. Since 


19 1976-77, six more schools (Bell, Boone, Central, Keiller, Linda 


20 Vista, and Paradise Hills) have become over 70% minority. One 


21 of them, Paradise Hills, is 78.1% minority, and should be con-


22 sidered segregated. (In 1976-77, two of the court-designated 


23 segregated schools, Morse and Freese, were 76% and 78.1% minority 


24 respectively). 


25 1 
Appendix B, Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial 


26 Integration 1979-80. 


27 
2 Also see Appendix B Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for 


Racial Integration 1979-80. 


28 3 See Page 7, Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration 1979-80. 
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TABLE I 


MINORITY STUDENTS IN SEGREGATED SCHOOLS 1976-1980 1 


Percent Minority 76-77 77 - 78 78- 79 79 - 80 


90- 100 11,169 10,606 9,850 8,098 


80- 90 884 2,250 2,996 3,611 


80- 100 12,053 12,856 12,846 11,709 


70- 80 '3,518 2,431 2,573 5,719 


70- 100 15,571 15,287 15,'419 17,428 


60- 70 3,504 4,250 4,148 2,659 


60- 100 19,075 19 J },567 20.087 


6)~ 7 ( 6 b,,2''1 b 7 ,,!>q Cf (;,'1 ~II 


1 Figures derived from Pupil Ethnic Censuses, 1976 to 1980. 







TABLE 2 
SCHOOLS LISTED BY PERCENT MINORITY 76-77 TO 79-801 


Percent 
Minority 
90-100 


80- 90 


70-80 


60-70 


50-60 


76-77 
Baker 
Balboa 
Burbank 
Chollas 
Emerson 
Fulton 
Gompers 
Horton 
Johnson 
Kennedy 
Knox 
Lincoln 
Logan 
Lowell 
Mead 
Memorial 
Sherman 
Stockton 
Valencia Park 
Webster 
O'Farrell 


Freese 
Morse 
San Diego 


Audubon 
Bell 
Boone 
Encanto 
Keiller 
Paradise Hills 


Central 
Lee 
Linda Vista 
Oak Park 
Perry 
Washington 


77-78 
Baker 
Balboa 
Burbank 
Chollas 
Emerson 
Fulton 
Gompers 
Horton 
Johnson 
Kennedy 
Knox 
Lincoln 
Logan 
Lowell 
Mead 
Memorial 
Sherman 
Stockton 
Valencia Park 


O'Farrell 
San Diego 


Freese 
Horse 
Webster 


Audubon 
Bell 
Boone 
Central 
Encanto 
Keiller 
Lee 
Paradise .Hills 
Brooklyn 
Carson 
Dewey 
Linda Vista 
Perry 
Washington 


* Becoming more segregated 
** Becoming less segregated 


78-79 
Baker 
Balboa 
Burbank 
Chollas 
Emerson 
Fulton 
Horton 
Johnson 
Kennedy 
Knox 
Lincoln 
Logan 
Lowell 
Mead 
Memorial 
Sherman 
Stockton 


Freese 
Gompers 
O'Farrell 
San Diego 


Morse 
Paradise Hills 
Valencia Park 


Audubon 
Bell 
Boone 
Central 
Encanto 
Keiller 
Lee 
Linda Vista 
Brooklyn 
Carson 
Dewey 
Euclid 
Oak Park 
Penn 
Perry 
Washington 
Webster 


1 Figures are based on Pupil Ethnic Censuses from 1976 to 1980. 


79-80 
Balboa* 
Burbank* 
Chollas 
Emerson 
Kennedy 
Knox 
Lincoln* 
Logan* 
Lowell 
Mead 
Memorial 
Sherman* 
Stockton* 


Baker** 
Freese* 
Horton** 
Morse* 
O'Farrell 
Bell* 
Boone* 
Central* 
Fulton** 
Johnson** 
Keiller* 
Linda Vista* 
Paradise Hills* 
San Diego 
Valencia Park** 
Audubon 
Encanto 
Gompers** 
Lee* 
Penn* 
Washington* 


Beale* 
Brooklyn* 
Carson* 
Dewey* 
Euclid* 
Marshall* 
Oak Park 
Perry 
Rowan* 
Webster** 
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In 1978 plaintiffs provided demographic projections which 


showed that Audubon, Boone, Lee, and Paradise Hills would con


tinue to tip, and would become over 80% minority by 1982. 4 


(Objections to Defendant'~ Proposed Racial Integration Plan, 


1978-82, dated April 27, 1978, p.iv). In response to this 


analysis the School District said, "none of the remaining minority 


imbalanced schools will have a minority enrollment which exceeds 


80% by 1982". It also said, "(t)he District intends to make 


every effort to ensure that these schools do not become minority 


isolated".5 (Defendant School District's Response to Plaintiff's 


Objections to the San Diego Racial Integration Plan 1978-82', May 8, 


1978, p. 5), 


Good intentions notwithstanding, the District's efforts have 


not been effective. In fact, it appears that plaintiffs' analysis 


was quite conservative. Paradise Hills reached almost 80% minority 


last Fall. Audubon, Boone, and Lee have continued to t ,ip as 


projected, and have been joined by Bell, Central, Keiller, and 


Linda Vista in the over 70% minority category, and by Penn and 


Washington in the over 60% category. (See Table 2). 


C. MINORITY GROWTH IMPROVES INTEGRATION STATISTICS 


The School District observed that "despite the increasing 


number of minority students in the total District, the number 


of minority students enrolled in those [segregated] schools 


4 See page iv, Objections to Defendant's Proposed Racial 
Integration Plan 1978-82, dated April 27, 1978. 


5 See page 5, Defendant School District's Response to 
Plaintiff's Objections to the San Diego Racial Integra
tion Plan 1978-82, dated May 8, 1978. 
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1 decreased from 13,659 to 13,413".6 It is surprising that an 


2 increase of 2,364 minority students in VEEP and magnet programs 


:5 over the previous year, 7 minority enrollment in the 23 segregated 


4 schools fell by only 246 . . However, this small number is not so 


5 startling when it becomes clear that only 4208 of the 2,364 


6 minority students came from the 23 segregated schools, and that 


7 although the minority population in the District increased by 


8 1,868 students between 1978-79 and 1979-80, the minority resident 


9 population in the 23 segregated school neighborhoods increased by 


10 only 80 students. (See Table 3).9 In other words, 1,788 of the 


11 new minority students in the District took up residence in 


12 neighborhoods outside of the 23 segregated schools. Thus, with-


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


out participating in the integration plan, many of these 1,788 


new students integrated majority schools and improved the 


statistics used to measure the progress of the integration plan, 


including the Desegregation Index. 


6 See page 2, Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration 1979-80, dated June 1980. 


7 See page 4 and 7 and Table 3 and Table 4, Evaluation of 
the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration 1979-80, dated 
June 1980. 


8 


9 


The figure of 420 is derived by totaling the minority 
students from minority isolated schools in VEEP and the 
minority students from minority isolated schools in magnet 
programs · in majority schools for each year and taking the 
difference. The data used was from Table 3 and Table 4 of 
the Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration 
1979-80, dated June 1980, and from the same tables in the 
June 1979 Evaluation. 


Since 420 minority students moved out of segregated schools 
in VEEP and magnet programs, and the residential P9pulation 
increased by 80 minority students, there should have been a 
net loss of 340 minority students, rather th~ 246. , The 
difference may result from small errors in the data and the 
fact that the ethnic census was taken in November and Decem
ber, while the magnet and VEEP data was taken in April. 
Also , the data in the Evaluation does not indicate those 
minority students from segregated schools who may be parti
cipating full-time in majority career centers. 
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TABLE 3 


RESIDENT POPULATION OF SEGREGATED SCHOOLS 1 


School 1978-79 1979-80 
Majorit~ Minorit~ Majorit~ Minorit~ 


Baker 7 541 4 501 
Balboa 60 934 49 963 
Burbank 5 316 4 358 
Cho11as 18 421 20 403 
Emerson 18 576 10 667 
Freese 140 636 90 644 
Fulton 4 294 18 322 
Horton 15 501 21 488 
Johnson 2 305 3 319 
Kennedy 11 733 10 719 
Knox 12 481 14 402 
Logan 29 980 8 1,037 
Lowell 3 481 2 406 
Mead 13 299 7 309 
Sherman 84 958 55 1,075 
Stockton 20 584 12 626 
Valencia Park 6 552 47 575 
Webster 26 291 15 268 


Gompers 21 1,002 33 1,072 
Memorial 31 1,714 39 1,776 
O'Farrell 113 1,286 108 1,216 


Lincoln 21. 1,917 14 1,639 
Morse 449 1,888 345 1,985 


TOTAL 1,108 17,690 928 17,770 


Difference Between 1978-79 and 1979-80: -180 +80 


1 The resident population was calculated by adding to or subtracting from the Pupil 
Ethnic Census of each school, students participating in VEEP or magnet programs, or 
reassigned using Special Atten~ance Permits. Data used were from the Pupil Ethnic 
Census, Students Participating in Magnet Programs, Students Participating in Volun
tary Ethnic Enrollment Programs, and Special Attendance Permit data for the 
appropriate years. 
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:\ 
111 Most of the minority student growth is accounted for by 


2 1 1,388 new Asian students. The Hispanic population grew by 680, 


3 11 and the Native Americans by 37. The Black enrollment declined 


4 1 by 221, to continue its downward trend. 10 


51 D. MAGNET PROGRAMS AGAIN FAIL TO MEET GOALS 


6 Nine of the eleven magnet programs in segregated schools 


7 fell short of the number of non-resident majority students 


8 1 needed to meet their goals. These programs failed by 252 stu-


91 
10 


11 


12 


15


1 16 
I 


dents (23.3%) to meet their goals. Only one elementary school 


(Johnson) and one secondary school (Gompers) met their goals. 


(See Table 4). 


The two career' centers located in minority isolated 


secondary schools (Lincoln and Morse) fell 43% short of their 


goals despite the fact that they were only part-time programs 


aimed at attracting a mere 130 majority students. (See Table 4). 


(Typical~~ students attend career school programs for only two 


17 hours a day. For example, only 57.1% of the students attending 


18 Wright Brothers Career High School attended as full-time students 


19 last year. This data is from Exhibit E, June 25, 1979 Hearings. 


20 The data this year did not show the full-time students. 


21 Magnet program applications for next year indicate that 


22 these programs are likely to miss the goal even more in 1980-81 


23 I than they did last year. Last June 696 applications had been 


24 received from majority students for programs in segregated 


25 schools. The total majority student goal for these segregated 


26 


27 


28 
10 Data developed from the 1978-79 and 1979-80 Pupil Ethnic 


Censuses. 
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TABLE 4 


COMPARISON OF MAJORITY APPLICATIONS FOR MAGNETS IN 
SEGREGATED SCHOOLS, ENROLLMENTS, AND GOALS, 1978-79 AND 1979-80 


SCHOOL 


Fulton 
Johnson 
Lowell 
Emerson 
Webster 
Benchley 
Fremont 
Sherman 


Horton 
Knox 
Longfellow 
Oak Park 
Baker 
Valencia Park 
Gompers 
Uemorial 
O'Farrell 
Lincoln 
Horse 


TOTAL 


1979-80 


107 71 


24 92 


16 22 


75 187 


99 165 


3 153 


6 5 


16 38 


10 18 


40 245 


33 76 


14 50 


32 140 


174 187 


14 19 


13 18 


4 24 


16 50 


90 


60 


80 


190 


167 


149 


55 


80 


60 


173 


150 


60 


175 


165 


65 


65 


50 


80 


-19 


+32 


-58 


-3 


-2 


+4 


-50 


-42 


-42 


+72 


-74 


-10 


-35 


+22 


-46 


-47 


-26 


-30 


30 


46 


19 


o~ 
131) 


133~ 


13:~ 
35) 
40) 


210j 
87) 


46~ 
71) 


176 


18 


50 


o 
5 


1980-81 


87 


24 


15 


22 


30 


53 


25 


133 


10 


12 


19 


22 


117 


70 


34 


153 


304 


425 


142 


309 


28 


62 


19 


27 


120 


90 


100 


75 


218 


162 


151 


80 


120 


80 


260 


160 


90 


200 


200 


35 


130 


75 


110 


1 
Data from Tally of Applications - Elementary Magnet Programs (1979) 


2 


and 1979-80 Applications Approved as of .June 20, 1979 Secondary 
Schools Division-. 


Data from Students Participating in Magnet Programs (April 1980) 


3 Data from the Sa~ Diego Plan for Racial Integration 1979-82, Revised. 
4 


Data from comparison of 1980-81 Program Goals for Nonresident Stu-
dents with Continuing Students and Applications Received for 1980-81. 
Elementary Schools Division. dated 6/02/80. and Comparison of 
1980-81 Program Goals with Continuing Students and Accepted Appli
cations for 1980-81. Secondary Schools Division. Revised 6/15 / 80. 
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12 
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14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 
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28 


schools was 1,914. This June only 452 of an expected 2,456 


majority students had applied for programs in minority . 


segregated schools. ll Last June 36% of the goal had been 


reached. This yea~ unlY ' la% of the goal for the Fall has 


been reached : exactly half of what had been reached last 


year at the same time. 


E. SOME ASSIGNMENTS INCREASE SEGREGATION 


Each year there have been both majority and minority 


students whose reassignment away from their neighborhood schools 


has increased segregation. This year 108 majority students left 


segregated or tipping schools to attend majority' schools, either 


in magnet programs or using Special Attendance Permits. 


Majority schools sent 37 minority students to segregated or 


tipping schools . 12 Of these assignments, which increased segre


gation, ninety-five involved students who participated in magnet 


programs and fifty were students reassigned with Special Atten


dance Permits. 12 


F. LARGE NUMBERS PARTICIPATE: FEW DESEGREGATE 


Only 781 (7.7%) of the 10,166 students participating in 


magnet programs are majority students who desegregate segregated 


schools. An even smaller number, 341 (3.3%) participate in 


programs which stabilize ·tipping schools. 13 There are 8,188 who 


are simply .moving around in an educational version of musical 


chairs~3bparticipants are given the opportunity to benefit from 


sp.e.cial. education programs, but they do nothing for desegregation . 


11 See Table 4 . 


12 See Table 5 . 
13 These figures are derived from Students Participating in 


Magnet Programs (April 1980). 
l3b856 minority students from segregated schools also subtracted. 
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TABLE 5 


TRANSFERS WHICH SEGREGATE1 


STUDENT 
ETHNICITY 


SENDING 
SCHOOL 


RECEIVING SCHOOL 


MAJORITY TIPPING 


TOTAL 


MAJORITY SEGREGATED 


TOTAL 


PROGRAM 


VEEP 
MAGNET 
SAP 


VEEP 
MAGNET 
SAP 


MAJORITY 


52 
20 


72* 


22 
14 


36* 
Total majority which segregate: 108 


MINORITY MAJORITY 


TOTAL 


MINORITY TIPPING 


TOTAL 


MINORITY SEGREGATED 


TOTAL 


VEEP 
MAGNET 
SAP 


VEEP 
MAGNET 


SAP 


VEEP 
MAGNET 


SAP 


Total minority which segregate : 37 


TIPPING 


35 


35** 


3 


6 


9* 


11 


11* 


1 


1 


4 


7 


36 


47** 


* Transfers which increase segregation. 


SEGREGATED 


2 


35 


37* 


9 


1 


10* 


10 


2 


12* 


11 


3 


14* 


37 


9 


46** 


** Transfers which are neutral or Qave a mixed effect. 


1 
Data is taken from Students Participating in Magnet Programs (April 1980). 
Students Participating in Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Programs (April 1980} , 
and Special Attendance data received on July 17, 1980. 
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1 The weakness of the District's integration plan is highlighted 


2 by the fact that after three years the number of majority students 


3 in segregated schools has reached only 1,727 , including 909 resident 


4 students. The numbers of majority students participating in programs 


5 at Fulton , Johnson , Valencia Park , Webster , Gompers, and other seg-


6 regated schools are grossly inadequate when compared to the 5,754 


7 majority students needed to raise the segregated schools to only 70% 


8 1 minority . Furthermore , none of this takes into account the six addit-


9 ional schools which are now over 70% minority, and the several more 


10 which are approaching 70% . 


11 II I I 


12 II II 


13 IIII 


14 II II 


15 1111 


16 J II I 
17 i I II 
18 IIII 
19 II I I 
20 II I I 
21 IIII 
22 II I I 


23 I I II 


24 II I I 


25 II II 


26 I I I I 


27 II I I 


28 I I I I 
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INTEGRATIVE EXPERIENCES 


"My definition of what has taken place is that we are 
talking about integrating experiences in an educational 
context which is not the same to me as an integrated 
education." 


4 Joe O. Littlejohn, School Board Member, 6/24/80, SDUSD 


5 Board Meeting. (See Appendix B). 


6 The "Integrative Experiences" hidden in the School District's 


7 verbiage call to mind, "two grains of wheat hid in two bushels 


81 of chaff; you shall seek all day ere you find them; and when you 


9 have them they are not worth the search. 14 


10 A. Elementary Extended Instructional Exchange Program 


I 
. 15 16 


11 Through this program 167 (2%) of the 8,197 elemerttary 


12 


13 


14 


15


1 16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21-


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 
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students attending schools over 80% minority are desegregated 


for 25% 17 of the school year . 


B. Secondary Instructional Exchange Program 


In this program, 203 18 (4.5%) of the 4,488 secondary students 


attending four secondary schools (Memorial , O'Farrell, Morse and 


19 Lincoln) are desegregated for approximately two hours a day. 


The 335 20 minority students at Gompers, who are not in the magnet 


program and are still segr~gated, cannot participate in the 


14 Merchant of Venice, Act 1, Scene 1, Shakespeare. 
15 Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration , 


1979-80, p.13. 


16 Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 
1979·-80, Appendix B-l. 


17 
E~ementary Instructional Exchange Programs , SDUSC , 11/14/79. 


18 See Table 4 , Evaluation of San Diego Plan for Rac i al 
Integration , 1979-80. 


19 Secondary Instructional Exchange Programs , SDUSC , 11/8/79. 


20 See Table 4, Evaluation of the San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration, 1979-80. 
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1 1[ program. 


2 semester or less . 


More than half of the exchanges are still for only one 


This, in spite of repeated assertions by the 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


District that "the long range goal of such exchanges is the full 


21 time enrollment of students in paired or clustered schools ... " 


In the Project Lincoln survey, fewer than half of the 


teachers rated the exchange program as "going well" or even as 


"OK".22 


8 ! C . Career Centers 


91 All of the career centers continue to be listed as part of 


10 the integration plan , contrary to the Court's ruling that those 


11[ in majority schools should not be included. (Order and Guidance 


12 Memorandum , 11 / 28/77.) Fewer than half of the Career Center 


13 students spend as much as four hours per day in the program ." 


14 D. Oral Communication 


15 That an oral communications program is necessary in a deseg-


16 regated school district is emphasized in educational literature 


17 and was recommended by this Court . We applaud the District's 


18 efforts but would recommend the following : 


19 1 . That all certificated personnel receive training. 


20 2. That materials be made available in every school 


21 and every teacher be made familiar with them . 


22 3 . That future surveys be more carefully 


23 constructed. 23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


21 Reporter ' s Transcript , June 26 , 1979 , Court ' s Amendments, 
p . 278. 


22 See Appendix H-19 , Evaluation of t he San Diego Plan for 
Racial Integration , 1979-80 . 


"23 See Appendix B, School Board Minutes , 6/ 24/ 80 . 
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1 E. Project Lincoln: Pride in Excellence 


2 Twenty seven pages of educational jargon proclaim this 


program a success. Yet a letter to the Court (6/09/80) from ten :3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


Lincoln High School teachers suggests that much more substantial 


changes at Lincoln are needed. 25 
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25 28 Court's letter to Hasper and Jensen , 6 / 23/80 , with enclosures. 
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11 KAPLAN SURVEYS 


21 Last year the Court received only four parts of the Kaplan 


3 Survey in evidence . Plaintiffs again urge that none of the 


4 survey s be receiv ed . If the Court is inclined to admit any of 
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the surveys, Plaintiffs request the opportunity to submit evidence 


and argument on the surveys considered for admission. 
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1 SCHOOL OF CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS MINIMIZES INTEGRATION AS 


2 PRESENTLY LOCATED AND ORGANIZED 


3 A significant number of students, 356, participate in the 


4 School of Creative and Performing Arts (SCPA). Over 1,000 stu-


5 dents are on the waiting list. However, only 53 of the 356 


6 


7 


81 


91 
I 


10 


111 
12 


participants are minority students from segregated schools; and 


as of March only 77 of the 1,000 on the waiting list were minority 
1 


students from segregated schools. SCPA is organized as a separate 


school. It is a school-within-a-school at Roosevelt, and only 


students in the SCPA magnet participate in its classes. 


Last year the school administration proposed to move SCPA to 


Collier, where it would have taken over the whole school, and 


13 would have had room to expand. Collier and Dana Junior High 


14 


15


1 16 


17 


18 


I 


Schools, just a mile apart, have only 1,425 students between them. 


It was proposed to move the Collier students to Dana. However, a 


number of groups, including the Integration Task Force, urged that 


consideration be given to moving SCPA to a segregated school, where 


its drawing power for majority students could be utilized to deseg-


19 regate the school. This possibility is now being examined by a 


20 committee of parents and school personnel. 


21 If SCPA is moved to a segregated school: and maintained as a 


22 separate school, with resident students excluded from the magnet 


23 program, it is likely that many of th~ resentments and other 


24 problems associated with the Gompers magnet will be replicated. 


25 Worse yet, if resident students in the 'segregated school are moved 


26 out of their school to accommodate SCPA, greater resentment , and 


27 even hostility, may be generated. And for no purpose. The 


28 object of moving SCPA to a segregated school is to integrate the 


IData is from Students 'Participatingin Magnet Programs (April 1980), 
2 and letter from Mr. Stern to Court, dated March 7, 1980. 


The District proposes that SCPA use entire school and that resident 
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students in the segregated school, not to move them out of their 


neighborhood. Except for the few additional minority students 


from segregated schools who are admitted as a result of a possible 


expansion of SCPA in its new location, no more integration will have 


been achieved than with the school in its present location . 
. 


While it may be tempting to compare such a move to the 


development of the successful career high school at Wright Brothers, 


there is, in fact, no similarity. In 1972-73 Wright Brothers was a 


miniscule continuation high school with 74 students , all Black. 


It was not a regular , neighborhood 'school with the ,ties , loyalties, 


expectations, and involvement of the community associated with a 


neighborhood school. The school was closed, the 74 students 


reassigned, and it was reopened as a career high school in the 


Fall of 1973 with a total of 33 students, 28' of them white. 


Plaintiffs urge that SCPA be moved to a segregated school, 


and general education classes, and as many others as possible be 


opened to resident students. The segregated school would thus be, 


significantly integrated. Such a move and such a reorganization 


would be consistent with the total school concept plaintiffs have 


always supported. 
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students be reassigned to another school. 
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! VI 
I DISTAR CAN HINDER INTEGRATION 


I i Plaintiffs have serious reservations about broadening the use 


2 1 of DISTAR in the district. Widespread use of .DISTAR in minority 


3 schools can become an obstacle to school desegregation, and rein-


4 force the current separate and unequal status of minority schools 


51 for the following reasons: 


6 1. DISTAR will be unacceptable to many middleclass 


? parents, because it is designed for disadvantaged children. 


8 2. Adopting DrSTAR as the only, or even the preferred , 


91 method of instruction in minority schools will further increase 


10 1 the distinctions between minority and majority schools. 


11 1 3. Using a curriculum for minority school children which 


12 is different from that for majority children is inconsistent 


1~ l with the goal of bringing students together , voluntarily or 


141 involuntarily . 


15 1 4. Behavior and adjustment problems are foreseeable when 


16 I majority children are required to adjust to the strict timetable 


17 and constant repetition ' of DISTAR, or minority children have to 


18 cope with the openness and expectations of creativeness in the 


19 


20 


classrooms currently preferred for white students. 


5. With different curricula in minority schools and majority 


21 schools, both majority and minority parents would tend to be 


22 discouraged from transferring a child for integration purposes 


23 when the receiving school has a different curriculum from the 


24 neighborhood school. 


25 6 . Well-organized integration programs still offer the best 


26 opportunity for quality education and raising achievement . 


27 7. Integration provides educational and social opportunities 


28 that continue through the student's school career and beyond . 
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Without an order from the Court, the School Board : 


1. Is free to adopt DISTAR, and has done so on a limited 


basis. 


2. May extend DISTAR to other schools, if it can make a 


convincing case for DISTAR to parents. 


An order from the Court to expand DISTAR in minority schools 


would leave parents from majority schools free to seek changes 


in their curricula, and the Board would have unfettered authority 


to respond. Parents from DISTAR schools, by contrast, would have 


an additional hurdle in seeking a curricular change. They would 


have to persuade the Board to return to the Court for a modifica


tion of the order imposing DISTAR. If the Board were unwilling 


to do s? , perhaps for reasons unrelated to the curriculum question, 


the minority parents would have to sue. 


In an excess of fairness, Plaintiffs attach as Appendix A 


a brief review of DISTAR literature. Although the views expressed 


are more positive than Plaintiffs', it should be noted that there 


is strong agreement that, if DISTAR is expanded, it should be done 


in an integrated setting, and in all schools where it is used, 


the District must be alert to any negative impact on integration. 
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VII 


SCHOOL BOARD CONSIDERATION OF THE EVALUATION REPORT 


In June of 1979 , the Court wondered if the School Board gave 


3 the evaluation reports the close attention that the Court did, or 


4 relied more on the staff. (R.T. June 25, 1979 , p.5). In its 


5 June 16, 1980 Report, the Integration Task Force complained about 


6 a lack of leadership and commitment by the School Board. They 


7 observed that "the Board of Education is more concerned with the 


81 


9 1 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


I 


15


1 16 
I 


17 


integration law suit than it is with integrating the schools and 


providing quality education to the district students". (rTF Report , 


June 16, 1980, p.6). 


The School Board discussed this year's evaluation of the 


integration plan and proposed amendments to the plan at a regular 


public meeting on June 24 , 1980. Both items had been received by 


the Board members a few days before , and the amendments were to be 


submitted to the Court the next day. 


Some Board members complained that the short lead time did . 


not permit the evaluation to be examined adequately, nor questions 


18 to be asked of and responded to by staff. The evaluation was of 


19 little value to these Board members in acting on the proposed 


20 amendments to the plan . This portion of the Board's discussion 


21 bears on the Court's concerns expressed in June , 1979 and t he 


22 Integration Task Force's serious charge voiced in its June 16 , 


23 I 1980 Report. The transcript of the. discussion concerning t he 


24 evaluation is attached as Appendix B. 
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1 CONCLUSION 


2 Defendant has not made meaningful progress toward desegre-


3 gating its segregated schools. Plaintiffs believe that the 


4 Integration Task Force continues to perform a valuable service 


5 by giving critical attention to the implementation of the inte-


6 gration plan. The Court-appointed experts performed a similar 


7 useful function this year. However, Plaintiffs again recommend 


81 that a special master be appointed to develop a truly comprehensive 


9 integration plan. 
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Date: July 21, 1980 


Respect-fully submitted, 


t(~ 
VERONICA A. ROESER 
Attorney for -Plaintiffs 
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TABLE 6 


PROJECTED NU~BER OF t INOR IT Y S'l'L;DENI'S It, ISOLATED 
SCHOOLS 1981- 82 


Magnet Pro~ram ~on-Magnet Program 
Enroll - if iVi i - % tv: i - Enrol1 - i Mi- % Mi -


ment norit;y norit,y: ment norit,y: nority 


Baker 632 505 79. 9 none 
Balboa none 876 823 93 .9 
Burbank none 276 272 98 .6 
Chollas) none 601 576 95 .8 
Mead ) 
Emerson 693 583 84 . 1 none 
Freese l none 662 506 76.4 
Fulton 356 187 52·5 30 30 100 . 0 
Horton 240 77 32.1 368 358 97 .3 
Johnson 327 205 62 . 7 none 
Kennedy none 673 662 98.4 
Knox 150 44 29.3 297 293 98.7 
Logan none 916 889 97.0 
Lowell 431 307 71.2 none 
Sherman 180 59 32.8 1178 1064 90 .3 
Stockton none 416 401 96.4 
Valencia Park 709 460 64 . 9 none 
l,'ve bster 524 264 50.4 none 
Gompers 2 350 120 34.3 240 233 97 .1 
lV'emorial 75 25 33.3 912 864 94 .7 
O'Farrell 450 150 33.3 907 831 91.6 
Lincoln 200 100 50 . 0 885 878 99 .2 
Morse 300 100 33 . 3 2198 1721 78.3 
San Diego (JOO 100 33 . 3 1268 1123 88 .6 


(200 80 40 . 0 


11,524 
Plus Baker and Emerson magnets 1,088 


TOTAL MINORITY STUDENTS WHO WILL REMAIN 12,612 
SEGREGATED IN 1981- 92 


Note: 1976- 77 Ethnic Census shows 14,288 minority students in 
designated isolated schools. 


Sources: Schools with magnet ·programs: San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration. Revised June 1979, and Amendments. June 24. 1980. 
Schools without magnet programs: San Diego City Schools Planning 
and Research Department. "Elementary School Enrollments, Three-Year 
Projections, August 26, 1977." 


lpreese data derived from San Diego Plan for Racial In~egration, 
March 22, 1978. Where majority/minority ·figures were not s upplied 
by District projections, individual school ratios from ~he 1978- 79 
Ethnic Census were applied. 


2Students in the Gompers non- magnet program are schedu_ed wi~h 
magnet students for physical education and elec tive classes. 
but not math, science. English, social studies. or compute r 
science classes. 
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TABLE 7 


:v' I O~ITY STl.:"DE TS '.'lEC '\'iILL ~E [AIN SEGREGATED 
IN 1981 - 92 


Schools 


1. From Segregated Schools with 
No On- Site Full Time Program 
1981- 82 


Balboa 
Burbank 
Chollas) 
Mead ) 
Freese 
Kennedy 
Logan 
Stockton 


2 . From Segregated Schools Having 
Separate Part School Segregated 
Traditional Programs 


Fulton 
Horton 
Knox 
Sherman* 
Gompers 
Lincoln 
l'Iemorial 
Morse 
O'Farrell 
San Diego High School 


3. Schools With Total Magnet Programs 
that Will Be Above or Very Close to 
80% Minority 


Baker 
Emerson 


79.9% 
84.1% 


TOTAL 


Number of Students 
Remaining Segregated 


in 1981-82 


823 
272 
576 


506 
662 
889 
401 


4129 


30 
3.58 
293 


1064 
233 
878 
864 


'1721 
831 


1123 


7395 


.50.5 
~ 
1088 


12.612 


*Students in the Gompers non- magnet program are scheduled with 
agnet students for physical education and elective classes , 


bu not ath , science, English , social stUdies, or compu~er 
science classes. 
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APPENDIX A 


DISTAR 


Considerable evidence supports the success of the Distar 
program in raising the achievement scores of "disadvantaged" 


children across the country. However, a comprehensive examina


tion of available research supports the hypothesis that Distar 
is not always successful and that no one method is consistently 


better than another. It is important to keep in mind the 


unmeasurable factors involved in .any classroom teaching method 
which determine the success or failure of any program. Those 


factors include the attitude and bias of the teacher toward a 


particular ethnic or socio-economic group, plus the teacher's 
enthusiasm and support for the instructional method being 


employed. It is also important to consider that no single method 


of learning is suitable for every child. 


Favorable research on Distar suggests that the program has 
"achieved results superior to those of most other models," 


(Bruton, 1975), and that many children who have been taught by 


Distar are performing at and above the national norms in reading 


and arithmetic. The program appears to minimize individual diff


erences and inconsistencies in teachers, and emphasizes the 


material which is taught . Children are encouraged through drill 


to speak loudly and clearly, to overcome linguistic problems 
associated with dialect, to express themselves in clear well


structured sentences, and to ask meaningful questions . Many 


teachers who have worked with Distar are pleased with. the results, 


approve of the material, and express interest in continuing to 


use Distar as a major program to teach reading (EPIE Institute, 


1977) . 
Several studies have raised questions about the merits 


of Distar , lending credibility to the claim it is controversial. 


However, some of the critics have. acknowledged Distar' s effec


tiveness in certain cases . While some of the objections appear 
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academic, the list of unfavorable points is a legitimate reminder 


that it is important to keep a sense of perspective regarding 


the merits of the progrrum. The following list reflects the 


possible negative aspects of Distar : 
1. Distar contains material which is objectionable to 


some educators and parents, i.e., racial bias , sexism , and 


anti-humanism (Gaman, 1974). 
2. The highly structured method of teaching elicits 


responses that are "robot-like" (Gaman, 1974). 
3. Fears exist that Distar will limit creative thought 


processes (Mayes, 1974).* 
4. Evidence suggests that the material learned is "not 


transferable" - to other educational mat-erials at the conclusion 


of the use of Distar (EPIE - Institute, 1977). 
5. Verbalism which takes place by rote learning neglects 


comprehension (EPIE Institute, 1973 ; Ogletree, 1975 ; Davis, 


1971) . 


6. Distar is based on a misconception that language 


differences exist between "advantaged" and "disadvantaged" 


children and black dialect is regarded as no language or as 


inferior (Ogletree, 1975) . 
7. Distar's success has been distorted due to testing 


methods which did not take into account certain variables , i.e ., 


a failure to pre-test for language mastery at the beginning of 


the use of Distar, and comparisons with conventional methods 


which begin reading a year later than Distar and are therefore 


at a disadvantage when compared according to grade level (Kauf-


-man, 1976) . 
8. Very little material taught by Distar is relevant to 


the children's home and school environment (EPIE Institute , 


1973) . 
9. Distar is not new but an old method which has been 


updated and its methods are in opposition to t he beliefs of 
- -


experts in early childhood education (Mayes , 19 74). 
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10. Teachers supportive of Distar indicated the program 


was not useful for all children and expressed concern at the 
"boredom" exhibited by students who needed more intellectual 
stimulation (Ogletree, 1975). 


11. Some teachers feel hampered by the structured 


material in Distar (EPIE Institute, 1973; Ogletree, 1975). 
12. Even though Distar is considered "teacher-proof," 


the "teacher's personality more than any other criteria" is 


the factor responsible for success (EPIE Institute, 1973). 


* Findings of a study showed that creativity 
was not hampered (Ryckman, 1976). 


It is ' our opinion that the positive and negative aspects 


of Distar should be carefully weighed and that an open mind be 


kept toward the use of the program in San Diego. The method 
merits being tried in some classrooms, but would not be in the 


best interests of all school children. The best education 


system offers a multi-method approach to learning. It is our 


recommendation that the court proceed with caution and not 


mandate Distar as the sole instructional method in the San 


Diego Unified School District. Where employed, Distar should 
be carefully monitored with strict evaluation procedures. 


We concur with the belief of Distar's developers, 


Engelmann and Bereiter, that reading and arithmetic "can be 
taught" to every child and agree with Distar's emphasis that 


places responsibility on the teacher to teach (Engelmann, 1967). 


We further realize that while the attitudes of teachers who are 


insensitive to children of certain socio-economic or ethnic 


backgrounds are hard to change, the structured nature of programs 


such as Distar can minimize the effect of such attitudes. It 


must also be kept in mind that even the best method used in 


developing language and comprehension skills must take place in 
. . 


a multi-cultural and socio-economically mixed classroom in order 


for it to have a long term effect on children who have been 
racially or socio-economically isolated. 


Patrick H. McCann, Ph.D. 
Educational Psychologist 
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TF Members : Please be prepared to discuss this at 
the meeting, on September 22, 1980. 


I l r ;-, 
~ Ibb~rt O. Zunw ... ,i.' c~," illJ. 
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At this annual review the Court finds the School 


Diatrict's programs together wi~h natural demographic distribu
, I 
J./ 


tion-have IIheld the line" so that seareoation has not ir.creased J _ 


Y Plaintiffs' c ::>unsel points out "that although the mineri ty 
population in the District increase~ by 1,868 students ~e


tween 1978-79 and 1979-80, the minor2ty resident population 
in the 23 segreg ated school neighborhoods inc~0ased by only 
80 students. In other Vlords, 1,788 of the ne'y minorlty stl. tle. ts 
in the Discrict t:)0k '.Jp ' residence in neighborhoods outside o~ 
t h·.:! 23 sec;r~gatl?ci schools." 1,419 of these studC!1ts are i\si.::n. 
anI AlasKQn!Indi,n students, 687 are Hispanic. Tnere was a 
loss of 238 Black students. 
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during the past year, but no particular progress toward further 
2/ 


desegregation has been made~ The prevention of further deterio-


ration in the situation is significant since there has been an 


exodus 'of white families from the district and overall percen-


tages have dropped from 61.8% \,lhite in 1979 to 58.9 % white in 


1980. It is encouraging that the Integration Task Force found 


" that in most schools students are more aware of cultural 


distinctions, cultural contributions and the racial/ethnic make 


up of our community." 


The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (VEEP) continu es 


to be the only significant desegregation device for secondary 


students. Magnet schools have proved effective in desegregating 


elementary students. During the past year, two additional 


minority isolated elementary schools have lowered minority 


percentages below 80%, bringing the total number of such schools 


to four. Fulton, an athletic magnet, has moved from 1.2 % white 


to 21.1% white and Johnson, an academic magnet, has moved from 


y 


% M.inority 
in School 


80-100% 
(Isolated) 


60-79 % 
(Tipping ) 


0-59 % 
(Desegregated 
and "White") 


Distribution of Minority Students 


1976-77 1979-80 


30% 26% 


17% 18% 


53% 56 % 


'100% 100% 


Information obtained from annual Pupil Ethnic Censu s. 
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1 0.8% white to 26.1% white. Valencia Park and Webster continued 


2 to enroll over 20~ white. On the other hand, ten of the minority 


3 isolated schools had slight increases in the percentage of 


4 minorities, and tipping schools (those with fewer than 50% 


5 white) shc~ a large loss of white students. 


6 In 1978, there were 15 elementary schools and one junior 


7 high school with more than 50% minority enrollment. In 1979 


8 there were 18 elementary schools and two junior high schools in 


9 this category. Moreover minority percentages increased in all 


10 but one of the original 16 tipping schools, and one school, 


11 Paradise Hills, has slipped to 21.9% white. Comparison charts 


12 of all minority isolated schools and all tipping schools have 


13 been attached as Appendixes A and B respectively. 


14 The Court adheres to its view that mandatory assignments 


15 will further speed up white ·departure and have the ultimate 


16 effect of creating city-wide segregation. The withdrawal of 


17 white children from the system during the last three years is 


18 greater than that forecast by Dr. David J. Armor in 1976. Ac-


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


cording to his testimony, the District would probably become an 


imbalanced district in 1990. Present projections indicate this 
3/ 


point could be reached as early as 1983~ Our High Court has 


warned that the cry "white flight" cannot become a refuge for 


those who resist desegregation, but there can be no doubt that 


"the California St.preme Court has expressly authorized the 


~/ See Exhibit 4N's. Armor projected that white enrollment 
would be in the range of 68,000-75,000 by 1979. The 


actual figure is 66,000 and the loss curve, when superimposed 
on the projection (Exhibit 4N's), shows a sharp downtrend 
between 1978 and 1979. 
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.-; 


consideration of resegregation patterns in designing decrees 
4/ 


for school litigation under the State Constitution."- The man-


date of Crawford allows sufficient flexibility to trial judges 


to formulate remedies based upon an intelligent evaluation of 


all data to the end that the ultimate goal of integration shall 


6 be achieved. (Appendix C.) 


7 In an effort to achieve meaningful progress toward desegre 


8 gation and alleviate the harms of isolation without devastating 


9 side effects the Court will once more order the District to pro-


10 ceed as the District itself had originally planned; namely, with 


11 the expansion of the elementary exchange program for both iso-


12 lated and tipping schools. The Court will also order t he Dis-


13 trict to implement an educational program which must result in 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


2R 


Estes v. Metrooolitan Branches of Dallas NAACP, et al., 
444 u.s. 437, 62 L.Ed.2d. 626 t 100 Sup.Ct. 716 (Powell, 


Stewart and Rehnquist dissenting from dismissal of cert.) The 
wisdom of the California court's de facto rule or "no fault 
desegregation" is clearly etched against the background of the 
federal case s that apply the de jure rule. Once a federal court 
has determined that intentional desegregation has occurred, the 
Court is compelled to decree a renedy that will "let the punish
ment fit the crime". Federal cases require a r emedy to restore 
plaintiffs to substantially the position they would have occu
pied had there been no violation. This is an absurd criterion 
since no one can possibly know where plaintiffs would have lived 
had there been no violation . However, the Federal Courts assume 
that without intentional segregation all races would have been 
nearly equally mixed throughout the community. Thus the only 
remedy available in the Federal Court is busing at any cost 
unless, of course, the conununity is already overwhelmingly 
minority, in which case it is suitable to improve the children's 
education. In California a variety of remedies can be fashioned 
to alleviate the harms of segregation, provide quality schools 
and equal educational opportunities before the community has be
come a minority community. (See Appendix C, a collection of 
the Crawford court's directives to trial judges in fashioning 
desegragation decrees. ) 
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1 substantial improvement in the achievement of minority 
5/ 


2 children.-


3 The credibility of the District with this Court has 


4 deteriorated because of lack of candor. Statistical analyses 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


in District evaluations are changed from report to report in 


order to exaggerate claimed successes and minimize failures. 


"Changes each year in the format of the data furnished by the 


school district have made comparisons between years difficult, 
~/ 


and sometimes inpossible. " As a result, the Court has 


10 . had to seek additional information and undertake the tedium of 


11 matching raw data in order to get a fair comparison of last 


12 year with this year. 


13 Moreover, this year's report and evaluation makes no men-


14 tion of the Race/Human Relations Program or how it has been 


15 monitored; there is nothing said about the promise to expand the 


16 elementary exchange program or the future of that program. The 


17 District advertisement "Better Education by Choice" is mis-


18 leading. The choice is only available to those who are in the 


19 right place with the right color skin at the right time. The 


20 Court has informally urged the District to take the Court's 


21 orders as minimum requirements; the Court has stated the 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


~ If it is not reasonable and feasible to physically desegre-
gate the entire community, then one of the means available 


to alleviate the harms associated with racial isolation is the 
implementation of programs that will produce improved educational 
outcomes for minority children. Crawford v. Board of Education 
(1976) 17 Cal.3d 280, 309; Milliken v. Bradley (1976) 433 U.S. 
267, 275-279, 53 L.Ed.2d 745; Evans v. Buchanan (1978 C.A.3 
e n banc) , 582 F.2d 750, 767-774}. 


Brief of plaintiffs filed August 18, 1980, page 6. 
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District could show its good ·faith by enlarging on Court direc-


tives, e.g., the number of elementary exchanges, but the 


District has never gone beyond the Court order. And now, as 


will be presently explained, the Court believes it has been mis-


led concerning the nature and content of the proposed Achieve-


ment Goal Program. 


The District, as a representative of the people, is not 


in the same position as a private litigant who may be forgiven 


for twisting facts to win a case. We seek a just solution for 


the children, their parents and all citizens, not for the mem-


bers of the Board, the educational establishment or partisan 


groups who presume to represent minority or majority interests. 


The District would be vlell advised to follow the sug-


gestion of its former Schools Attorney, Thomas A. Shannon, 


now Executive Director, National School Boards Association who 


wrote in a recent issue of the Journal of Law & Education: 


"A corollary to credibility is openness 
and candor in school governance matters. 
There really is nothing to hide in public 
school district operations. Acting as if 
there is does nothing except promote the 
festering of suspicion and distrust which 
propels employee groups to erroneous 
judgments that lead invariably to 
heightened tensions • . . 'IAnswering 
questions truthfully is not enough. 
School Boards must extend themselves to 
ensure that all the facts relevant to the 
district's financial plight ••. are 
made conveniently available to employees 
in a reasonpbly understandable form. "Jj 


Mr. Shannon was speaking of credibility and candor when dealing 


2/ "How to Cope with Collective Bargaining in Times of Fiscal 
Crisis", 9 Jour. of Law & Education 243, 245-246. 
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1 with teachers in the adversary setting of collective bargaining. 


2 How much more important it is to be candid with the public, 


3 the children, and the Court, the forum charged with the duty of 


4 deciding what course of action will best protect the ~ights of 


5 all citiz( ·ns. 


6 If the Court shall finally conclude that the Distirct will 


7 not boldly and vigorously pursue those desegregation techniques 


8 now available, e.g.: the voluntary pairing of schools, the 


9 replication of successful magnet progr~s, the effective imple-


10 mentation of proved educational programs that raise student 


11 achievement and others, then despite the risk of resegregation, 


12 radical surgery in the form of mandatory assignments must be 


13 undertaken. When constitutional rights have been transgressed, 


14 a remedy must be prescribed; preferably, an effective one with 


15 no side-effects, but in any' event, some remedy. 


16 


17 II 


18 EVALUATION OF CURRENT PROGRAMS 


19 A. 


W W~ 


21 As stated above, VEEP continues to be the primary tool 


22 for desegregating secondary students. The program is criticized 


23 as "one way busing". In a sense, this is correct since it is 


24 used almost exclusively by the minority community. In another 


25 sense the epithet is misleading because no one is forced to 


26 participate in the program. If this Court's judgment con-


27 I cerning white flight is correct, two way busing would make 


28 San Diego a minority district like Los Angeles, Inglewood, 
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1 


2 


3 


4 


Pasadena, San Franciso and all other major cities throughout the 


nation . 


The VEEP program has also been criticized because it 


c auses.a "brain drain" from minority schools -- depriving them 


5 of wor thwhile role models. The criticism is well taken . Ad-


6 d itionally, the persistent phenomenon of fewer senior high par-


7 tic ipants than junior high enrollees suggests that many of the 


8 youngsters or their parents have become disappointed in the 


9 program in the junior high school. 


10 The program is far from a complete success. Nevertheless, 


11 the Court finds the operation of the VEEP program entails more 


12 plusses than minuses and enco~rages its use until something 


13 better comes along. This decision like most decisions in this 


14 case has been, in the words of Crawford, "an exceedingly diffi-


15 


16 


cult, sensitive and taxing [one], requiring the balancing 


and reconciliation of many competing values." (P. 310) 


17 The Court congratulates the District on the system-wide 


18 inauguration of the "buddy" system and encourages more emphasis 


19 on promoting a loving receptive attitude from resident teachers, 


20 stqff and students toward the VEEP students. It is in the im-


21 plementation of VEEP that the Race/Human Relations plan is of 


22 the most importance and the Court will require close monitoring 


23 of the program and effective enforcement by all personnel. 


24 B. 


25 RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRM1 


26 The Court could not find this program mentioned in the 


27 District's evaluation. Early in the school year, the District 


29 o forwarded to the court a "check- list" concerning the plan to 
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1 monitor the program. This directive provides that everyone 


2 (hence no one) is responsible to see that effective implementa-


3 tion is taking place throughout the District. The Task Force 


4 engaged the services of Dr. Guthrie to evaluate the program and 


5 his report was due July 28. It still has not been received. 


6 Therefore the Court is unable to evaluate the program at this 


7 time. The District is ordered to explain in detail how programs 


8 in the several schools are monitored, what is actually being 


9 done and how successes in some schools are communicated to and 


10 implemented in other schools. 


11 c. 


12 MAGNET SCHOOLS 


13 Enrollment statistics in magnet schools support the con-


14 elusion that magnets have been primarily useful in desegregating 


15 elementary pupils. 4,191 white children and 4,763 minority 


16 children participated in elementary magnets "last year. 689 


17 white students and 462 minority students participated in 


18 secondary magnets. 


19 Plaintiffs have charged that the claimed success of 


20 elementary magnets located in white neighborhoods is unwar-


21 ranted because many of the enrolled minority students have 


22 merely transferred from other desegregated schools. After 


23 studying enrollment records, the Court finds that 75% of 


24 minority students in elementary magnets located in white resi-


25 dential communities come from minority isolated or tipping 


26 schools (see Appendix D). It would of course be preferable to 


27 h a ve 100% come from isolated and tipping schools, but only those 


2S ",ho apply can be enrolled. 
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There are, however, some enrollment practices that need 


explanation. The District is ordered to submit an explanation of 


practices which involve the enrollment of white children from 


tipping and isolated schools. There are 44 white children en-


rolled fr(~ such schools. (See Appendix D.) 


Most magnets in majority neighborhoods succeeded in at-


tracting minority youngsters. In minority neighborhoods, 


however, white children are primarily attracted by programs that 


emphasize effective teaching in basic skills (reading, language 


and mathematics). The one exception is Fulton where the magnet 


program is athletics. (See Appendix A.) Those minority iso-


lated magnet schools that do not succeed in attracting a sub-


stantial number of white students should either be s,."itched to 


another magnet that shows promise of success or the schools should bE 


included in the expanded elementary exchange program to be dis-


cussed hereafter 


D. 


ELEMENTARY EXCHANGE PROGRAHS AND LEARNING CENTERS 


There has been justifiable complaint that the Learning 


Centers produce a lot of movement but very little education. 


These large groups that meet only one day a week were intended 


as "ice breakers" to build mutual trust, break down racial 


barriers and dispel myths and false stereotypes produced by iso-


lation. The Learning Centers fulf i lled this function. 


The Integration Task Force, in its June 1980 report, 


recommended that the Learning Centers be expanded into more com-


prehensive exchang e programs patterned after the existing ones. 


The Task Force found that the 9 week Elementary Exchange programs 


i I 


I 







1 produced meaningful integration and that few parents exercised 


2 their option to remove children from the program. In 1978 the 


3 District represented that it would indeed phase out the 


4 Learning Centers and phase in paired and clustered schools. In 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


1979 the Court reminded the District of this promise, but to the 


Court's knowledge, nothing further has been planned, said or done 


In its 1979 order, the Court stated: 


" the long term plan will be to 
increase these [elementary] ex
changes and phase out the Learning 
Centers. By long term, the Court en
visages that all exchanges will re
place Learning Centers by the 1983-84 
academic year." 


The Court now orders the District to present a plan by 


13 November 1, 1980 to accomplish this directive. The plan must 


14 pair or exchange each elementary school with 70 percent or more 


15 minority students, (\"here the school will not become or remain 


16 a total school magnet) with elementary schools that are 70% or 


17 more majority (and the school is not a total school magnet). 
8/ 


18 The program ,,,ill be completely implemented by the 1984-1985-


19 school year and the Learning Centers will be concurrently phased 


20 out;. 


21 E. 


22 SECONDARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM 


23 The Integration Task Force reported that the Secondary 


24 Exchange program is too small and the participants do not spend 


25 enough time together. The District states it will provide 


26 


27 
Because nothing has been done to further this plan to date, 
the original target year, 1983-84, appears unrealistic. 
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1 greater opportunites for non-classroom activities (field trips) 


2 but the two hour class periods cannot be extended. Last year, 


3 the program involved only 550 students of whom 203 were minority 


4 isolated. The exchanges were for various durations, ranging from 


5 less than a semester to a year. 


6 This program, like the magnet schools, has made no signifi 


7 cant inroad on minority isolation in secondary schools. The 


8 District must come up with a better plan; perhaps programs pat-


9 terned after the elementary exchanges. In the meantime, secon-


10 dary academic programs must be revised. Among other things, the 


11 District shall cooperate with the Basic Study Skills Center at 


12 San Diego State University to develop a writing program for 


13 secondary students. The District is ordered to submit on or 


14 before December 15, 1980 a joint report with Dr. Don Basile on 


15 the progress in developing the writing program and the District 


16 will submit other suggestions concerning the manner in which 


17 secondary education can be improved and the effects of isolation 


18 in such schools can be alleviated. 


19 F. 


20 PROJECT LINCOLN 


21 Information submitted to the Court suggests that this 


22 project has had some positive and beneficial effect at Lincoln 


23 High School, but much more remains to be done. A group of 


24 Lincoln te chers claim that the school needs more "stable, 


25 seasoned, strong, academically competent teachers." Complaints 


26 have been made that at least 50% of all students in an English 


27 c l ass are pulled out and put in Title I laboratories; it is 


28 claimed that 40% of the faculty have been there two years or 
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1 less. The Court will meet with the above said group of teachers, 


2 in the presence of counsel to discuss Lincoln's problems so that 


3 a suitable order may be drawn concerning this school. 


4 G. 


5 SECURITY AND ATTENDANCE 


6 Information received by the Court indicates that during 


7 the 1979-80 school year there has been greater enforcement of 


8 the Discipline Code with good results. The District is ordered 


9 to continue strict enforcement of this code and to follow 


10 through on its representations to improve student attendance 


11 through various means including the immediate contact of parents 


12 whose children are absent without excuse. 


13 H. 


14 LANGUAGE PROGRAN 


15 The District's report on the language program is con-


16 fusing. The Court is unable to discern whether a cohesive pro-


17 gram or plan to teach the children standard English exists. The 


18 Court has received a syllabus for such a program from the Dallas 


19 Schools which the Court will make available for review by 


20 Counsel and the District. The District is ordered to provide 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


clear information on the content and implementation of this 


program. 


III 


EVALUATION OF PROPOSED EDUCATION PROGRAM 


Before the beginning of the 1979-80 school year, the Court 


a p?ointed a team of three outstanding educators to examine, 


evaluate and report on the quality of education in San Diego's 
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1 isolated schools and to submit pertinent recorrunendations. "The 


2 Achievement Goals Program" that will be instituted in the coming 


3 school year was the District's response to criticisms and 


4 suggestions made by this team. They exposed the "undisputed fact 


5 that the academic skills are grossly deficient in the 


6 


7 


8 


9 


minority schools in comparison with the total San Diego 
. 9/ 


District. "- They pointed out that ft ••• if leaders are 


satisfied, or blame the victim for poor achievement, then a 


vigorous approach to the task of improving teaching and learning 


10 will be lacking." These educators recommended central control 


11 of materials, methods of instruction, supervision and in-service 


12 training of staff. " • Principals and supporting leadership 


13 staff should be continuously evaluated in terms of their 


14 students' achievements." Two instructional programs they found 


15 to be "exemplary" in respect of supervision . and in-service. staff 


16 training were Distar and the Bilingual Demonstration Program at 


17 certain schools. 


18 A. 


19 PROPOSED GOALS 


20 The goals proposed by the District for its Achievemen t 


21 Goals Program are nine percentile points on the Comprehensive 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


~/ In 1978 " ••. the San Diego District had a 59th per-
centile mEdian achievement at the 6th grade level on the 


Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, a national testing program, 
while the minority schools averaged 31st percentile with a low 
of 24th percentile. The District was in the 58th percentile 
at the 8th grade level, while the three isolated junior high 
schools reached the 24th percentile. The District was in the 
63rd percentile at the 10th grade level, while the isolated 
high schools reached only the 30.3rd percentile." (Consultant's 
report. ) 
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1 Test of Basic Skills in reading and mathematics, Grades 3 &nd 


2 6, for the period 1980-83. Plaintiffs and &~icus Curiae, 


3 The Urban League, argue the goals are insufficient. The Court 


4 agrees. In order to determine what goal is reasonably attain-


5 able, the 'Court has searched out and studied successful programs 


6 throughout the Country. On the basis of this study, the Court 


7 concludes that each of our minority isolated schools should have 


8 a median achievement rate for 70% of its students at the national 


9 norm of standardized achievement tests (50th percentile) in 


10 reading, mathematics, and language by 1983-1984. 


11 Recent experience with schools in poor minority urban 


12 districts reveals that if the schools are properly run, virtu-


13 ally all students, no matter how disadvantaged, can be taught 


14 to read, write and calculate at a level sufficient to function 


15 in American Society. 


16 East St. Louis, Illinois began a Follow-Through Program 


17 in 1968 using Distar. By remaining with the program they have 


18 produced outstanding results. The pupils of this district, 


19 which is over ,90% black, test on pre-school examinations below 


20 88% of the nation's students but by the end of the third grade, 


21 they test above 50% of the nation's students in both reading 


22 and mathematics. In South East San Diego, a far more economi-


23 cally advantaged community, the average third grader is 19.48 


24 percent to 13.57 percent behind the District's average. 


25 In the early 1970's San Diego used Distar on an experi-


26 mental basis at Emerson Elementary School. As in most places 


27 where it has been used, it was remarkably successful. In 


28 April 1974 the Emerson principal, August Castille, hosted a 
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1 symposium of educators to demonstrate this success. Mr. Castille 


2 told the story of his experience with Distar, including his 


3 early rejection of the system, "My first impression was that it 


4 was chaos and was certain to be discontinued within a short 


5 period of time." Nevertheless, he stuck with the program and 


6 was eventually won over because of the results it produced. 


7 Kindergartners who had been in the Distar program were given 


8 first grade entry level tests. They had a composite score 


9 "above the District Median and at the 75 percentile," he re-


10 ported. "The other 'mean' scores were as follows: Immediate 


11 recall near 30 percentile (low) Letter Recognition 75 percen-


12 tile (well above District) Auditory Discrimination 85 percentile 


13 (35% units above District) Visual Discrimination 55 percentile 


14 (above District) Language Development 75 percentile ('veIl above 


15 District). I feel quite confident: he continued, "that much of 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


the progress and the successes that our first graders are ex-


periencing, at the present, is related to the fine instruction 
10/ 


that they've received through the Distar program.~The Court has 


not yet been advised why Distar was discontinued in San Diego 


and was not used again until 1978. But the Court is plea sed 


that Distar is once more being used in San Diego with t h e same 


28 10/ S R A Reports, May 1976. 
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11/ 
1 outstanding result~ This effective program must not again be 


2 discarded before another equally effective or better one is 


3 found. 


4 'Another school district that stayed with Distar was 


5 Mount Vernon, New York. Generally, Distar is considered to be 


6 a teaching method best suited for underprivileged children. 


7 Mount Vernon, however, has used the program district- wide in all 


8 its schools with success. J.1ount Vernon had been the district 


9 with the lowest scores in vlestchester County. Now it is the 


10 district with the highest scores. After eight years its third 


11 graders who failed state competency examinations dropped from 


12 37% to 8%; for sixth graders the drop was from 46% to 28% in 


13 reading and from 53% to 24% in mathematics. Improvement in 


14 student outcomes from 1977 to 1978 was about 50% in the third 


15 grade and 30% in the sixth grade. 


16 But success with underprivileged minorities is not 


17 simply the story of Distar. Some authorities, such as Rudolf 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Flesch, author of ~ihy Johnny Can't Read, contend it comes down 


11/ In the past school year, the mean reading score in Distar 
kindergartens was at the 72nd percentile (range from 60th 


to 87th percentile). For mathematics, the mean total score was 
at the 57th percentile. In first grqde, the children were tested 
at the 18th percentile in reading and 20th percentile in mathe
matics at the beginning of school and they tested at the 46th 
percentile (average) at the end of the year in both reading and 
mathematics. There were seven classes combined in this ave rage. 
The individual class averages were: 79 %, 61 %, 56%, 55%, 48%, 
37% and 29%. The monitor from the University of Oregon in her 
report concerning this result stated "This is well above the 
predicted scores for inner city low income first graders and well 
a bove comparable scores'at these schools in 1977 and 1978." The 
r e sults at the second grade level were not comparable. However, 
the success fully justifies expansion and continued use of the 
program. 
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1 to direct-instruction through phonics rather than "Look- l\no-Say". 


2 He endorses five phonics publishers, Addison-Wesley, Distar, 


3 Economy Co., J. B. Lippincott Co. and Open Court Publishing Co. 


4 The December 1979 issue of Basic Education carries an article 


5 "Beginning Reading Revisited". It states, "Open Court, 


G Lippencott, and Distar have contributed to the outstanding 


i achievement of students in Rochester, New York . None of these is 


8 'fail safe' or denies the influence of classroom teachers, but 


9 their underlying philosophy and structure help insure success 


10 in reading for the majority of boys and girls · whose teachers use 


11 them. " 


12 Rochester, New York introduced its ne," program in 1975. 


13 At that time the district's scores were among the nation's 


14 lm>lest in reading and mathematics. In 1980 the children did as 


15 well or better than others in the nation in most grades on 


16 standard mathematics and reading tests. In 1971, 43% of all 


17 third graders read below grade level. In 1979 only 20 % failed. 


18 For several years there had been severe resistance to the use of 


19 a phonics system by the self-protective educational bureaucracy. 


20 This resistance to change was finally broken down by insistent 


21 parents, mostly black, who deserve great credit for their ac-


22 complishment. The Rochester system primarily relies on ma-


23 terials published by Open Court. 


24 Here in California we we have a story of achievement 


25 written by an inspired and capable leader. In 1976 Jim Enochs, 


26 Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction for 


27 the Modesto City Schools, embarked on a program designed to re-


28 store educational standards. He instituted a complete system 
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6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


and a coordinated program including a code of conduct that 


specifies the punishment for particular offenses, goals for 


achievement and detailed methods for attaining them . . Students 


are not promoted until they have mastered the required skills. 


All personnel in the chain of command (supervisors, principal 


and teacher) are held accountable through effective monitoring 


and pupils at all levels of training, Kindergarten through 12, 


are tested so that responsibility for success 'or failure can 


be identified. 


Enochs is in charge of the entire program. The result: 


the number of students failing competency tests each year has 


fallen dramatically. 70% are at or above their expected grade 


levels in reading and mathematics. Is there any reason 


San Diego should expect less? 


Other communities such as New York and Chicago report 


exceptional results in certain schools with outstanding princi


pals and innovative teaching programs that are enthusiastically 


and properly implemented. Many of the schools discussed in 


this section are located in abysmal ghettos. If positive out


comes are possible there, how much easier it should be to pro


duce noteworthy results in South East San Diego -- a community 


of homes and open space where the physical, social and psycho


logical environment is relatively uplifting in comparison. The 


Court will accept no less than that which has been achieved else


where. We have the possibility to produce the best in the 


nation. Should not that be our goal? 
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1 B. 


2 CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED PROGRM1 


3 The District's Proposed Achievement Goals Program was 


4 approved by the Court on May 22, 1980 · to enable the District to 


5 proceed i~ lediately and prepare for the coming year. The Court 


6 had been presented with a four page statement of the program and 


7 a brief oral report with no details. It was represented as an 


8 instructional program in reading and mathematics based on the 


9 principles of Mastery Learning developed at the University of 


10 Chicago and used successfully in the Chicago schools. The Court 


11 was therefore under the impression that the successful Chicago 


12 program was to be replicated here. The Court was informe d t hat 


13 the District had sought and was receiving advice and counsel 


14 from those in charge of "the Chicago program and therefore assumed 


15 that the elements of that program, namely, the materials used, 


16 uniformity of methods of instruction, supervision, continuous 


17 in-service staff training and continuous evaluation of principals 


18 and teachers would nec~ssarily be the heart of this program. 


19 Such a program, together with the plan to continue and e xpand 


20 Distar would hav.e reasonable promise for successful student 


21 outcomes. It would be a good start and a square response to t he 


22 evaluation by the Court's team of consultants. 


23 Then the Court received a lette r from Michael Ka tims, 


24 Coordinator, Mastery Learning Progcam Deve lopment in the 


25 Chicago Public School System. Mr. Ka t i rns state d t hat h e wished 


26 to correct any misunderstanding that Chicago's program was t he 


27 one San Die go was intendi ng to i mplement. n ••• we in Ch icago 


28 have not contributed to San Diego's conceptualiza tion of Maste ry 
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1 Learning nor do we support it,ll he said. Katims pointed out 


2 that San Diego was developing its own materials from an existing 
12/ 


3 Ginn text; that the materials \vill not have been field tested 


4 before they are put·into use and that it is unlikely that the 


5 problems ( .f an untested program can be solved while simulata-


6 neously reaching achievement goals. In Chicago, Katims said, 


7 they use materials that have been revised and developed through 


8 five years of field testing in the classroom. Only now are 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


they ready to put the program into system-wide use. 


San Diego's Deputy Superintendent, Dr. Ralph V. Patrick, 


is reported to have responded to Katim's criticism as follows: 


IIWe recognize the magnitude of this 
extremely complex undertaking. But 
we make no apologies. We know vIe 
will need one year to get feedback 
on the program from the teachers 
and two years to implement the re
visions -- and three more years 
probably before we get an initial true 
picture. II ~ 


This forthright statement shows that our District now plans to 


18 start allover. Instead of adopting ready made, field tested, 


19 successful programs that are available for immediate use, the 


20 district has under~aken the tedious process of developing a 


21 totally new system of instruction in order to use books which it 


22 already has. This step will further delay improvement of 


23 learning outcomes. If our District believes it can improve on 


24 


25 


26 


27 


the available "ready-to-wear" merchandise with its own "tailor 


12/ Ginn is denominated by Rudolf Flesch as one of the "Dismal 
Dozen" publishers because it follows a "Look-Say" rather 


than a phonics a p praoch. 


28 13/ San Diego Union, August 1, 1980. 
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1 made" plan, why not use the tried and tested product while 


2 developing a San Diego program? 


3 Upon receipt of Katim's letter, the Court forwarded it to 


4 Mrs. Yvonne Larsen, the president of the Board of Education, 


5 through counsel, with the suggestion that she select impartial 


6 educators to evaluate the planned Achievement Goal Program. 


7 She promptly did so, for which the Court is grateful. One of 


8 those selected to review the program was Dr. Sidney Estes, 
14/ 


9 Superintendent of Instruction, Atlant~ In his 14 page report, 


10 dated August 18, 1980, Estes stated: " ..• much has yet to be 


II done as the opening of the 1980-81 school year approaches. 


12 The task at hand is monumentaJ" ••. " He referred to "the 


13 complexity and magnitude of what is proposed." 


14 Dr. Estes was diplomatic but clearly critical of the 


15 absence of principal and teacher evaluation in the upcoming 


16 program. 


17 " ... the Central Administration ap
pears to believe in, and have confi-


18 dence in the expertise and abilities 
of currently assigned teachers and 


19 local site administrators .•.. 
there is conviction that these per-


20 sonnel presently possess most of the 
necessary skills and competencies to 


21 implement the program and make it 
fully operational. However, it is 


22 suggested that some type of assess
ment devices and mechanisms be in-


23 stituted and utilized to verify or 
refute this belief. . • • " . • • 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


14/ The other consultant, Herbert J. l~alberg, reviewed ma
terials at his d e sk in Chicago, made a few tel ephone 


calls to personne l in Sa n Diego and sent in a two page re
port with a 22 page curriculum Vita. 
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administrators and, most definitely, 
teachers, should be 'certified' that 
they can do what is being expected. . 


3 He went on to state: 


4 "The planned in-service segment . . . 
appea~s to be brief and may be inade-


5 quate. . •. It is felt that this 
initial in-service needs monitoring in 


6 regard to adequacy in preparing pertinent 


7 
per~onnel for their responsibilities." 


Estes continues: 
8 


"The site plans reviewed begin to re-
9 flect many differences in what local 


sites envision as an outgrowth of their 
10 planning. . .. It would appear that 


inequality and inequitability could be 
11 possible without guidelines." 


" 


12 According to Dr. Estes, the plan that is offered as a response 


13 to the critique of the Court's consultants carries with it all 


14 the defects discussed in that critique; namely, insufficient 


15 training, lack of coordination, lack of central control and 


16 insufficient monitoring. 


17 To the Court's knowledge, all programs, including 


18 Distar and Chicago's Mastery Learning, that achieve the goals 


19 of improving student outcomes in minority isolated schools, are 


20 carefully monitored and controlled. The school principal and the 


21 teacher, not the course of study, are the keys to the learning 


22 process, "The heart of any school system is the instructional 


23 program -- the curriculum as it is actually experienced by stu-


24 dents hour after lour and day after day and the learning out-


25 comes that students achieve." (Report of Court Appointed 


26 Consultants.) How can the Board or the administration 


27 know what is going on in the classrooms or how well the 


28 principals and teachers are doing--when there is neither 
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1 monitoring nor accountability? 


2 Systems such as Distar, Mastery Learning, Open Court and 


3 others have value only insofar as they are properly prepared, co-


4 ordinated, implemented and monitored. The test of the District's 


5 proposed l :rogram will be in students' achievements. The Court 


6 hopes it will succeed. It can if some fundamental changes are 


7 made -- now! The program cannot be directed by a committee. The 


8 Board must require the person at the top to follow through or 


9 find someone else who will. 


10 If, by the end of the current school year this Court finds 


11 the academic programs and method of implementation used by the 


12 District are not suitable to achieve the desired result, the 


13 Court will specify the programs and take such action as may be 


14 necessary to assure proper implementation of an effective program 


15 (School Desegregation and ~ederalism, 5 U. of Day. L.Rev. 77, 78; 


16 The Effect of the Search for Equality Upon Judicial Institutions, 


17 A. Cox 1979 Wash. U. L.Q. 795, 799-802, 805). 


18 


19 IV. 


20 NEED TO RE-EXA}1INE ADMINISTRATION 


21 From the perspective of the Court, lack of coordination, 


22 lack of communication, ' and the absence of clear-cut lines of 


23 responsibility are common features of the San Diego Unified 


24 School District. If there are a dozen curricular offerings in 


25 a school, there may be a dozen persons responsible for their 


26 implementation. Successful solutions to common problems in one 


27 school will be unknown to those at other schools. There ap-


28 pears to be no solid coordination among programs. For instance 
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1 there is no clear explanation of how Distar and the Goals 


2 Achievement Program will mesh. In most school districts that 


3 have experienced success with minority student achievement, one 


4 person is in charge of curricul~~ and instruction or reading or 


5 mathematics or both for the entire district. Dr. Estes remarked 


6 that "the concepts and elements of 'Systems Planning & Manage-


7 ment' common to business and industrial complexes need to be 


8 brought to bear on this enterprise." 


9 The present management tree, organizational chart, and 


10 . lines of authority must be re-examined by capable persons ap-


11 proved by the Court and not connected with the District to 


12 determine what if any changes should be made to better serve 


13 the District's primary objective, education. The administration 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


should be structured to make it responsive to classroom acti


vity and capable of communication that will enable quick repli


cation of outstanding programs and discontinuance of poor 


programs. 


The Integration Task Force has recommended that the 


District work with the business community and universities who 


can assist in developing new programs or maintaining current 


ones designed for integration and producing a higher quality 


of education. The Court agrees. The Court will continue to 


seek assistance from the Integration Task Force, professional 


24 educators and others. Funds now on hand may be sufficient to 


25 meet expected expenses this year. The Court orders the District 


26 to budget $25,000 as a contingent fund that may be drawn upon 


27 by the Court if needed. 


28 • • • • 
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1 Traumatic though it may be to the community, busing 


2 is an easy way out -- temporarily. Busing can be carried out by 


3 superintendents reluctant or unwilling to do so. It is visible, 


4 easily enforced by the Court and immediately satisfying to thos~ 


5 minorities who see it as a symbol of victory over the white 


6 community or who have been misled to believe that it will 


7 magically produce better educational results for their children. 


8 Educating children requires willing cooperation on the 


9 part of the top administrators, principals, teachers and the 


10 organizations that represent them. It requires hard work, 


11 inspiration, imagination and perseverence. It is less news-


12 worthy and less visible, but more fulfilling. It works to 


13 lift the children out of isolation -- permanently. 


14 This is a crucial year. The choice for the future is up 


15 to the Board of Education. 


16 The Board of Education of the San Diego Unified School 


17 District will: 


18 1. Implement a course or courses of study in all minority 


19 isolated schools which will resul·t in 70% of the students in each 


20 of such schools having a median achievement rate on the Compre-


21 hensive Test of Basic Skills at the national norm (50th percen-


22 tile) in reading, mathematics, and language by 1983-1984. The 


23 outcomes of children in the minority isolated schools at the end 


24 of the 1980-1981 3chool year must reflect significant achievement 


25 toward this goal; achievement sufficient to justify the conc1u-


26 sion that it is reasonable to expect the final goal to be accom-


27 plished in the time designated. The Court will consider the achieve 


28 rnent significant if the test results are 25% better than current 
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ones. 


2. Expand the present elementary exchange programs so 


that each elementary school with 70% or more minority students 


(when the school will not become or remain a total school magnet) 


is paired with a majority school with 70% or more majority stu


dents (when the school will not become or remain a total school 


magnet) for the entire school year at or before the 1984-1985 


school year. At the same time the present Learning Centers will 


be gradually phased out. 


3. Investigate and study a writing program for secondary 


students similar to that used by San Diego State University. Im


plement such a program during the second semester of · the current 


school year (February 1981) and submit to the Court on or before 


December 15, 1980 a joint report with Dr. Don Basile· concerning 


the details of the proposed program. 


4. With the help of outside assistance from persons or 


organizations approved by the Court, undertake a study of the ad


ministrative structure and organization of the School District to 


redesign such structure so that lt will be responsive to the edu


cational needs of the students, better able to detect both super


ior and inferior performance in the classroom, improve communica


tions for the purpose of replicating outstanding programs and dis


continuing ones that are not productive and for facilitating the 


supervision and monitoring of school principals and classroom 


teachers. Consideration should be given to the establishment of a 


Deputy Superintendent in charge of curriculum who would have 


authority over all teaching programs in all schools. Such study 


should be conducted during the 1980-1981 school year and a full 
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report from the outside consultant together with the District's 


evaluation and conclusion should be presented to the Court by 


February 15, 1981. 


5. Continuously evaluate the effectiveness of the super


intendent, ' school principals, supporting leadership staff and 


teachers during the current school year. 


6. Minimize fragmentation of resources and interruption 


of instruction in the classroom, particularly in the basic skills 


area (see Report of Court Appointed Consultants dated April 1, 


1980, Recommendation No.4). 


7. Place the actual interaction between a caring and 


competent teacher and his/her students as the central focus in 


the classroom (Report, Recommendation No.5). 


8. Provide intensive high quality focused assistance 


directly to classroom teachers (Report, Recommendation No.6). 


9. Establish full day kindergartens at each of the 


isolated schools where possible and report to the Court by 


November 15 which if any of the schools do not have full day 


kindergartens and why they do not have them (Report, Recommen


dation No.7) . 


10. Disseminate the oral communications program throughout 


the District as quickly as possible and advise the Court by 


November 15 at which schools the program has been implemented, 


in how many class~ooms and specifically of what the implementa


tion consists (Report, Recommendation No.8). 


11. Arrange for discussions between staff and parents 


concerning the value of homework and develop school-wide 


policies concerning homework; advise the Court by November 15 
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concerning the school-wide policy relating to homework which has 


been established at each of the isolated schools (Report, 


Recommendation No.9). 


~2. Establish additional career center courses at Lincoln, 


Morse, and San Diego High Schools (Proposed by the District). 


13. Establish an on-site opportunity school at Gompers, 


and an additional high school diploma program at San Diego High 


School (Proposed by the District). 


14. Supervise classrooms and school facilities so as to max


imize integration within each school (Report, Recommendation No. 


12) • 


15. Insure that instr~ctional materials used by all stu


dents in the exchange programs and Learning Centers are the same 


so that integrated instruction can be maximized (Report, Recom


mendation No. 13). 


16. Take all necessary steps to improve the attendance of 


pupils in minority isolated schools with concern for those who do 


not attend regularly as well as for those who do. In this connec


tion, implement a program whereby the parents of each absent stu


dent will be contacted by a School District representative, eith 


by telephone or in person, shortly after the student is found to 


absent. Further, revise record keeping procedures so that it wil 


be possible to iden'tify patterns of attendance of individual studen 


(e. g., those regu._ arly absent on Mono.ay or Friday). Prepare month 


ly reports of attendance by school of the apportioned and non


apportioned absences and re-establish the Social Agency Coali tion an 


Survey School Retention Program for Pregnant Girls. Finally, improve 


attendance by motivational techniques, alternative curriculum time 
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schedules,expansion of alternative schools and vocational 


education opportunities (Report, Recommendation No. 14 and 


District Proposals) . 


17. Explore with the appropriate bargaining unit the 


possibility of providing incentives to the staff at minority 


isolated schools with the goal of entering into long term con


tracts with the ~ost able and inspiring principals and teachers 


(Report, Recommendation No. 15). 


18. Cooperate with the business community and universi


ties in developing new programs or maintaining cur rent ones 


designed for integration and producing a higher quality of edu


cation (Integration Task Force Report dated June 1980). 


19. Direct staff to refuse to promote students until 


they have mastered the required skills for their grade level, 


define competencies for each level and provide for testing 


of students at all grade levels, Kindergarten through 12. 


20. On or before October 15, 1980, submit to the court 


a detailed explanation as to how the Race/Human Relations 


Program is monitored; what the program consists of and how suc


cesses in one school are communicated and replicated in others. 


21. On or before October 15, 1980, explain why there are 


44 white children from tipping and isolated schools enrolled in 


magnet schools in white neighborhoods. 


22. On or before December 15, 1980, submit a plan to re


duce minority isolation in secondary schools and improve educa


tional outcomes for students in those schools. 


23. Continue strict enforcement of the discipline code. 
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1 24. Budget $25,000.00 to be available for draw by the 


2 Court if such funds shall be needed to defray necessary expenses 


3 for consultants, Integration Task Force expenses or other 


4 assistants. 
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DA'-'ED: - ------


-/~ 
J~E OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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· , APPENDIX A 


1979-80 % NAJORI'IY 1980-81** 
WHITES WHITES 


SCHOOL MAGNET EXPECI'ED ACI'UAL 78-79 79-80 EXPECI'ED RETURNS ill"r.1ENI'S 


Baker 


Balboa 


Burbank 


Chollas-


flrerson 


Freese 


Fulton 


Horton 


Johnson 


Kennedy 


Knox 


Wejan 


!Dwell 


Mead 


Shennan 


Stockton 


Valencia Pk. 


Webster 


Gorrpers 


l-arorial 


O'Farrell 


Lincoln 


r-brse 


San Diego 


U.Lab. 


None 


None 


None 


None 


None 


Athletics 


Spanish 


Academic 


None 


French 


l'bne 


Spanish! 
English 


l'bne 


Indivd. 
Instr. 


None 


U.lab 


Fund. 


M3.th/Sci 


l'bne 


Fund. 


Ctr. 
~cine 


67 


o 
o 
o 
o 


o 
93 


81 


62 


o 


64 


o 
84 


o 


58 


o 
204 


200 


165 


o 


90 


50 


Ctr, Urban 100 
Studies 


Ctr/Conmun. 50 


55 


49 


4 


18 


10 


90 


77 


43 


98 


10 


19 


8 


25 


7 


17 


12 


170 


205 


195 


53 


62 


24 


53 


53 


1.4 


6.1 


1.6 


4.2 


3.3 


18.9 


1.2 


9 


.8 


1.6 


2.7 


3 


3.7 


4.6 


8.6 


3.6 


27.4 


41.4 


11. 7 


3.6 


14.6 


.7 


21.9 


19.8 


10.4 68 


5.0 


1.2 


4.7 


1.7 105 


12.9 


21.1 160 


12.2 53 
(3. 7) * 
26.1 


1.6 


9.9 
(4.4) 


.8 


6 


2.5 


5.9 
(4.5) 


2.1 


24.4 


117 


31 


45 


13 


115 


44.4 137 


33.9 302 
(7.5) 


5.8 


15.6 
{a.6} 


.5 


17.9 


21.8 


22 


19 


11 


11 


** Based on district estimates in August. 
* Figures in ( ) are for school outside magnet. 


46 


30 


35 


46 


15 


19 


6 


71 


131 


172 


9 


o 


4 


3 


Started 79/80 X 


X 


learning Ctr. X 


Flmdarrental to 
start 80/81 


Learning etr. X 


Started 79/80 


School w/in X 
school 64-474*** 


Started 79/80 


Learning etr. 
Paired/Curie 
118-622-


School w/in 
sch<x:>1 9-294 


Started 79/BO 


X 


X 


X 


X 


PairedjDaillard X 
49-275 


School w/in 
sch<x:>l 54- 963 


Learning Ctr. 


X 


X 


School w/in X 
school 113-433 


Intercultural 
Lang. 80/Bl 


School \v/in 
school 37-644 


52-996 


143-1486 


47-1205 


X 


X 


*** 64-474 means 64 minority students out of 474 are included in program. 
X Designated to receive Goal Achievement Program. 







APPENDIX B 


TIPPING SCHOOLS 


% Whites 
ELEI-1ENTARY 
SCHOOL 1978-79 1979-80 Differences 


Audubon 37 31. 3 - 5.6 
Boone 30.6 25.7 4.9 
Brooklyn 47.8 44.9 - 2.9 
Carson 47.6 42.1 - 5.5 
Central 36 29.5 - 6.5 
Dewey 47.5 49.9 + 2.4 
Euclid 48.8 43.9 - 4.9 
Keiller 31 25.9 5.1 
Lee 39.3 36.6 - 2.7 
Linda Vista 33.1 27.8 - 5.3 
Oak Park 48.6 46.7 - 1. 9 
Parad ise Hills 27.5 21. 9 - 5.6 
Penn 47 39.8 - 7.2 
Perry 49.3 45.2 - 4.1 
Washington (1) 43.4 34.3 - 9.1 
Beale (2) 71.5 49.5 -22.0 
Marshall (3) 52.7 44.5 - 8.2 
Rowan 50.2 45.7 - 5.5 


JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 


Bell 31.6 28.3 - 3.3 
Montgomery 51.8 47.4 - 4.4 


SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 


San Diego 19.8 21. 8 + 2. 


(1) Lost 22 Whites, gained 7 Hispanics and 16 Asian & Alaskan/Indians. 


(2) Lost 31 Whites, gained 87 Asians. 


(3) Lost 32 Whites, gained 28 Asians. 
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APPENDIX C 


ANALYSIS OF 


CRAWFORD V. BOARD OF EDUCATION (1976) 17 Cal.3d 280 


AS IT PERTAINS TO THE CHOICE OF REMEDIES 


AVAILABLE TO CORRECT SEGREGATION 


"The Constitutional evil inheres in the 
existence of segregated schools. It is 
the elimination o~ such segregation and 
the harms inflicted by such segr~gation 
that is the ultimate Constitutional ob
jective." (285) 


To accomplish this "ultimate Constitutional objective," 


the School District must undertake " ..• reasonably feasible 


steps to alleviate segregation and its accompanying harm . . . 


[t]he task of integration i~ an extremely complex one which 


entails much more than the assignment of specified percen-


tages of pupils of different races or ethnic groups to the 


same school." (286) 


The goal is not simply the mixing of races but the elimi-


nation of the harms to minority children which have generally 


flowed from the maintenance of segregated schools (e.g., 308). 


The Supreme Court acknowledges that the trial court's task 


" ••• is an exceedingly difficult, sensitive and taxing one, 


requiring the balancing and reconciliation of many competing 


values." (310) To effectively dischdrge this task, " .•• 


a trial court retains broad equitable power to order implemen-


tat ion of a realistic program •..• " (286) 







" . • a trial court should take into account the 


long range ef::ects of the adoption of alternative proposals; 


a court may reject a particular approach if it finds that its 


implementation is likely to result in a 'one race' or 'all 


minority' school district and consequently in less ultimate 


opportunities for the benefits of a desegregated education. 


"~le do not mean, of course, that the threat of 'white 


flight' may be used as a smoke screen to avoid the Constitutional 


obligations of a school district ... [however,] a realistic 


evaluation of the ultimate consequences of a particular course 


of -action cannot be ignored . In the end, if a Court finds 


that certain alternatives are not realistically available or 


particular goals reasonably attainable, it may require the 


board to take greater efforts in some other direction in at-


tempting to alleviate the consequences of school segregation. 


(c.f. Bell, Waiting on the Promise of Brown (1975) 39 Law & 


contemp. Probe 341, 354-355.)" (309) 


o~ pages 354-355 of Bell's article, the author refers to 


"educationally-oriented relief". Bell observes: 


n ••• Perhaps paradoxically, separate 
schools \'lhich, through the implementation 
of alternative remedies first become (in 
the educational sense) quality schools, 
may stand a better chance of eventually 
becoming integrated schools as well. 6ln 
(355) 


"61. See K. Clark, A Possible Reality: A 
Design for the Attainment of High Academic 
Achievement for Inner-City Students (1972). 
This alternative remedy to integration for 
past discriminatory school policies, if 
vigorously enforced by the courts, might 
avoid the dire situation contained in 
Justice Douglas' warning that the court's 
rulings in San Antonio Independent School 







Dist~ and Milliken - v. Bradlev, will return 
the problems of blacks and the society to 
the 'separate but unequal' period. 418 U.S. 


, at 759." 


In California " •.. education has been explicity recognized 


for equal protection purposes as a 'fundamental interest'. 


(See Serrano v. Priest, supra, 5 Cal.3d 584, 604-610 ..• ) 


the 'fundamental' nature of the right to an equal education de-


rives in large part from the crucial role that education plays 


in 'preserving an individual's opportunity to compete success-


fully in the economic marketplace, despite a disadvantaged 


background . [t]he public schools of this state are the 


bright hope for entry of the poor_and oppressed into the main-


stream of American Society.' (5 Cal.3d at p. 609)" (297). 







APPENDIX D 


ELEMENTARY ~~GNETS IN WHITE SCHOOLS 


TOTAL ISOLATED TIPPING 
SCHOOL MINORITIES SCHOOLS SCHOOLS COMMENTS 


Fremont 59 31 9 17 whites from 
Brooklyn, Carson 
and lAlashington 


Green 104 63 28 
Lindbergh 133 97 15 
Longfellow 192 57 48 5 whites from 


Carson, Central 
and Linda Vista 


Rolando Park 129 72 41 
Spreckles 164 103 42 
Sunset View 71 51 13 
Silver Gate 162 120 22 


CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS 


Elementary 68 28 22 5 whites from 
Brooklyn, 1 from 
Oak Park 


Secondary" 49 25 5 3 \-lhites from 
Montgomery, 1 from 
Bell, 1 from 
O'Farrell 
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PROPOSED GUIDELINES 
FOR 


COURT-APPOINTED INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 


I. Role of Integration Task Force 


-- - -- -- -- - - ----_ ....... 
Lrns-02~Jj.oOl..oo~ .OIL] 


. . • The San Diego Unified School District will 
cooperate with the Integration Task Force, to be 
appointed by the court, to permit and assist said 
arm of the court to observe, monitor and evaluate 
the Plan in operation. 


From the statement of Judge Welsh, it would appear that the Integration 
Task Force (ITF) will observe the activities of the San Diego Plan for 
Racial Integration, monitor and evaluate programs and activities within 
the plan, and report periodically to the court. 


II. Criteria for Selection of School Volunteer Monitor/Observers 


A. Should not be associated with plaintiffs or defendants in 
Carlin case. 


B. Preferably should have some knowledge of operation of schools. 


C. Could be selected from school associated groups. 


D. Appointment should be made of individuals rather than of 
representatives of groups or organizations. 


E. Varied ethnic groups should be represented. 


F. Could be former Citizens Advisory Commission on Racial 
Integration (CACRI) member if other guidelines are met. 


111. It-a tiling of Voluntuur ~lollitor/Observers (Preservice) 


A. Review of court order. 


B. Knowledge of Carlin case. 


C. Review of CACRI actions. 


D. Background on development of San Diego Plan. 


E. Review of various elements of the San Diego Plan. 


F. Review of Race/Human Relations Program. 


G. Review of school district organization. 







· . PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR 
COURT-APPOINTED INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 


Page 2 


III. Training of Volunteer Monitor/Observers (Preservice) (Continued) 


H.Knowledge of Rights and Privacy Act. 


I. Knowledge of interviewing techniques. 


J. Checking-in location--process at each site. 


IV. Conduct of Activities 


A. A checklist of guidelines for site visitations will need to 
be developed. 


B. Consistency of monitoring techniques from school to school 
and from program to program will need to be maintained. 


C. Requests for materials and/or information from the school 
should allow time for collection and dissemination. 


D. Requests for materials and/or information from the central 
offices should allow time for collection and dissemination. 


E. Monitor/observers should have the opportunity to meet on a 
regular basis with the teachers and principal(s) of their 
school(s) of assignment. 


7/18/78 
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7 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


8 


9 


10 KARl CARLIN, et al., 


11 Plaintiffs, 


12 v. 


13 BOARD OF EDUCATION, SAN DIEGO 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 


14 
Defendants. 


15 


No. 303800 


FINAL ORDER FOR 1977-78 
SCHOOL YEAR 


16 This department of the Superior Court has been engaged in a 


17 protracted jury trial since June 13, 1977. It is estimated to 


18 continue for an additional three weeks. During this jury trial the 


19 Court does not have time to complete its study, evaluation and 


20 de ermination of the overall adequacy of the desegregation plan and 


21 a~en ments thereto submitted on June 13 and July 20, 1977 respectively 


22 Howe ver, the 1977-1978 school year of the San Diego Unified School 


23 District will begin in approximately five weeks. Steps should be 


24 taken without further delay to alleviate segregation to the extent 


25 it is reasonable and feasible to do so in the 1977-1978 school year. 


26 III 







IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that defendant, San Diego Unified 


2 School District, proceed f orthwith to implement the following 


3 programs to alleviate segre ga t ion during the 1977-1978 school year: 


4 1. A vigorous Racial Relations Program involv -


5 ing teachers, staff, parents and students of all races 


6 in all parts of the District , designed to prepare such 


7 persons for harmonious desegregation: 


8 2. The establi shmen t of Fundamental Schools 


9 a t Rolando Park and Webster Elementary Schools: 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


3 . The establishment of a Center for Urban 


Studies at Morse High School: 


4 . The establishment of Elementary Specialized 


Learning Centers (to begin no later than second 


semester, preferably sooner); 


5 . The Junior High Career Exploration Program: 


6 . The Basic Instructional Exchange Program; 


7. The Urban Exchange Program (Grades 7-9); 


8 . The Oral communication Instruction Program; 


9 . The establishment of the Intercultural Lan


guage Program at Oak Park Elementary School . 


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED th t all existing ~a net shoals and 


the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program be maintained; that during 


the 1977-1978 school year the Board of Education shDll develop a 


method of evaluating the accomplishments of the entire Plan, a d 


its indivi ual proqrams, as ordered herein and as ~ay be approved 


by the Court for subsequent school years. Such method of evaluation 


-2-







shall measure the success and inadequacies of the Plan and it shall 


2 be developed and submitted to the Court on or before December 24, 


3 1977. 


4 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Citizens Advisory Commission 


5 on Racial Integration shall continue to assist the Board to implement 


6 the Plan, to advise the Board and to independently evaluate the 


7 accomplishments of the Plan. In this connection, the Board will 


8 permit a limited number of commissioners, designated by the 


9 Commission, to obtain necessary information to carryon these 


10 functions. 


11 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court reserves jurisdiction 


12 to evaluate and determine the overall adequacy of the desegregation 


13 plan and amendments thereto insofar as they shall be implemented 


14 in future academic years 78-1979 school year. 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


pap 


Dated: 
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2 I~l JUL 1918 
3 
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6 


7 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


8 


9 


10 KARl CARLIN, et al., 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION, SAN DIEGO 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 


Defendants. 


No. 303800 


FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


16 In compliance with this court's Order of March 9, 1977, 


17 def·endant submitted on June 13, 1977, for approval, a plan to 


18 desegregate San Diego Schools. On August 8, 1977 the court filed 


19 its "Final Order for 1977-78 School Year,n reseiving final deter-


20 mination of the overall adequacy of the desegregation plan but 


21 directing defendant to proceed forthwith to implement certain 


22 designated programs to alleviate 3egregation during the 1977-78 


23 school year . On November 28, 1977 the plan as a whole was found 


24 inade~uate and the Board of Education was directed to submit a 


25 revised plan. The revised "Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82" 


26 was filed with the court on March 22, 1978. 
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20 
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24 


25 


26 


Ee aring s on said revised plan were held on May 17 and 18, 


197 8, and the court having heard and considered the arguments of 


counse l and having reviewed and considered th~ said revised plan 


and being fu]ly advised in the matter, the court hereby makes the 


fo) ]owing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 


FINDINGS OF FACT 


I 


The revised "Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82" (herein


afte r "Plan") was adopted by all members of the Board of Education 


and approved without dissent, by the reconstituted sixteen-member 


Cit i zens Advisory Commission for Racial Integration. 


II 


The Plan is a voluntary one that relies on magnet schools, 


inte grated learning experiences, and various voluntary enrollment 


pronrams. 


III 


The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (VEEP), site and 


t eacher integra ted projects, compensatory education programs, 


magne t schools, learning centers and secondary -exchange programs, 


i n ef f e ct during the 1977-78 school year and before, have produced 


meani ngful progress toward the alleviation of segregation, 


IV 


The Pla n and its implementation have demonstrated that de


f enda.n t is c ommitted to j.mmediately institute some reasonable and 


f easi ble steps to alleViate school segregation. 


I II 
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V 


The future success or failure of the voluntary plan cannot 


be fc recast with any reasonable degree of certainty; only time 


wil l r e veal what further progress will result toward the allevia


tioll of segregation . 


VI 


To evaluate the program as it is further implemented, the 


COU1-t requires an independent body to observe and monitor the 


Plan and to report directly to the court . 


VII 


Integrated educational experiences for isolated minority 


chi Ld ren are more likely to occur if: 


1. Additional Elementary Learning Centers 


are planned so as to include participation therein 


by substantially all minority isolated children in 


grades 4 to 6 who are not otherwise enrolled i. 


magnet programs or VEEP. 


2. AI] children are included in these Ele 


mentary Learning Centers unless their parents opt 


out. 


3 . Additional Learning Centers are developed 


in neighborhoods not i.dentified as either "majority" 


or "minority." 


4. The Secondary Instructional Exchange Pro


gram is expanded and operated on an opt- out basis . 


5 . The voluntary pairing and clustering 
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proposal set forth in the board's original plan 


submitted on June 13, 1977 (pages 131-138) is 


reinstated. 


6. The Secondary Bilingual Centers at 


Collier Junior High School and Point Lorna High 


School are opened for the 1978-79 academic year. 


7. All optional zones are eliminated by 


September 1979. 


8. The Board of Education determines in 


April or May 1979 whether limited mandatory as


signments of pupils will be necessary for the 


1979-80 academic year. 


VIII 


Attorneys for plaintiff have served as private attorneys 


g e n e ral and have achieved the enforcement of constitutional rights 


on be·half of a substantial number of San Diego citizens when the 


pub l ic Attorney General failed to pursue the matter. 


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


I 


The Plan promises to achieve meaningful progress toward 


eliminating segregation in the San Diego schools provided that: 


A. Additional Elementary Learning Centers 


a re planned so as to include participation therein 


by substantially all minority isolated children in 


grades 4 to 6 who are not otherwise enrolled in 


magnet programs or VEEP, 
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B. All children are included in these Ele-


2 mentary Learning Centers unless their parents opt 


3 out. 


4 C. Additional Learning Centers are developed 


5 in neighborhoods not identjfied as either "majority" 


6 or "minority." 


7 D. The Secondary Instructional Exchange Pro-


8 gram is expanded and operated on an opt - out basis . 


9 E . The voluntary pairing and clustering pro-


10 posal set forth in the board's original plan sub-


11 mitted on June 13, 1977 (pages 131-138) is rein-


12 stated . 


13 F. The Secondary Bilingual Centers at Collier 


14 Junior High School and Point Lorna High School are 


15 opened for the 1978- 79 academic year. 


16 G. All optional zones are eliminated by Sep-


17 tember 1979. 


18 H. The Board of Education determines in April 


19 . 
or May 1979 whether limited mandatory assignments 


:w of pupils will be necessary for the 1979-80 ac . ~emi~ 


21 year. 


22 II 


23 The Plan is approved proviqed that the conditions enumerated 


24 in Conclusion of Law I A-H are implemented forthwith. 


25 III 


26 The San Diego Unified School District will cooperate with the 
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25 


26 


Intc~ration Task Force, to be appointed by the court, to permit and 


aSSl ~; t said arm of the court to observe , monitor and evaluate the 


Pla~ in operation. 


IV 


The Board of Education will submit to the court on or before 


June 8, 1979, its determination concerning the effectiveness of the 


all voluntary plan; whether it has, in fact, produced meaningful 


pr00ress toward the further elimination of segregation in the San 


Diego schools and whether limited mandatory assignments of pupils 


will be necessary for the 1979- 80 academic year . 


V 


Attorneys for plaintiffs are entitled to recover fees for 


their services from def0ndant . Factors relevant to determine the 


amount of attorney fees include the length of trial, the complexity 


of the litigation, the time spent by counsel, fees customarily 


charged by counsel of similar capability and reputation and the 


size and nature of the public entity against whom fees are to be 


assessed . Counsel have not kept accurate time records but this 


cour1: has had the case before it since September 1973 and from its 


experience the court can judge the amount of time reasonably required 


to b(~ invested by counsel. Based upon all relevant factors, fees 


are awarded as follows: 


III 


III 


III 


III 
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14 


"15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


" hi/rml 


William Gavin , Esq . 


Veronica Roeser , Esq. 


Nancy B. Reardan, Esq . 


Mary E. Harvey, Esq. 


Robert B. Wayne, Esq. 


John W. Porter, Esq. 


Luther A. Goodwin, Esq. 


Peter B. Clarke, Esq . 


J. Perry Langford, Esq. 


Irwin Gostin, Esq. 


TOTAL 


Let judgment enter accordingly . 


27 JUl1978 
DATED: ________________ __ 


$30,000.00 


$35,000 . 00 


$20,000 . 00 


$ 4,000.00 


-0-


$ 1,500.00 


$ 300.00 


$ 300.00 


$ 1,000.00 


$ 5,000.00 


$97,100.00 


LOU IS M. WELSH 
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFO~~IA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


----------------------------) 


IT IS ORDERED: 


NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


hereby amended in the following respects: 


That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


"The Task Force will: 


(1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


members of the community regarding the implementation 


of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


the Task Force will prepare written information that 


/ " 
.. 
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shall be released to the news me dia a nd the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


in full force and effect. 


Dated: -------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 


2. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------) 


NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 nThe Task Force will: 


23 (1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


24 members of the community regarding the implementation 


25 of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


26 the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communicationi 


provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 
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Dated: -------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF S&~ DIEGO 


KARI CARLIN 1 et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


------------------------------) 


NO. 303800 


fu~NDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to II, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


"The Task Force will: 


(1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


members of the community regarding the implementation 


of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


10 (3) report periodically to the Court." 


11 In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 
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JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 
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NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
J UL Y 21, 197 8 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 (1) receive and conside r suggestions and comments from 


24 members of the community regarding the implementation 


25 of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


26 the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 
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NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects! 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to II, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 (1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


24 members of the community regarding the implementation 


25 of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


26 the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 
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AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
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17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 (1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


24 members of the community regarding the implementation 


25 of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


26 the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in-


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communicationi 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


10 (3) report periodically to the Court." 


11 In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


t9 
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Dated: -------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 


2. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------) 


NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 


24 


25 


26 


/ . 


(1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


members of the community regarding the implementation 


of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 


13 Dated: 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


LMW:af 


------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


CASE NUMBER 


Plaintiff/Petitioner 


Defendant/Respondent 


o Judgment has been entered in the above action, as follows: 


DATE BOOK PAGE 


o An order has been signed and filed in the above action: 


DATE JUDGE 


NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
OR SIGNING OF AN ORDER 


(Section 664.5 C.C.P.) 


JUDGE 


f~.~ 
CLERK 


DECLARATION OF MAILING 


On the date stated below, I caused to be mailed (by first-class mail or airmail, postage prepaid) a copy of this Notice to the parties, 
addressed. 


Dated ... _ ...................................................................... . 
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LOUIS M. WELSH 
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POST OFFICE BOX 272" 
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 02112 


William F. Gavin, Esq. 
Veronica A. Roeser, Esq. 
John W. Porter, Esq. 
Robert B. Wayne, Esq. 
455 Spreckels Building 
San Diego, California 92101 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. 
Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 
2255 Camino del Rio South 
San Diego, California 92l0B 


Ralph D. Stern Esq. 
San Diego Unified School District 
4100 Normal Street 
San Diego, California 92103 


Raoul Marquis, Esq. 
1960 National Avenue 
San Diego, California 92113 


March 7, 1979 


Re: Carlin, et al., v. Board of Education , 
et al., SDSC No. 303800 


Dear Counsel: 


Enclosed you will find copy of order rescinding order re 
procedure for contacts between the parties and the inte
gration task force and copy of proposed order amending 
charge to task force. If you wish to comment on the lat
ter, please do so before March 15. If I do not hea r 
from you by then, the order will be signed and f iled. 


Sincerely, 


LOu S · . 
LOUIS M. WELSH 


LMW/gh 


cc: Chief William B. Kolender 
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\1"1' MAR 7 1979 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT , 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------) 


IT IS ORDERED: 


NO. 303800 


ORDER RESCINDING ORDER RE 
PROCEDURE FOR CONTACTS BETWEEN 
THE PARTIES AND THE INTEGRATION 
TASK FORCE 


The order re procedure for contacts between the parties and the 


integration task force dated December 28, 1978 is hereby rescinded. 


Dated: 
MAR 71979 


----------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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Superior Court of the State of California 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


303800 Case No. _______ _ 


I HEREBY CERTIFY: 


I am not a party to the cause referred to herein. 


of 
On the date as shown below, at San Diego, California, I placed a true copy 


ORDER RESCINDING ORDER RE PROCEDURE FOR CONTACTS BETWEEN 
THE PARTIES AND THE INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 
the original/a copy of which is attached hereto, in a separate envelope addressed to each 
addressee as listed below and each envelope was then sealed and deposited in the mail 
with the postage fully prepaid: 


William F. Gavin , Esq. 
Veronica A. Roeser, Esq. 
John W. Porter, Esq. 
Robert B. Wayn~, Esq. 
455 Spreckels Building 
San Diego, California 92101 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. 
Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 
2255 Camino del Rio South 
San Diego, California 92108 


Ralph D. Stern, Esq. 
San Diego Unified School District 
4100 Normal Street 
San Diego, California 92103 


Dated March 8, 1979 


Raoul Marquis, Esq. 
1960 National Avenue 
San Diego, California 92113 


Chief William B. Kolender 
Chief of Police 
City of San Diego 
801 West Market Street 
Sa n Di e go , Cali f orn i a 


ROBERT D. ZUMWALT, Clerk 


By ~rt~<kJJL . 
Deputy ~ 


Gerald Hartling 


CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL (C.c.P. 10130(3) 


Form 286 Co. elk. (.t.:Al 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------) 


NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to 11, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 


24 


25 


26 


(1) receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


members of the community regarding the implementation 


of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communicationi 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plani 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


LMW:af 


Dated: -------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 


2. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF Sfu~ DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION, et al., 


Defendants. 


) 
) 
) No. 303800 
) 
) 
) MEHORANDUM OF INTENDED DECISION 
) 
) 
) 


------------------------------) 


In compliance with an order dated November 28, 1977, the 


San Diego Unified School District has filed its revised ~Plan for 


Racial Integration, 1978-82." It now becomes the duty of the court 


to determine if tlie ' plan ". . .- promises to achieve meaningful 
II 


progress- toward eliminating .•• [school] segregation ..•. " 
21 


(286).-


---------------------------------------------------------------------


!I 


21 


All underlining is supplied un"less otherwise indicated. 


All unidentified page numbers refer to Crawford v. Board of 
Education (1976) 17 Ca1.3d 280. "San Bernardino" refers to 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People v. 
San Bernardino (1976) 17 Cal.3d 311. 







.. 


A unanimous school board on recommendation of its staff has 


2 proposed an all voluntary plan and the Citizens Advisory Commission 
3/ 4/ 


3 for Racial Integration (CACRI)- approved the plan without dissent.-


4 There are five members of the board of education, the president of 


5 which is a black minister who has served on the board for more 


6 than fourteen years; staff that developed the plan worked under the 


7 immediate supervision of a black educator and members of the citi-


8 zens' commission include the leaders of the National Association 


9 for the Advancement of Colored People, the Urban League and the 
5/ 


10 Chicano Federation.-


11 This court is mindful of the Supreme Court's statement that 


12 "plans developed and implemented by local school 
boards, working with community leaders and affected 


13 citizens, hold the most promising hope for the attain-
ment of integrated public schools. »(286). 


14 


15 The high Court's guidance includes the observation that a plan is 


16 not "invalid simply because it relies upon voluntary actions of 


17 parents and students . [T]here might be no objection to allowing 


18 --------------------------------------------------------------------


19 ~/ The commission consists of eleven whites, three blacks, one 
Filipino and one Hispanic. 


20 
i/ The vice-chairman of CACRI, who is president of the Urban League, 


21 testified that he had approved the plan for secondary schools 
but not the one for elementary schools. He was not present on 


22 January 23, 1978 when the commission voted on the elementary 
school segment. Yet the minutes of the commission on subsequent 


23 dates (January 25, February 3, ' February 6, February 8, February 
15, February 22 and March 1) contain no o b jection to the plan 


24 by the vice-chairman. 


25 21 The Chicano Federation was granted permission to appear as 
amicus curiae on October 29, 1976. From time to time its 


26 counsel was present during court hearings, yet no briefs were 
filed and no presentation was made. 
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such a device to prove itself in operation' " The ultimate 


test, the Court stated, is whether the plan produces meaningful 


progress toward desegregation. (San Bernardino, Fn. 19, pp. 327-


328). 


Should this all voluntary plan be allowed to prove itself 


in operation? If the district's ongoing programs have produced 


meaningful progress and planned programs promise to continue such 


progress, then complete and immediate desegregation of all of the 


district's schools is not constitutionally required (Fn . 18, p. 306). 


The key to judicial deferment, we are told, is the "school board's 


demonstration of its commitment to the necessity of immediately 


instituting reasonable and feasible steps to alleviate school 


segregation •.. " (30G). 


Has the board demonstrated a commitment to immediately 


institute reasonable and feasible steps to alleviate segregation? 
.. 


Have the board's programs produced meaningful progress? Do they 


promise to continue suc~, progress? The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment 
, , 


Program (VEEP), site and teacher initiated projects, compensatory 


education programs, magnet schools, learning centers and secondary 


exchange programs have produced meaningful progress. Only time 


will reveal what progress we can expect in the future. Crawford 


cautions the trial court to " • stay its hand even if it believes 


that alternative techniques might "lead to more rapid desegregation." 


"We have learned," the Supreme Court states "that the fastest path 


to desegregation may result in resegregation •.. " (28G). In 


the only reported decision on the subject since Crawford, the 


- 3-
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5 


District Court of Appeal in Los Angeles observed: 


"The history of performance of trial and ap
pellate courts in this country in involvement with 
the operation of schools and school districts un
fortunately has too often been one of over involve
ment rather than restraint." (Bustop v. Superior 
Court (1977), 69 Cal.App.3d 66 at 73.) 


6 Respecting these admonitions, this court will conditionally 


7 approve the plan and evaluate its actual operation through court 


8 appointed monitors. The voluntary plan should have its chance. 


9 CONDITIONS 


10 The conditions are the following: 


11 1. Additional Elementary Learning Centers shall 


12 be planned so as to include participation therein by 


13 substantially all minority isolated children in grades 


14 4 to 6 who are not otherwise enrolled in magnet pro-


15 grams or VEEP. The program should be handled in the 


16 same way as the Balboa yark and Camping Programs, 


17 that is, all children should be included except those 


18 whose parents opt out. Consideration should be given 


19 for the use of neutral locations to reduce travel 


20 time and the disparity between neighborhoods. 


21 This program has the advantage of providing an 


22 integrated educational experience one day each week while 
6/ 


23 maintaining the security of the neighborhood school.-


24 -----------------------------------~---------------------------------


25 


26 


~/ Sixty-five percent of the children enrolled in this program 
had never before attended a racially mixed school (Kaplan 
survey) . 
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In making this condition the court took into considera


tion the Kaplan survey's finding that 87 percent of 


black parents, 83 percent of Hispanic parents, 68 


percent of Pan Asian parents and 75 percent of white 


parents favored the program and thought it should be 


continued. 


2. At the secondary level, the Secondary Instruc


tional Exchange Program should be expanded and operated 


on an "opt-out" basis insofar as possible. 


3. The voluntary pairing and clustering proposal 


set forth in the board's original plan submitted on 


June 12, 1977 (pages 131-138) and recommended by CACRI 


in the Spring of 1977 should be reinstated. 


4. The proposal for the Secondary Bilingual 


Centers at Collier Junior High School and Point Lorna 


High School shall proceed according to plan. 


5. Optional zones shall be eliminated by 


September of 1979, as planned. 


6. The board will submit to the court on or 


before June 8, 1979, its determination concerning 


the effectiveness of the all voluntary plan; whether 


it has, in fact, produced meaningful progress toward 


the further elimination of "segregation and whether 


limited mandatory assignments of pupils will be 


necessary for the following academic year. 


-5-







The court wishes to caution the district against the expendi-


2 ture of large sums of money for ambitious magnet schools that cannot 


3 realistically be considered to have a significant effect on desegre-


4 gation. The Dailard Performing Arts magnet and the one contemplated 


5 for a minority school are extremely expensive and will accommodate 


6 relatively few minority students. Moreover, it is not unlikely 


7 that the minority students who will be attracted ·to Dailard shall 
7/ 


8 be those who are already enrolled in desegregated schools.- Trans-


9 portation costs to magnet schools are much greater than those for 


10 paired or clustered programs. With magnets, those applying from 


11 allover the district must be transported to one location. The 


12 court suggests that it may be more sensible to concentrate effort 


13 and funds where it is most likely to payoff, i.e., fundamental 
~/ ---


14 schools, bilingual programs r learning centers, secondary instruc-


15 tional exchange prbgrams, pairing and clustering and other magnet 


16 schools that are likely to accommodate a relatively substantial 


17 number of minority isolated children. 


18 EVALUATION 


19 Both sides have proposed mathematical formulae to be used 


20 for evaluation of the program. But an accurate evaluation cannot 


21 ----------- ---------------------------------------------------------


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


One such example is Longfellow Intercultural Magnet. Of 168 
minority students, only 60 come from minority schools. The 
balance, 108, were already enrolled in racially balanced or 
white isolated schools. 


~/ Kaplan survey revealed that the largest percentage of white 
parents (31%) and black parents (33 %) prefer the fundamental 
magnet. The largest percentage of Hispanic parents (33 %) prefer 
bilingual schools. Enrollment patterns in existing magnet 
schools confirms this preference. 
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1 be made by the use of statistical manipulations. As noted by 


2 Michael Madigan, the Mayor's representative to CACRI, the school's 


3 evaluation plan "leaves open the qualitative measures such as deter-
2/ 


4 mining what happens when students actually get on the campus." 


5 The court \.,rill observe the progress of the program and 


6 . evaluate the plan through an Integration Task Force which will be 


7 formed under the chairmanship of Chief of Police ~Villiam B. Kolender. 


8 This task force will appoint monitors (balanced individuals in each 


9 community) who will visit all minority isolated, tipping magnet 


10 and "receiving" schools to observe and report the progress of the 
101 


11 integration plan-. - Its obj ecti ve will be to evaluate the program 


12 as it affects individual children; to concentrate on the substance 


13 of integration not just the form of racial balance. The latter is 


14 continuously changing so that even if schools are balanced, there is 
I 


15 great probability that before long they will again become imbalance~ 


16 ---------------------------------------------------------------------


17 ~I CACRI Meeting, January 18, 1978. Plan Vol. II. 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


"For too long the courts, legislators, schoolmen and social 
scientists have been obsessed with questions of quantity 
rather than quality, with mathematical ratios, quotas and 
balance, rather than with the educational process itself. 
The real test -- to translate desegregation into integration 
still remains." (St. John, School Desegregation, at xii). 


10/ The court contemplates a reonitoring program similar to the one 
used in Denver. See Limits of Justice, Kalodner and Fishman, 
1978 pp. 210-214. 


III "Even if one assumes that a desegregation decree will be neutral 
24 in its impact on • . . populati~n movement, a continuation of 


the [movement by white families to the suburbs] will leave 
25 very little white school population with which to integrate." 


Ibid. at p. 14. 
26 III 
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; 


(See Exhibit 4N's and Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 


2 (1976) 427 U.S. 424). 


3 An integrated educational experience is helpful to many 


4 minority youngsters. It helps them to better prepare for a construc-


5 tive, creative role in our multi-racial society; it increases their 


6 chances for success and perhaps most important it expands their 


7 horizons. It gives them confidence and the required motivation to 
12/ 


8 seek and get a share of the wealth of this great nation-.-


9 Our goal must therefore be to choose the methods that appear 


10 most likely to give every youngster who desires it unlimited oppor-


11 tunity while at the same time, protecting others who may be harmed 


12 by separation from their "home-school" or neighborhood environment. 


13 This must be done in a way that will encourage participation by all 


14 races, allay parental fears and encourage middle class families to 


15 remain within the system. The program must discriminate for the 


16 student's welfare, not against him. Such a course of action is the o n t 


17 that will be "reasonably feasible." 


18 Dated: fz JUN 197n 


19 


20 ---------------------------------------------------------------------


21 12/ "Several students interviewed reported that the best thing they 
got out of transferring was, seeing new neighborhoods in 


22 San Diego; how different the kids are -- they dress all k ind s 
of ways; ... to look at nice h omes and wis h you liv ed t here. " 


23 Evaluation of the Voluntary Echnic Enrollment Program prepa r e d 
by L. E. Orcutt & Associates, Inc. (Court's Exh ibi t C to hear -


24 ing of May 17, 1978.) 


25 


26 


" the detriments traditional l y identifi ed wi t h seg regated 
education rest in significant part outside the academic s phere. " 
It is the "isolated setting, apart from students who ma k e u p a 
majority of the nation's population" that i mposes " psych ological 
and sociological burdens" on minority children (296 ) . 
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1 be made by t h e use of statistical manipulations. As noted by 


2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


Michael Madigan, the Mayor's representative to CACRI, the school's 


evaluation plan "leaves open the qualitative measures such as deter-
2/ 


mining what happens when students actually get on the campus." -
~~ The court will observe~progress f th~ogram and 


evaluate the plan through an{ Integration Task Force -¥hich vlill be 


formed under the chairmanshi~ ,..,\. . ~~ .c ~"''':-.L<.,;~lliam B. Kolender. 


This task force will appoint monitors (balanced individuals in each 


co~munity) who will visit all minority isolated, tipping magnet 


and "receiving" schools to observe and report the progress of the 
19/ 


integration plan-.- Its objective will be to evaluate the program 


as it affects individual children; to concentrate on the substance 
( 


13 of integration not just the form of racial balance. The latter is 


14 continuously changing so that even if schools are balanced, there is 
• l~ 


15 9reat probability that before long they will again become imbalancs~ 


16 ---------------------------------------------------------------------


17 2.1 CACRI Neeting, January 18, 1978. Plan Vol. II. 


18 


19 


20 


21 


"For too long the courts, legislators, schoolmen and social 
scientists have been obsessed with questions of quantity 
rather than quality, with mathematical ratios, quotas and 
balance, rather than with the educational process itself. 
The real test -- to translate desegregation into integration 
still remains." (St. John, School Desegregation, at xii). 


101 The court contemplates a monitoring program similar to the one 
22 used in Denver. See Limits of Justice, Kalodner and Fishman, 


1978 pp. 210-214. 
23 


III "Even if one assumes that a desegregation decree \vill be neutral 
24 in its impact on . . . population movement, a continuation of 


the [movement by white families to the suburbs] will leave 
25 very little white school population with which to integrate." 


Ibid. at p. 14. 
26 III 
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(See Exhibit 4N's and Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 


2 (1976) 427 u.S. 424). 


3 An integrated educational experience is helpful to many 


4 minority youngsters. It helps them to better prepare for a construc-


5 tive, creative role in our multi-racial society; it increases their 


6 chances for success and perhaps most important it expands their 


7 horizons. It gives t _hem confidence and the required motivation to 
12/ 


8 seek and get a share of the wealth of this great nation-.-


9 Our goal must therefore be to choose the methods that appear 


10 most likely to give every youngster who desires it unlimited oppor-


11 tuni ty while at the same time, protecting others \'lho may be harmed 


12 by separation from their "horne-school" or neighborhood environment. 


13 This must be done in a way that will encourage participation by all 


14 races, allay parental fears and encourage middle class families to 


15 remain within the system. The program must discriminate for the 


16 student's welfare, not against him. Such a course of action is the 


17 


18 


19 


that will be "reasonably feasible." 


Dated: i 2 JUN 1'37}\ 


20 ---------------------------------------------------------------------


21 12/ "Several students interviewed reported that the best thing they 
got out of transferring was, seeing new neighborhoods in 


22 San Diego; how different the kids are -- they dress all kinds 
of ways; ... to look at nice homes and wish you lived there." 


23 Evaluation of the Voluntary Efhnic Enrollment Program prepared 
by L. E. Orcutt & Associates, Inc. (Court's Exhibit C to hear-


24 ing of May 17, 1978.) 


25 


26 


" the detriments traditionally identified with segregated 
education rest in significant part outside the academic sphere." 
It is the "isolated setting, apart from students who make up a 
majority of the nation's population" that imposes "psychological 
and sociological burdens" on minority children (296). 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFOP~IAr COUNTY OF Sk~ DIEGO 


~~RI CARLIN, et al . , 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION, et al., 


Defendants. 


) 
) 
) No. 303800 
} 
) 
} MEHOHA.."r.mUM OF INTENDED DECISIO~ 
} 
} 
) 


------------------------~------) 


In compliance "with an order dated Noveober 28, 1977, the 


San Di~go Unified School District has filed its revised ~lan for 


Racial Integration, 1978-82." It now becomes the duty of the court 


to determine if ttie "plan " ..• - promises to achieve meaningful 
1:1 


progress tOTtTard eliminating •.• [school] segregation •.•• " 
2/ 


(286).-


!I All underlining is supplied un"less othenvise indicated. 


~ All unidentified page n~~bers r~fer to Cra\vford v. Board of 
Education (1976) 17 Cal.3d 280. "San Bernardino" refers to 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored Peoole v. 
San Bernardino (1976) 17 Cal.3d 311. ~ 
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A unanimous school board on recommendation of its staff has 


proposed an all voluntary plan and the Citizens Advisory Commission 
31 4 


for Racial Integration (CACRI)- approved the plan without dissent. 


There are five members of the board 0= education, the president of 


\..;hich is a black minister \,'ho has served on the board for more 


than fourteen years; staff that developed the plan >'lOrked under the 


immediate supervision of a black educator and members of the citi-


zens' commission include the leaders of th~ National Association 


for the Advancement of Colored People, the Urban League and the 
51 


Chicano Federation.-


This court is mindful of the Supreme Court's statement that 


, "plans developed and implemented by local school 
boards, working .vi th coitununi ty leaders and affected 
citizens, hold the rr.ost promising hope for the attain-
ment of integrated public schools. "(286). 


The high Court's guidance includes the observation that a plan is 


not "invalid simply because it relies upon voluntary actions of 


parents and students [':L'] here might be no objection to allow'ing 


~I The commission consists of eleven whites, three blacks, one 
Filipino and one Hispanic. 


if -The vice-chairman of CACRI, who is president of the Urban League, 
testified that he had approved the plan for secondary schools 
but not the one for ele~entary schools. He was not present on 
January 23, 1978 vlhen the commission voted on the elementary 
school segGent. Yet the minutes of the commission on subsequent 
dates (January 25, February 3,' February 6, February 8, February 
15, February 22 and Harch 1) contain no objection to the plan 
by the vice-chairman. 


V The Chicano Federation \-las granted permission to appear as 
amicus curiae on October 29, 1976. From time to time its 
counsel was present during court hearings, yet no briefs were 
filed and no presentation was made. 
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26 


such a device to prove itself ln operation' " The ultimate 


test, the Court stated, is whether the plan produces meaningful 


progress tm-lard desegregation_ (San Bernardino, Fn. 19, pp. 327-


328) • 


Should this all voluntary plan be allowed to prove itself 


in operation? If the district's ongoing programs have produced 


meaningful progress and planned programs promise to continue such 


progress, then complete and i~"ediate desegregation of all of the 


district's schools is not constitutionally required {Fn. 18, p. 306} 


The key to judicial deferment, we are told, is the "school board's 


damonstration of its commitment to the necessity of immediately 


instituting reasonable and feasible steps to alleviate school 


segregation " (306) . 


Has the board demonstrated a corrmitment to iromediately 


institute reasonable and feasible steps to alleviate segregation? 
.. 


Have the board's prograns produced meaningful progress? Do they 


. promise to continue suc~,progress? The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment 
, , 


Program (VEEP), site and teacher initiated proj-ects, compensatory . 


education programs, magnet schools, learning centers and secondary 


exchange programs have produced meaningful progress. Only time 


will reveal what progress we can €xpect in the future. Crawford 


cautions the trial court to " • stay its hand even if it believes 


that alternative techniques might "lead to more rapid desegregation." 


"~'le have learned," the Supreme Court states "that the fastest path 


to desegregation may result in resegregation • " (286) • In 


the only reported decision on the subject since Crawford, the 
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11 


-12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


District Court of Appeal in Los Angeles observed: 


"The history of performance of trial and ap
pellate courts in this country in involvement with 
the operation of schools and school districts un
fortunately has too often been one of over involve
ment rather than restraint." (BustoP v. Superior 
Court (1977), 69 Cal.A?p.3d 66 at 73.) 


Respecting these a~~onitions, this court will conditionally 


approve the plan and evaluate its actual operation through court 


appointed monitors. The voluntary plan should have its ch~~ce. 


CONDITIONS 


The conditions are the following: 


1. Additional Elementary Learning Centers shall 


be planned so as to include participation therein by . 


substantially all minority isolated children in grades 


4 to 6 \-,ho are not othen"ise enrolled in magnet pro-


grams or \~EP. The program should be handled in the 


same way as the Balboa ,Park and Camping Programs, 


that is, all children should be included except those 


whose parents opt out. Consideration should be given 


for the use -of neutral locations to reduce travel 


time and the disparity between neighborhoods. 


21 This progra..lJ.. h.as the advantage of providing an 


22 integrated educational experience one day each week while 
6/ 


23 maintaining the security of the neighborhood school.-


24 -----------------------------------~---------------------------------


25 


26 


~/ Sixty-five percent of the children enrolled in this program 
had never before attended a racially mixed school (Kaplan 
survey) • 
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In making this condition the court took into considera


tion the Kaplan survey's finding that 87 percent of 


black parents, 83 percent of Hispanic parents, 68 


percent of Pan Asian parents and 75 percent of white 


parents favored the progra~ and thought it should be . 


continued. 


2. At the secondary level, the Secondary Instruc


tional Exchange Progr~~ should be expanded and operated 


on an "opt-out" basis insofar as possible. 


3. The voluntary pairing and clustering proposal 


set forth in the board's original plan suboitted on 


June 12, 1977 (pages 131-138) and recoM~ended by CACRI 


in the Spring of 1977 should be reinstated. 


4. The proposal for the Secondary Bilingual 


Centers at Collier Junior Bigh School and Point Lorna 


High School "shall proceed according to plan. 


5. Optional zones shall be eliminated by 


September of 1979, as planned. 


6. The board will submit to the court on or -


before June 8, 1979, its " determination concerning 


the effectiveness of the all voluntary plan; whether 


it has, in fact, produced meaningful progress toward 


the further elimination of 'segregation and ... ,hether 


limited mandatory assignments of pupils will be 


necessary for the following academic year. 
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.. ' 


The court wishes to caution the district against the expendi-


2 ture of large sums of money for ambitious magnet schools that cannot 


3 realistically be considered to have a significant effect on desegre-


4 gation. The Dailard Performing Arts 8agnet and the one contemplated 


5 for a minori ty school are e xtremely eXgensive and will accorrunodate 


6 relatively few minority students. Moreover, it is not unlikely 


7 that the minority students who will be attracted :to Dailard shall 
. 7/ 


8 be those 1;vho are already enrolled in desegregated schools. - Trans-


9 portation costs to magnet schools are much greater than those for 


10 paired or clustered programs. With magnets, those applying from 


11 allover the district must be transported to one location. The 


12 court suggests that it may be more sensible to concentrate effort 


13 and funds where it is most likely to payoff, i.e., fundamental 
~/ --


14 schools, bilingual programs, learning centers, secondary instruc-


15 tiona I exchange prbgra~s, pairing and clustering and other magnet 


16 schools that are likely to acco~~odate a relatively substantial 


17 number of minority isolated children. 


18 EVALUATION 


19 Both sides nave proposed mathematical formulae to be used 


20 for evaluation of the program. But an accurate evaluation cannot 


- ---- -2-1- - --------------------------------------------- ---------


22 21 One s uch example is Longfellor." Intercultural Hagnet. Of 168 
minority students, only 60 come from minority schools. The 


23 balance, 108, were already enrolled in racially balanced or 
white isolated schools. 


24 


25 


26 


~I Kaplan survey revealed that the largest percentage of \'1hite 
parents (31%) and black parents (33 %) prefer the fundamental 
magnet. The largest percentage of Hispanic parents (33~) prefer 
bilingual schools. Enroll~ent patterns in existing magnet 
schools confirms this preference. 
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be made by the use of statistical manipulations. As noted by 


Michael Madigan, the Mayor's representative to CACRI, the school ' s 


evaluation plan "leaves open the qualitative measures such as deter-
2/ 


mining what happens when stuc.ents actually get on the campus." 


The court will observe the progress of the program and 


. evaluate the plan through an Integration Task Force which will be 


formed under the chairmanship of Chie f of Police ' t'lilliam B. Kolender 


This task force will appoint monitors (balanced individuals in each 


co~~unity) who will visit all minority isolated, tipping magne t 


and "receiving" schools to observe and report the progress of the 
101 


integration plan-.- Its objective will be to evaluate the program 


as it affects individual chilcreni to concentrate on the substance 


of integration not just the form of racial balance. The latter is 


continuously changing so that even if schools are balanced, there is 
1 


great probability that before long they will again become imbalanced 


2/ CACRI Meeting, January 18, 1978. Plan Vol. II. 


"For too long the courts, legislators, schoolmen and social 
scientists have been obsessed with questions of quantity 
rather than quality, with mathematical ratios, quotas and 
balance, rather than wiG~ the educational process itself. 
The real test -- to translate desegregation into integration 
still remains." (St. Joh::1, School Desegregation, at xii) . 


101 The court cont~~plates a conitoring program similar to the one 
used in Denver. See Li~its of Justice, Kalodner and Fishnan, 
1978 pp. 210-214. 


11/ "Even if one assumes that a desegregation decree will be neutral 
in its impact on •.. po?ulation movement, a continuation of 
the [movement by white fa.-:tilies to the suburbs] will leave 


III 


very little white school population \,li th which to integra te. n 


Ibid. at p. 14. 
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(See Exhibit 4N's and Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 


2 (1976) 427 u.S. 424). 


3 An integrated educational experience is helpful to many 


4 minority youngsters. It helps them to better prepare for a construc-


5 tive, creative role in our multi-racial society; it increases their 


6 chances for success and perhaps most important it expands their 


7 horizons. It gives them confidence and the required motivation to 
12/ 


8 seek and get a share of the wealth of this great nation-.-


9 Our goal must . therefore be to choose the methods that appear 


10 most likely to give every youngster who desires it unlimited oppor-


11 tunity while at the same time, protecting others who may be harmed 


12 by separation from their "home-school" or neighborhood environment. 


13 This must be done in a way that H'ill encourage participation by all 


14 races, allay parental fears and encourage middle class families to 


15 remain wi thin the system. The program must discriminate for the 


16 student's welfare, not against him. Such a course of action is the 0 


17 that will be "reasonably feasible." 


18 Dated: 


19 


20 ---------------------------------------------------------------------


21 12/ "Several students interviewed reported that the best thing they 
got out of transferring was, seeing new neighborhoods in 


22 San Diego; hor.v different the kids are -- they dress all kinds 
of ways; ... to look at nice homes and wish you lived there. 1t 


23 Evaluation of the Voluntary Echnic Enrollment Program prepared 
by L. E. Orcutt & Associates, Inc. (Court's Exhibit C to hea=-


24 ing of May 17, 1978.) 


25 


26 


" ..• the detriments traditionally identified with segregated 
education rest in significant part outside the academic sphere." 
It is the "isolated setting, apart from students who make up a 
majority of the nation's population" that imposes "psychological 
and sociological burdens" on minority children (296). 
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3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


9 


10 


11 KARl CARLIN, et al., 


12 Plaintiffs, 


13 v. 


14 BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 


15 DISTRICT, 


16 Defendant. 


} 
} 
} 
) 
} 
} 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 


17 -----------------------------) 


18 IT IS ORDERED: 


Case No. 303800 


ORDER 


19 The Integration Task Force and the School District are ordered 


20 to file their respective reports with this Court and serve copies 


21 thereof on all counsel on or before June 8, 1979. Re sponses to said 


22 r e ports, if any, shall be filed wi th this Court on or before June 21, 


23 1979. Hearings on the integrati o n plan to be ordered for the academic 


24 year 1979-1980 will be held in Department 21 of the Superior Court 


25 on June 25, 26 and 27, 1979. 


26 On or before June 18, 1979 each side will file with the Court 







and serve on all counsel the names of expert witnesses, if any, who 


2 will be called to present evidence at the hearings. On or before 


3 June 22, 1979 each side will file with the Court and serve on all 


4 counsel a list of all other witnesses, if any, who will be called 


5 to testify at said hearings. 


6 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 


7 A pre-trial conference will be held in the Judge's chambers 


8 of Department 21 at 4:00 p.m. on June 22, 1979. At said pre-trial 


9 hearing each side will submit points and authorities concerning the 


10 Court's power to order the School District or other public agency to 


11 expend funds for the operation of the Integration Task Force. 


12 


13 Dated: 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


,MW/dc26 


Judge of the Superior Court 
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G 
Superior Court of the State of California


FOR _ THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


C N 303800 ase o. _______ _ 


I HEREBY CERTIFY: 


I am not a party to the cause referred to herein. 


of 
On the date as shown below, at San Diego, California, I placed a true copy 


ORDER TO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE AND SCHOOL DISTRICT 
DATED MAY 1, 1979 


the original/a copy of which is attached hereto, in a separate envelope addressed to each 
addressee as -listed below and each envelope was then sealed and deposited in the mail -
with the postage fully prepaid: 


Mr. William B. Kolender Ralph D. Stern; Esq. 
Chief of Police Schools Attorney 
San Diego Police Dept. San Diego Unified School Distri c 
801 West Market St. 4100 Normal St. 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 San Diego, Ca. 92103 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. 
Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 
225 Camino del -Rio South 
San Diego, Ca, 92108 


Gerald S. Davee, Esq. 
Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps 
110 West "A" St., Suite 1700 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 


William F. Gavin, Esq. 
455 Spreckels Bldg. 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 


MAY 1, 1979 Dated ________ _ 


Veronica A. Roeser, Esq. 
455 Spreckels Bldg. 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 


ROBERT D_ ZUMWALT, Clerk 


~&~ ~put ~ 
Gerald Hartling 


CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL (C.C.P. 10130(3) 


Form 286 c;,,_ CI~_ I\'-~I r, 








THE CITY OF 


SAN DIEGO 
POLICE DEPARTMENT. 801 J~'EST MARKET STREET. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92101 


(714) 236-6534 


OFFICE OF 


WM . B. KOLENbER . 
CH IEF OF POLiCE -


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh 
Superior Court - Dept. 3 
220 West Broadway 
San Diego, California 92101 


April 11, 1979 


SUBJECT: INTEGRATION TASK FORCE REPORT 


Dear Judge Welsh: 


IN REPLYiN~ 
PLEASE GIVE 
OUR REF. NO. 


Since our last report we have gone from the organization 
phase to the evaluation phase of the Schools' Voluntary 
Integration Program. 


We started with 124 monitors who were trained and assigned 
to various schools within the system as of February 5, 1979. 
We have had some problems in that there has been some turnover 
of the monitors; we have lost approximately 30 and have 
replaced about ten of those. It is evident to us that two 
things are needed: (1) a committee to interview and evaluate 
potential monitors; and (2) additional training of all 
monitors to assist them in accomplishing their objectives. 
Overall, we feel the monitors have performed in an excellent 
manner and are impressed with their involvement and the 
quality of their reports. 


We are also pleased with the excellent cooperation we 
generally have received, not only from the school adminis
trators, but from the staffs at the various schools where the 
monitors and Task Force members have observed. It was 
evident that nearly all schools did a good job in preparing 
their staffs for our presence on the campuses. 


On January 2, 1979 you sent me a letter askin~ f our questions; 
the followi ng is the res pon se to t his l etter : 


1) Projected goal for this year (by district) 
(t Minorities or % White) - Please see 
ATTACHMENT A 


2) Goal achieved (% Minorities, % White) -
Please see ATTACHMENT A 
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3) If a "white school," % minorities from other 
.. "white schools" (75% + white) and % minorities ·· 


from "desegregated schools" (60%-75% white) -
Will be answered in the June Report. 


4) If a "minority school," % whites from other 
minority schools (75% + minority) and % minorities 
from desegregated schools (60%-75% white) -
Will be answered in June Report. 


THE PROCESS 
It seems to us that a report which evaluates the school 
integration plan without evaluating the process used to do 
the evaluation would be incomplete. Thus, some comments 
about the process. 


At this point in our evaluation, there is some feeling that 
our monitors are experiencing a great deal of frustration and 
feel inadequate about their abilities to gather pertinent 
information. While the monitoring process is fine in theory, 
we find its implementation to be a monstrous task. While the 
monitors are relatively at ease and confident as far as ga
thering statistical data, it is quite another matter when it 
comes to measuring the quality produced by those data. The 
monitoring process needs to receive an in-depth evaluation. 
This will be done and included in our final report for this 
year. Concerns such as the number of task force members, 
the number of schools being monitored, the need for an exe
cutive staff, the amount of material being evaluated and the 
training and use of monitors will be part of the review. 


HUMAN/RACE RELATIONS PROGRAM 
Many of us consider th1S program to be the most important part 
of the integration plan because it is directed toward changing 
or modifying behavior in order to produce the atmosphere under 
which integration can flourish. Because of its complexity 
we were not surprised that we are finding it extremely difficult 
to evaluate. We are convinced that persons having a background 
in this area are better equipped to do this evaluation and 
therefore need persons who possess these special skills. We 
are in the process of developing such a team. Thi3 is tak:n; 
some time to put together, so a complete ev~lu~tion will not 
be completed this year. However, our information thus far 
has produced some concerns regarding the effectiveness of 
this program which will be discussed in the next report. We do 
have some preliminary findings which are included in the 
remainder of this report. 
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MAGNET_PROGRAMS 
It i_s exceedingly difficult to general i ze about the so ":-called 
ma.gn~t programs in the San Diego City Schools without running 
the risk of seriously misleading any unwary reader. Magnet 
types run the gamut from fundamental schools that stress the 
three R's, discipline, homework and even dress codes to an 
alternative school that emphasizes a very open education philo
sophy. Along the way are stops at individualized instruction 
programs, university lab schools, bilingual programs, inter
cultural language magnets, career awareness elementary magnet, 
a career high school, urban studies, and a math, science, 
health computer technology program to mention only some of the 
varied programs being offered. There are about 14 operating 
elementary magnets and 7 in secondary schools. Magnets are 
found in 3 of the secondary schools and 5 of the elementary 
schools that are defined as "isolated." The majority of 
the magnet programs are a school within a school operation, 
but some of them are total school magnets where everyone 
at the site is a participant in the magnet program. 


Goals - In terms of numerical goals, some programs have 
easily reached them and some have fallen appreciably short. 
We believe that total school magnets have ~ore generally met 
their goals than school within a school programs and that 
elementary magnets have more generally achieved their goals 
than have secondary magnets. We think that of the 8 operating 
magnets in schools that had been found to be racially isolated, 
only 2 reached their goal. Both of these were elementary and 
total school magnets. One lias a fundamental school and one was 
a University Lab school. 


Problems - Transportation has at some sites been a 
problem, but progress seems to be being made in solving these 
problems. A larger and more difficult problem is actual or 
perceived "elitism" in the case of some school within a 
school programs. This can be especially acute where the 
magnet program has highly visible physical equipment or 
surroundings that are newer and better than similar equipment 
or surroundings for the regular program. Getting parent 
inyolvement is almost always a problem, and it becomes even 
mo~e difficult in the case of non-resident students in magnet 
programs. 


Suggestions for Improvement - Re-study and where possible 
re-vamp eligibility rules for magnet programs so that they: 
don't have counter-productive results on the integration 
program as a whole or on desires of deserving individuals to 
participate in a certain magnet program. Strive to have all 
administrators and staff in magnet programs be dedicated 
advocates for that particular type of education. 
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Some "c;olorblindness" is becoming more common in certain programs 
atc~rtain sites. Some progress is being made in socializing 
and 'play betHeen racial groups during free time. Some slight 
progress is being made at drawing majority students into minority 
isolated schools in the southeast area. 


There is some evidence that poorly planned programs may be 
counter-productive, and actually heighten tensions between 
those of different cultural, social, and educational back
grounds. This is an area which calls for proceeding very 
carefully but with strong and firm commitment from the top. 
Part-day or part-school magnets should be established at 
minority isolated sites only in very unusual cases because 
they tend to lead to, at least, the perception of elitism. 
Frustrations and irritations may develop or increase because 
of eligibility rules for certain magnet programs. As an 
example, resident minority students in the Webster area are 
compelled to attend a fundamental school program unless they 
want to suffer some personal inconvenience and attend a 
non-neighborhood school. 


Summary - The magnet school concept is, without a doubt, 
one of the principle tools to make voluntary integration Hork 
in San Diego. This places a tremendous burden on all of those 
involved in such programs from top administrators down to the 
classified employees. To work they must offer enticing special
ized programs that parents and students will really want to 
attend. The schools must provide a better general education 
along with the specialized programs than does the conventional 
neighborhood school. It must be so much more desirable so 
that the communi ty at large will \,'ant to send their children 
there. Whatever needs to be provided to achieve this should 
be done, i.e., lower student-teacher ratio, better equipment, 
physical surroundings. But the most important factor is an 
enthusiastic commitment to the program by a dedicated staff. 
There is some tentative evidence that the relative and apparent 
success of the fundamental magnets at the elementary level is 
due largely to the dedication and commitment to this type of 
education by the staffs of the fundamental elementary schools. 


· 
VEEP 
1.'1e are monitoring 25 schools in the \"EEP Program. 
these schools are racially isolated. The one issue 
over the ~EP Program is that the great majority of 
being bussed in this program are minority students. 
feeling that this is unfair to minority parents and 


Four of 
that hangs 
students 
There 1S a 


students. 
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There i~ a feeling in some of the predominantly white schools 
tha_t :"bussed inti students have lower reading skills and -are 
causing their schools to have a lower quality of education. 
There is a general feeling that the Human/Race Relations 
Programs at some schools need to be considerably improved, 
while at others considerable effort is being expended. Some 
feeling exists at this ooint that mandatory attendance at 
Human/Race Relations activities by students would greatly 
increase the effectiveness of the orogram. The feelings we 
are expressing at this point are not based on the in-deoth 
evaluation that will have taken place by June. However, we 
are beginning to develop some feelings about the entire 
integration plan, but more data, more analysis, and much 
more discussion is needed. Overall, it aopears that this 
program is making some progress toward it~ - goals. 


LEARNING CENTERS 
Presently, there are four learning centers in San Diego 
providing a,~roximately 3600 fourth, fifth and sixth grade 
students a one-day-a-week "integrated" school day. Carver, 
Chollas, Stockton, and Grant v ille each receive daily 6 classes 
(or aporoximately 180 students), 4 classes from majority 
isolated schools, and 2 classes from minority isolated 
schools. Chollas and Carver provide specialized instruction 
in Science, P.E. and Basic skills (Reading and Language Arts). 
Grantville and Stockton have programs in Music and Art. 


The learning centers o~ened the follOlving dates: Chollas, 
9 / 25/78; Grantville, 9/25/78; Carver, 2/2 0 /79; Stockton, 
3/12/79. Hence, due to the fact that two of the centers 
began ooerating recently. our observations contained herein 
are tentative at best. 


Money, thought, and time have been spent in ~roviding the 
centers with enriched programs and equipment. Also, the 
staffs of the Centers seem committed to uroviding the students 
with quality education. The organizational effort is commendable; 
it is noted that staff has tried to organize the programs so 
that student confusion as to where to go and what to do is 
redUced. Thus, at this t ime the centers do 30ryear to be 
ethnically mixing s t uden t s , and to be nrovidjng qu ~l i t y educa t ion 
to the p arti cipan t s . 


Some areas of concern are as follows: 


1) How well integrated is the learning center experience 
with the regular school program of the feeder schools. 
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"" 2)~ Due to the disparity of equipment/educational ~~perience, 
"will students at the learning centers who are not 
participating in the centers develop a resentment toward 
the program and participants, which will have a negative 
effect on the educational experience of both groups. 


3) Will the limited exposure of ethnic groups at the 
learning centers provide sufficient interaction to 
satisfy the court's concern for "quality" integration. 


These three inquiries have been suggested by the monitors' obser
vations, and may not be able to be answered this year. However, 
they are concerns which we share with you at this time. 


VIOLENCE 
We think it only proper to discuss the problems of violence in 
the schools; even though this was not one of our Charges from 
the Court, it seems to hive impact on the Voluntary Integration 
Program. 


The number of document"ed cases of violence (personal and group) 
have been relatively stable over the past few years. VEEP, 
in and of itself~ has not added to the overall volume of school 
violence. Due to its social and political significance, it has 
received a greater measure of attention from the news media. 


During this school year there have been several incidents of 
group violence involving VEEP students and students from the 
host $chools. There have also been similar incidents in 
schools among their own resident students. In most cases, the 
tWQ opposing factions were polarized along racial lines. In 
every case, the violence was deterred and diminished by the 
joint actions of the School Security, the on-site administrators 
and sta~f, and the School Task Force. 


Students at the secondary level are generally sensitive along 
racial lines, and an individual can usually gain unquestioned 
support by converting his personal conflict into a racial issue. 
To i~nore or underplay the primal role of race in the problem 
of group violence in the public schools would be counterproduc
tive and would cOJllpound an 01 ready complic ~lted nrahlcfll. It 
should be acknowl~dged and dealt with in an open Jnd straight
forward manner. Every effort should be made by the schools 
and the police to prevent conflict, "but it is unreasonable to 
expect a socially and politically volatile operation such as a 
structured program for integration to occur without incident. 
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Strong ~erritorial feelings are manifest whenever students 
are ~ov~d from one neighborhood to the other. Friendships 
occ~i during transportation and there is a tendency for friends 
to cluster at the host schools. This creates a we-they 
situation that is counter to the aims of integration. There 
have been a few incidents lvhere gang members from one area find 
themselves going to schools in the territory of a rival gang. 
Student activities at the host school should be designed to 
fragment this clustering effect which is based on both racial 
and territorial considerations. 


Racial attitudes in parents are often manifested in the students. 
This is inc lusi ve of all races. ~·Iore parenta 1 parti cipa ti on 
at .11 levels is necessary. 


It has been noted that some schools have a higher incidence 
of violence than others with similar VEEP Drograms and ethnic 
populations ratios. A comparative analysis of this phenomenon 
should be conducted by the school district. It is possible 
that some on-site administrators are managing the programs more 
effectively than others. .A uniform standard of disciplinary 
policies and procedures is necessary. 


Singular incidences of personal violence should be dealt with 
in ~n expeditious manner to prevent their escalation to group 
violence. An aura of official intolerance to all forms of 
violence must be cultivated and maintained in all the schools. 


On the positive side. some of the junior high schools with 
magnet programs such as Gompers and Memorial, have experienced 
a noticeable decline in violent and disruutive activities. 


We are very. grateful to Mike Madigan for his efforts in 
obtaining funds for the Task Force which enabled us to hire 
Anna Cazares, our Executive Secretary. Enclosed is a list of 
businesses in our community who contributed to this effort. 


We are very sorry for the delay in this report and you can be 
assured that the final report in June will be on time. 


Respectfully submitted, 


{)
:.,L-.;;:- / _ /") 
1'/ . c .. / 


/ / ~/ ~ ~ . --;J'./. .' / ./ 
I. ' , . 4 -.. J' c/,,/~ 


alrmall 
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/.' ., / I ,"; '.,/ 
", /' t<' ·'1i1 <1 ,{ ... ( II, .~ . /:.2.-{ p-""----


/ HAROLD K. 'BRO, Vice-Chairman 
Attachments 
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or ATTACHMENT A San Diego City Schools 1 of 4 
Community Relations Division . I 


' . 


ELEMENTARY MAGNET SCHOOLS COMPOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT I: 
" I 


Projected ' 11 


School/Program 1978-79 9/11/78 9/15/78 9/27./78 9/29/78 
Enrollment* Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 


b 


Lindbergh Career Minority 328 269 278 ~ ~ 
Awareness ~ ~> 920 


669) 
947 ""- 256 ""- 9~2 


Majority ~. 61Y 6Z1 .. / 


Roosevelt Creative Minority 95 55 63 6J J:> Performing Arts 
175) 


270 
103) 


158 " 178 "- 118 
115/ 


180 
Majority -1.11./ 


Lowell Bilingual Minority 59 85 94 94 101 
"- 120 ""- 107 '" 107 " 107 -11.> 116 


Majority 61/ 22/ 13/ 13/ 


Spreckels Bilingual Minority 88 86 97 105 
~ ~ 180 '" 141 ~ 157 61) 166 166 


Majority 92/ 55, /' 60/ 61/ 


Foster Fundamental Minority 164 92 142 150 lSQ 


'" 510 ~22 " 437 " ')~ ~> !i~B 
Majority 346/ 335 . 295/ 298,.-


Rolando Park Minority 124 123 128 128 128 
Fundamental ~ 


200) 
323 , 330 '" 330 ~> JJO 


Majority ~/,.. 202 / 202 


Webster Minority 258 264 273 270 " . 
215 


Ftmdamental " 415 "'--.ill "- 446 "'- 450 ':~ 


180> 
!:ISS 


157/ 163/ 173/ 180/ 
II 


Majority 


Horton Inter- Minority 39 19 2 2 25 


~ cultural 
81) 


120 
.. 


58 ~ '''''~ "-Language Majority ~,/ ~/ ~./ 


* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--March 22, 1978 
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San Diego City Schools \-; . 


Community Relations Division 


~~ SECONDARY MAGNET SCHOOLS COHPOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT 
I' 
I' 


Projected ." 
School/Program 1978-79 9/11/78 9/15/78 9/22/78' . 9/29/78 l' 


Enrol1ment* Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 
· 1'1 


Enrollment 


Muir Alternative Minority 108 70 97 88 88 


--.122> 300 
143) 


213 ") 251, "" 230 " 2M. 
Majority 154/ ~/' 


,,-
156/ 


Compers Science/ Minority 70 35 J7 4Q ::> Math/Computers 
... 


" 200 
39) 


74 
... 


---1!l.) 82 '. 81, 82 " ~ , 
Center Majority 130// 44/ 


Morse Urban Minority 100 46 ~ 70 --.:u. 
Studies Center 


200) 
300 '-", 104 


72// 
1,31, 


69) 
139 70) H2 


Majority 58/--


O'Farrel1 Minority 60 25 29 33 ---ll 
Fundamental "-...... 150 


37) 
62 " 67 


44) 
77 


46) 
Z9 


Majority 90 . / 38/ .., 


Memorial Inter- Minority 30 10 12 12 12 
cultural ~ 27 '- 28 ---:> 28 17) 29 
Language Majority -1.Q. / 17/ 16/ 


Wright Brothers Minority 112 91 128 130 


~:~> Career High "-...... 320 --ill> 294 '- 368 ~ J8!i '" Majority 208 / 240/ 251/ 


Collier Minority 15 21 22 22 22 
Bilingual ~ " 29 '" 29 31 


10) 
32 


Center Majority ~/ 08/ 07/ 09/ 
~ , 


Point Loma Minority 15 13 14 ]4 . Ii 14 
Bilingual IS) 


-- 27 . 28 30 
12/ 


25 , 
"'-.. 27 " Majority 13/ lY 14,../ 


School/Program Minority 510 311 398 -lill9 412 
Subtotals "', 1 430 '" 828 '" 982 , ,~ )1 020 " Majority 920/ 517/ 534 / 58 G ./ M3 


- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--March 22, 1978 







SECONDARY MAGNET SCHOOLS COMPOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT 


School/Program 


CAREER CENTERS 


Mission Bay Center Minority 
for Marketing. 
Graphics. and Majority 
Management 


Crawford Center for Minority 
Business and 
Office Management Majority 


Kearny Center for Minority 
Industry 


Career Centers 
Subtotals 


School/Program & 
Career Centers 
Totals 


Majority 


Minority 


Majority 


Minority 


Majority 


Projected 
1978-79 


Enrol1ment* 


70 


130) 
200 


100 


200) 
300 


100 


" 300 
200/ 


270 


530) 
800 


780 


1 450 
)2 230 


9/11/78 
Enrollment 


22 


77) 99 


43 
"'" 97 
~ 


37 


"'- 117 
80/ 


102 


211.> 313 


413 


728)1 
141 


* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--March 22. 1978 


ESF:la -2-


9/15/78 
Enrollment 


~2 


182> 
251 


-.l1. ........ 160 
./ ----IDl,-


--.:n. 
"" 265 


188/ 
./ 


218 


~> 676 


616 


1 042)1 
658 


4 of 4 
ttl' ,. 
\ 


· . 
· . 


I 
· ~ 


" , ; , 
9/22/78' , 9/29/78 


Enrollment ' 1 '1 Enrollment I ; 


I 
78 83 


186> 
264 


196> 
279 


84 96 


80> ' 64 ~~oo 104 


89 97 
-~ "'- 296 


182" ~/ 


251 276 


"'- 699 
499> 


775 
448/ / 


660 688 


034 ')1 694 ~1 795 
1 1 107/ 


~ 


: ' 
", .~ 


I I 
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CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM: 


Mr. Bill Rick ($1000) 
Rick Engineering 
5620 Friars Road 
San Diego, Ca 92110 


. . 
Mr_. :La\Hence Cox ($1000) 
Senior Vice President 
Security Pacific National Bank 
1200 3rd Ave. 
San Diego, Ca 92101 


J.lr. Bruce Hazard ($1000) 
President 
R.E. Hazard Contracting Co. 
7501 Friars Road . 
San Diego, Ca 92108 


Mr. Jim Still ($1000) 
President 
Nielson Construction Co. 
P. O. Box 8036 
San Diego, Ca 92138 


Mr. Alex DeBakcsy ($1000) 
General Manager 
San Diego Union-Tribune 
P. O. Box 191 
San Diego, Ca 92112 


Mr. John Leppert ($1000) 
Executive Vice President 
E. F. Cook & Associates 
5858 Mt. A1ifan Drive 
Suite 200 
San Diego, Ca 92111 


Mr. Bill Effinger ($1090) 
President 
Shape11 Industries 
3272 Rosecrans St. 
San Diego, Ca 92110 


' Mr~ William Taggart ($100 0) 
Vi~e Ple5ida~~ - Dir~ctor 
Puhlic Aff.:ti:-s 
Home Federal 
Broadway at 7th Ave. 
San Diego, Ca 92112 


3/21/79 ame 


t-fr. John Murphy ($1000) 
Chairman, Contributions Committee 
National Steel & Shipbuilding Co. 
P. O. ,Box 80278 ~ 
San Diego, Ca 92138 


Nr. Macey Mdli11in ($1000) 
President 
McMillin Development Inc. 
30th .& B Avenue 
National City, Ca 92050 


Mr. Evan Jones ($1000) 
President 
Ace Auto Parks 
770 B Street, Suite 207 
San Diego, Ca 92101 


Nr. James Ba1d'-lin ($1000) 
The Ba1d\iin Company 
16811 Hale Avenue 
Irvine, Ca 92714 


Mr. Frank DeVore ($1000) 
Vice President - Governmental Affairs 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
San Diego, California 92112 


Mr. Donald R. Rochambeau ($4000) 
President 
Penasquitos Properties 
4010 Sorrento Valley Blvd. 
Suite B 
San Diego, California 92121 


Mr. E. L. McNeely ($1000) 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
The Wickes Corporation 
1010 Second Ave. 
San Diego, California 92101 


Ms. Ester Glowacki ($5000) 
Construction Industry Advancement 


~33 C",-.fl~ilO .1.;>~ ~~.~J SOtlt.~ 


Su ite 206 
San Diego, California 92108 







-~ . . . 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM: (Continued) 


Mr. Thomas F. Carter ($1000) 
First Vice President 
San Diego Federal Savings & Loan 
600 B Street 
San . Di!go, Ca 92183 


Mc~ :Clarence M. Pendleton ($250) 
President 
San Diego Urban League, Inc . 


. 4261 Market St. 
P. O. Box 8428 
San Diego, Ca 92102 


Mr. Leonard S. Frank ($1000) 
Vice President 
Deve10ument Coordination 
Pardee" Construction Company 
10639 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Ca 90025 


Mr. Hughes Bell ($1000) 
Vice President 
Pacific Telephone 
525 B Street 
San Diego, Ca 92112 


Mr. Forrest Brehm ($1000) 
Brehm Construction Company 
7590 E1 Cajon Blvd. 
Suite -H 
La Mesa, Calif. 92041 


Mr. William F. Snow ($1000) 
Director of Land Acquisition 


and Planning 
Broadmoor Homes, Inc. 
4883 Ronson Court, Ste. A 
San Diego, Ca 92111 


Mr. Harvey Furgatch ($2000) 
President 
Time for Living 
P. O. Box 22205 
s ~rl Diego, C~ 9212: 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., ) 
) 


Plaintiffs, ) 
) 


v. ) 
) 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SAN ) 
DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,) 


) 
Defendant. ) 


----------------------------) 


Case No. 303800 


CH/\RnE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 
1979-1980 SCHOOL YEAR 


17 To the Chairman, Vice Chairman and ~embers of the INTEnpATION ~ASK 


18 FORCE. 


19 GREETINGS: 


20 The Task Force is specifically charged to: 


21 1. Monitor, analyze and evaluate the quality and 


22 methods of education in all minority isolated 


23 schools and recommend steps that should be 


24 undertaken to make certain that in all such 


25 schools, the quality of education is at a 


26 superior level and that all children are 
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23 


24 


inspir ed t o achieve . To this end, a sub


committee of the whole under chairman s hip 


of the Vi ce Chairman of the Task Force is 


formed . It shall be known as t h e Mi no r i t y 


Education Task Force. 


2 . Evaluate the humanlrace relations programs 


in various schools , identify the succe ssful 


technique s and recommend wh i ch programs or 


portions thereof should be used throughout 


the district . 


3 . Monitor, analyze and evaluate the Secondary 


Instructional Exchange Program . 


4 . Monitor , analyze and evaluate the Elementarv 


Exchange Program (pairing and cluster i ng) . 


5 . Accumulate data and investi gat e the c ause s 


for violence in the schools and recommend 


procedures for reducing violence and punishing 


offenders . 


6 . Evaluate the overall plan as to whethe r mean


ingful progress to alleviate s egre qat i on is 


being made. 


7 . Report to t h e Court its act i v i t ies on or 


b e f o re March 14, 19 80 and June 6, 1980 . 


To c a rry out this charge, the Task Fo rce is authorized to 


25 engage the s e rvices of monitors a nd ne ce ssa r experts and advisors . 


26 III 


-2-
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Stipends paid to such persons must be approved by the Court. 


2 


3 Dated: September 20, 1979 
LOUIS M. WELSH 
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Judge of the Superior Court 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFOR .IA , COUNTY OF SAN DIE~O 


KARl CARLIN, et al ., ) 
) 


Plaintiffs, ) 
) 


v. ) 
) 


BOARD OF EDUCATION 0'" THE SAN ) 
DIE~O UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT ,) 


) 
Defendant . ) 


----------------------------) 


Case No . 303 Rno 


FINDI r,S OF FACT AND 
CONCLUS IONS OF' L.aJ~ 


17 The Court, having heard and considered the evidence, the law, 


18 the arguments of counsel , and having reviewed and considered the 


19 revj sed pl.m .IS amended and ,being fully tldvised in the matter, hereby 


20 I1wk('s the following finding,; of fact. <lnd conclusiOll!, of L1' .... . 


21 FINDINGS OF' fACT 


22 1. Enrollment in clemen ary school magnet programs reached 


23 98% of the 1978-79 desegregation plan's projected goals . ~~Ol 


24 elementary .students participa cd. In the 1977-78 school year, 641 


25 minority isola 'd students participated i these magnet programs . In 


26 the 1978-79 school year, 1,442 r.1inori y isolated students were enroll d 







in such programs. As a result of magnet Ilrograms that attracted 


2 white students to minority communitic's, two court desiqnDtpd minority 


3 isolated schools, Webster and Valenciil Pdrk , were dcsegregilted . 


4 2. Elementary magnet school ilpplications for the 1979-80 


5 school year, as of June 1979, were 30% obove the number of applications 


6 received by June 1978. 


7 3. In the 1977-78 school year, 2,988 minority students enrolled 


8 in the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program. During the 1978-79 school 


9 year, 3,344 minority students participated in the Program. Of this 


10 total, 3,077 came from one of the court identified minority isolated 


11 schools. 


12 4. In the 1977-78 school year, the total minority enrollment 


13 in all elementary schools was 23,658 of which 9,041 were enrolled in 


14 court designated isolated schools. In 1978-79, the total elementary 


15 minority enrollment had increased by 1,394 to 25,052, but those 


16 enrolled in minority isolated schools had increased only 29, to 9,070. 


17 5. Enrollment in magnet programs located in minority isolated 


18 secondary schools reached only 33% of the 1978-79 desegregation plan's 


19 projected goals. 


20 6 . The secondary school magnet program for the 1979-80 school 


21 year forecasts a non-resident white student enrollment of only 225 


22 for all four minority isolated secondary SCilools (Son Diego, Morse 
. , 


23 and Lincoln High Schools and Memorial Junior High School). These 


24 white students are scheduled to attend classes with 115 minority 


25 students, a small fraction of the 5,823 resident stud nts in the 


26 four schools. 
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7. In the 1978-79 school year, the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment 


2 Program included 1,998 minority junior high school students and 1,057 


3 minority senior high school students. 


4 8. School-within-school magnet programs do not provide non-


5 enrolled students of such schools with signific nt integrated 


6 educational experiences . 


7 9. Isolation of minority children will be more rapidly reduced 


8 if the School District: 


9 a) Expands the Secondary Instructional Exchange 


10 Program to attract at least 800 students from 


11 both junior and senior high schools. 


12 b) Revises the elementary exchange programs 


13 (pairing and clustering) as follows. At 


14 least one such program shall be implemented 


15 this autumn and two more next February . 


16 Each school involved in an e xchange must 


17 have a minority or majority population in 


18 excess of 69% . The programs must be at 


19 least nine weeks in length and they shall 


20 be enlarged to a semester or full-year 


21 program as soon as possible. The program 


22 shall be supervised by Dr. Jimmie Craig with 
" 


23 assistance from the princip Is of Kennedy, 


24 Curie, Boone and Jones Elementary Schools. 


25 10. It is not possible to open the planned University of 


26 Californi Laboratory School at the Emerson Elementary site during 
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the 1979-80 school year. In its place, the District will provide 


2 enriched educational opportunities at Emerson and a magnet school will 


3 be established during the 1980-81 school year. 


4 11. It will be useful for the District and the University of 


5 California at San Diego to continue exploration of those areas where 


6 cooperation can result in greater educational opportunities for 


7 minority students. 


8 12. The Court has inadequate information concerning the 


9 educational programs offered in minority isolated schools and whether 


10 such programs are those best suited to inspire the children to achieve, 


11 to learn to read, write and understand standard English and to other-


12 wise be prepared to successfully enter the world of commerce, the 


13 trades, professions, the arts and sciences. 


14 13. It is true that defendant has design~ted areas in which 


15 students may elect to attend either of two schools. It is not true 


16 that the election of these options create, foster and perpetuate 


17 racial segregation for the following reasons: 


18 a) Gompers/Memorial. Doth schools are minority. 


19 There are 48.students who reside in th optional 


20 zone, 3 are white, 45 minority. ·23 students now 


21 choose 1emorial, 25 Gompers. If all are required 


22 to attend Memorial, the school will remain 96% .. 
23 minority, 4% white. If all must attend Gompers, 


24 the ratio ch nges from 88% minority to 85% minority. 


25 b) Gompers/O'Farrell. Doth schools are minority. 


26 Th re are 35 students who reside in the optional 
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minority. If all students ore sent to Bell, 


2 the white population there will increase from 


3 31.5% to 33% and if all are assigned to 


4 O'Farrell, the white population will decrease 


5 from 14.5 % to 13.5% and 70 minority students 


6 will be more isolated than before . 


7 f) Roosevelt/Wilson. There are 237 students in 


8 the optional zone, 169 white, 68 minority. 


9 159 choose Wilson, 78 Roosevelt . Roosevelt 


10 has 61% white, Wilson 54% white. Reassignment 


11 of all students to either school will increase 


12 the white percentage one point (62% and 55% 


13 respectively) . 


14 g) San Diego/Point Loma -Hoover. In the San Diego/ 


15 Point Lorna option ther e are 79 students, 62 


16 white, 17 minority. 60 choose Point Lom<1 <111<1 


17 19 San Diego. In the San Diego/Hoover zone 


18 there are 182 students, 133 white, 49 minoritv. 


19 149 choose Hoover, 33 S<'ln Diego . I f all students 


20 in each zone are required to att~nd San Dieao 


21 High, the percentage of minorities will be 


22 reduced from 80% to 73 %. 
" 


23 14. The Integration Task Force, an innependent arm of the 


24 Court, has rn<'lde a significant contribution toward the process of 


25 evaluating the effectiveness of the desegregation program. To defray 


26 necessary exp nses during the 1979-80 school year, the Integration 
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zone , 1 is white, 34 minority. 32 students 


2 now opt for O'Farrell, 3 for Gompers. What-


3 ever is done, the Gompers and O'Farrell ratios 


4 remain the same, 88% minority at Gompers, 


5 85% minority at O'Farrell. 


6 c) Gompers/Mann. Mann is a balanced school, 64% 


7 whit, 36% minority. Gompers is 12% white, 


8 88% minority. Of the 121 students in the 


9 optional zone, 49 are white , 72 minority . 


10 All 121 have chosen to go to Mann. If all 


11 are required to attend Gompers, Gompers will 


12 change from 88% to 85% minority and 72 deseg-


13 regated minorities will be resegreqated. 


14 d) Lincoln/Crawford-Morse . In the Lincoln/ 


15 Crawford option there are 107 students, 56 


16 white, 51 minority. 105 opt for Crawford, 


17 2 for Lincoln . In the Lincoln/Morse option 


18 there are 240 students (8 white, 232 minority) 


19 184 opt for Morse, 56 for Lincoln. If all 


20 students in both optional zones are assigned 


21 to Lincoln, the ratio at Lincoln changes from 


22 99% minority to 95% minority . 
. . 


23 e) Dell/O'Farrell. There are 80 students in the 


24 optional zone, 2 whites , 78 minority. 72 opt 


25 for Bell, which is 31.5% white, 68.5% minority, 


26 and 8 choose O'Farrell , 14.5% white, 85 . 5% 
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Task Force will need the sum of $75,000. 


2 15. The effectiveness of race/huma n relations programs at 


3 various schools varies widely. In some schools the programs are 


4 excellent, in others they are practically non-existen Successful 


5 techniques must be identified and us ed in each school throughout the 


6 District. 


7 16. The number and percentage of race related violent confron-


8 tations between students and between students and faculty varies 


9 greatly from school to school. Analysis of the cause of these varia-


10 tions will enable concrete recommendations to be made to the Court 


11 for eliminating or reducing such incidents. 


12 17. Mandatory pupil reassignment plans in comparable urban 


13 school districts in California and elsewhere have caused substantial 


14 withdrawal of middle class students (most of whom are wh ite) from 


15 district schools. This has frequently resulted in re segregation . 


16 
18. City-wide mandatory pupil reassignment in San Francisco 


17 
and Pasadena has resulted in resegregation in both cities; there was 


18 
a marked loss of whites in Inglewood following th desegregation order 


19 and there has been a substantial loss of white enrollment in those 


20 
Los Angeles schools affected by mandatory pupil r assignment. In Los 


21 
Angeles, white enrollment in the district was reduced by 29,400 


22 
students. af this group, 10,500 to 13,800 (5.2% to 7.1% of the total) .. 


23 
left the district as a direct result of court ord~red busing . 


24 
19. In San Diego, a form of "white flight" is illustrated by 


25 
the exodus of white students from a'F rrell Junior High, he movement 


26 of white families from Emerald Hills to Allied Gardens and the 
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"tipping" of certain schools illustrated in Exhibit 10 . 


2 20. Communities surrounding the San Oieqo Unified School 


3 District within easy commuting distance of San Diego provide adequate 


4 facilities to accommodate thousands of families who now live within 


5 the School District. 


6 21. A mandatory pupil reassignment program in San Diego, at 


7 this time, would probably cause a substantial loss of middle class 


8 s luden ts and could ul timate ly result in resegrega tion of the District. 


9 22 . The resident students in the area where University City 


10 High School will be constructed are 87% to 91% white . 


11 23. Although the projected student population for this area 


12 does not support the need for this additional high school, the funds 


13 available for the construction of University City High School cannot 


14 be diverted for other purposes or for construction of a high school 


15 elsewhere in the District. 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


24 . 'rhe present site of Belle Bcnchley primary magnet school 


at 7207 Princess View Drive provides a small, self -contained and 


personal environment which is an jntegral part of the unique magnet 


program offered Jt Denchley~ . The can~us , nestled under a hill, walls 


out the residential neighborhood and provides a protected atmosphere. 


25. To place Benchley's program at the r,rantvjlle site, side-bv


s i de with the LCurning Center , will crC.:1tt' confusion, destroy the quiet 


atmosphere and divert the attention of administrators and staff. 


26. The attorneys for the plajntiffuare entitled to reasonable 


attorneys' f cs in an amount to be dete rmined by the Court. 


III 
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CONCLUSIONS Of Ll\lv 


2 1 . The 1978-79 desegregation program as a whole has produced 


3 meaningful progress toward the alleviation of segregation in th e San 


4 Diego schools . 


5 2 . The elementary magnet programs were generally successful 


6 and significantly contributed toward the alleviation of minority 


7 isolation. 


8 3 . The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program significantly 


9 contributed toward the alleviation of minority isolation . 


10 4 . Magnet programs at San Die go, Lincoln and Morse High Schools 


11 and Memorial Junior High School have not produced meaningful progress 


12 toward the alleviation of segregation. 


13 
5. Existing optional zones do not create, foster or perpetuaLe 


14 racial segregation . 


15 
6 . The Secondary Instructional Exchange Program and the 


16 
Elementary Exchange Program (pairing and clustering) must be expanded . 


17 7 . l\ mandatory pupil reassignment program in San Diego, at 


18 
this time, would probably cause a subs antial loss of middle class 


19 
students and could ultimate1y r suIt in resegregation of the District . 


20 
8 . The educational programs offer d in all minor"ty isolated 


21 
schools must be re-evaluated by experts, both within and without the 


22 
District, to make certain that such programs are those best suited to 


" . 
23 


inspire the hildren to achieve, to ]cnrn to road, writ Hnd understand 


24 
standard English and to otherwise be prepared to s ucce$sfully enter 


25 
the world of conwercc, the trades, professions, the arts and sciences . 


26 
9 . The construction of University City High School will not 
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increase racial segregation in San Dieqo or materially affect the 


2 desegregation program. 


3 10. Belle Benchley prj mary magnet school will be adversely 


4 affected and in peril of closing if it shall be moved from its present 


5 site at 7207 Princess View Drive to Grantville Elementary School. 


6 11. The attorneys for the plaintiffs are entitled to ~easonable 


7 attorneys' fees. 


8 


9 Dated: October 2, 1979 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 
.. 


24 


25 


~';/Jc 26 
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TIlE CITY OF 


SAN DIEGO 
I'oun. /)/./, !/{J'.\/J ·NT . 80J II 'J..'>J' \lIPId I \ lin 1 r. q,,' 1I/1·(;() . (./1J./J·()/{,vL1 'J'lJ()J 


( 7J4 ) 236-6534 


OFFICE OF 


WM . B. KOLENDER 
CHIEF OF POLICE 


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh 
Superior Court - Department 21 
220 West Broadway 
San Diego, California 92101 


Dear Judge Welsh: 


June 18, 1979 


tN REPLVING 


PLEASE GIVE 


OUR REF NO. 


Enclosed are the figures requested in your letter of 
January 2, 1979. 


Enclosures 


Sincerely, 


WILLIAM B. KOLENDER, Chairman 
Integration Task Force 







OF THE 


CHAMBERS OF COURTHOUSE MAILING ADDRESS 
LOU IS M . WELSH 


JUOGIt or THIt SUI'QUO" COURT 
POST OFFICE BOX 2724 


SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 82112 


January 2, 1979 


Chief William B. Kolender 
Chief of Police 
City of San Diego 
801 West Market Street 
San Diego, California 92101 


Dear Bill: 


The enclosed is for your information. ~~7hen you make 
your report, please analyze each school with the fol
lowing information: 


Projected goal for this vear (by district) 
(% minorities or % white) 


Goal achieved 
(% minorities, % white) 


If a "white school", % minorities from other 
"white schools" (75% + white) and % minor
ities from "desegregated schools" (60%-
75% white) 


If a "minority school", % white~f...t:..o. other 
minority schools (75% + minority) ana % 
minorities from desegregated schools 
(60%-75% white) • 


LMW:af 
Enclosure 


Year, 


S P. YffiLSH 







FOOTNOTES 


1. Designations of Schools: (Per Judge's letter of 1/2/79) 


PER CENT PER CENT 
WHITE MINORITY DESIGNATION 


a 2S 7S - 100 MINORITY 
2 S. 1- 59.9 40. ] - 74.9 TIPPING 
60 7S 2S 40 DESEGREGATED 
7 S. l- IDO 0 24.9 WHITE 


/FTgures from SDUSD Pupil Ethnic Census 1978 - 79 (October 1978TT 


2. TOT 
SWS 


Total School Magnet Program 
School Within a School Magnet Program 


3. Goal figures from SDUSD Plan fOT Racial Integration, 3/22/78 


4. Actual partlclPation figures are for ApTil and were taken 
from SDUSD Evaluation of San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration, 1978-79, June 1979. 
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D 
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T 


D 


D 


w 


T 


T 


SCtroL 


BENCHLEY 


CREATIVE & PERFORMING ARTS 
(Grades 4-6) 


ENCANTO 


FOSTER 


FREMONT 


HORTON-Magnet 
TOTAL SOmOL 


LINDBERGH 


LONGFELLOW-Magnet 
TarAL SCHOOL 


LO"W'ELL-Magnet 
TarAL SCHOOL 


MUIR ALTERNATIVE (K- 6) 


OAK PARK -Magnet 
TarAL SCHOOL 


ROLANDO PARK 


SILVERGATE 


SPRECKELS-Magnet 


VALENCIA PARK 


WEBSTER 


TarAL ELIMENfARY 


TIPE2 


TOT 


TOT 


TOT 


TOT 


Tar 


SWS 


TOT 


.SWS 


sws 


TOT 


sws 


TOT 


TCYf 


sws 


TOT 


TOT 


MA..GNET PROGRAMS ~ ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 


197-8-1979 GOAL3 


MAJORITY MINORI TY 
No. % No. % TCYfAL 


201 75% 


140 65% 


387 36% 


346 68% 


212 65% 


81 68% 


692 68% 


212 53% 


61 51% 


88 64% 


209 74% 


196 61% 


489 72% 


92 51% 


137 29% 


157 38% 


3700 56% 


69 25% 


76 35% 


687 64% 


164 32% 


113 35% 


39 32% 


328 32% 


188 47% 


59 49% 


50 36% 


74 26% 


124 39% 


186 28% 


88 49% 


336 71% 


258 62% 


2839 43% 


270 


216 


1074 


510 


325 


120 


1020 


400 


120 


138 


283 


320 


675 


180 


473 


415 


6539 


ACTIJAL PARTICIPA1>ITS APRIL 1979 4 
MAJORITY MINORITY 
No. % No. % 1lYTAL 


160 68% 


115 64% 


430 38% 


313 69% 


201 66% 


34 63% 
(42) 


607 66% 


225 54% 
(361) 


9 9% 
(21) 


86 72 % 


112 75% 
(264) 


212 64% 


480 73% 


114 52% 
(428) 


187 29% 


188 40% 


3473 54% 


74 32% 


65 36% 


709 62% 


139 31% 


105 34% 


20 37% 
(456) 


317 34% 


188 46% 
(208) 


86 91% 
(481) 


34 28% 


38 25% 
(269) 


119 36% 


182 27% 


104 48% 
(136) 


468 71% 


280 60% 


2928 46% 


234 


180 


1139 


452 


306 


54 
(498) 


924 


413 
(569) 


95 
(502) 


120 


150 
(533) 


331 


662 


218 
(564) 


655 


468 


6401 


ACIlJAL C(l.fi>ARED TO OOAL 
+ = More than Proj ec ed 
- = Less t han Project ed 


MAJORITI MI RITY ror 
- 41 + 5 


- 25 - 11 


+ 43 + 22 


- 33 - 25 


- 11 - 8 


- 47 - 19 


- 85 -11 


+ 13 o 


- 52 + 27 


- 2 - 16 


- 97 - 36 


+ 16 
- 5 


- 9 
- 4 


+ 22 
+ 16 


+ SO 
+132 


+ 31 
+ 22 


-227 .. 9 


- 36 


- 3 


+ 6S 


5 


19 


- 9 


+13 


- 2S 


- 1 


-13 


.. 11 


- 1 


1 2 


5 


- 1 







MAGNET PROGRAMS - SECONDARY SCHOOLS 


z 
ACIUAL CQ.fPARED TO GOAL 0 


h 


+ = MOre than Projected ~ 


197-8-1979 GOAL
3 


ACfUAL PARTICIPANfS APRIL 1979
4 g§l - = Less than Projec ed 


UVl 
TYPE 


2 MAJORITY MINORITY MAJORITY MINORITY 


~.a SCHX>L No. % No. % TarAL No. % No. % TOTAL MAJORITY MINORITI TOTAL 


D COLLIER-Magnet SWS 15 50% 15 50% 30 8 31% 18 69% 26 - 7 + 3 - 4 
TarAL SCHOOL (470) (170) (640) 


D CREATIVE & PERFORMING 
ARTS (Grade 7) Tar 35 65% 19 35% 54 30 65% 16 35% 46 - 5 - 3 


M GCMPERS-Magnet SWS 130 65% 70 35% 200 40 49% 42 51% 82 - 90 - 28 -11 TarAL SCHOOL (48) (408) ( 456) 


W POINT L(}.fA.-Magnet SWS 15 50% 15 50% 30 10 45% 12 55% 22 - 5 3 -
TarAL SCHOOL (1341) (252) (1593) 


M O'FARRELL-Magnet SWS 90 60% 60 40% 150 59 61% 38 39% 97 - 31 - 22 TarAL SCHOOL (117) (698) (815) 5 


M MFM)RIAL-Magnet SWS 70 70% 30 30% 100 16 70% 7 30% 23 - 54 - 23 TarAL SCHOOL (33) (955) (988) - 7 


M MJRSE-Magnet SWS 200 67% 100 33% 300 45 63% 26 37% 71 -155 
TarAL SCHOOL (366) (1378) (1744) - 4 ~ - 29 


D MUIR ALTERNATIVE Tar 104 64% 58 36% 162 94 66% 49 34% 143 - 10 - 9 - 19 
D WRIGHf BROS. -Tar 208 65% 112 35% 320 174 65% 94 35% 268 - 34 


- 18 - 5 .. 
TarAL SECONDARY 867 64% 479 36% 1346 476 61% 302 39% 778 -391 -1 
TOTAL ELIMENTARY 3700 56% 2839 43% 6539 3473 54% 2928 46% 6401 -277 


TarAL MAGNET 4567 58% 3318 42% 7885 3949 55% 3230 45% 7179 -618 
-1 


ACfUAL PARTICIPANTS AS 
PERCENT OF PROJECTED GOAL MAJORITY MINORITY TarAL 


ELFMEl'ITARY 94% 103% 98% 


• SECONDARY 55% 63% 58% 


TarAL 86% 97% 91% 







~~GNET PROGRAM SCHOOLS RACIALLY DESIGNATED 


ELEMENTARY 


OORTON-Magnet 


LOWELL-Magnet 


SPRECKELS-Magnet 


SECONDARY 


Ga-1PERS -~1a gne t 


POINT LCJ.1A-~1agnet 


0' FARRELL-Magnet 


mURIAL-Magnet 


t.()RSE-Magnet 
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"WHITE 
MINORITIES HINORITIES 
FRa.f aTHER FRCN DESEGRE-


\'IllITE SCI-JCX)LS C..ATED SCI-JCX)LS 


7 7 


0 1 


''MINORITY' , 
WHITE FR~1 MINORITIES 


cm-IER MIOORITY FRClv1 DESEGRE-
SCHOOLS GATED SCI-IDLS 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al. , ) 
) Case No. 303800 


Plaintiffs, ) , 
) 


v. ) MEMORANDUM DECISION 
) 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SAN ) 
DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, ) 


) 
Defendant. ) 


) 


Two questions are before the court: (l) does the experience 


of the past school year justify the conclusion that m~aningfUI progress ! 


is being made to alleviate segregation, and (2) does the plan for the 


future promise to achieve meaningful progress toward eliminating 


segregation. 


There have been successes; there have been failures, but the 


court agrees with the Integration Task Force that, in general, the 


25 program is making progress. "We have seen great effort on the part of 


26 individual principals, teachers, a.nd administrators" the Task Force 







reports. "t.qe do, though, have some concerns . . . We believe that 


2 there must be greater effort on the part of the schools, the parents, 


3 and other community resources in an effort to achieve school integra-


4 tion and quality education. II Progress is slow but steadyl and with · 


5 little or no white flight. Tn this memorandum of decision, the 


6 court will outline a plan to hasten progress but not at the expense 


7 of losing children of middle class families from the school district. 


8 "A school desegregation plan which leads to a drastic drop in white 


9 enrollment will be ineffective since there may be few white student~ 


10 remaining in the di,strict' s inte:.~rated sc::hools . .. 2 


11 Doctor Farley's study of white flight in Los Angeles reveals 
• 


12 the district lost 29,400 white students (!5.l% overall) after court 


13 ordered busing. He estimates between 13,800 (7.1%) and 10,500 (5.2%) 


14 of this loss was due to the court order. Farley arrives at these 


15 figures through various analyses. One such analysis compares grades 


16 4 to 8, the ones subject to mandatory assignment, with those not so 


17 involved (grades 1 to 3 and 9 to 12). The loss rates in grades 4 to 8 


18 averaged 17% of total white enrollment compared to 9.7% in the other 


19 seven grades. Another study showed the loss of whi~~s in the schools 


20 actually involved in mandatory reassignment was 30.5%, whereas the 


21 loss for schools not involved in mandatory programs was only 8.2%. 


22 "This quite clearly suggests," Farley states, "that school integration 


23 led to substantial ~rops in white enrollment." 


24 We have witnessed similar phenomena throughout the state and 


25 nation. Dr. James Coleman, sometimes referred to as the father of 


26 desegregation, now asserts that extensive white loss initiates a 
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1 vicious circle. It creates a school system that has a higher propor-


2 tion of minority students and this in turn increases the .rate of white 


3 loss from the district. 3 Farle'y points out that "[ iJ n 1976 only 


4 three of the nation's largest cities, San Diego, Indianapolis and 


5 Milwaukee, had majority white enrollment and by 1978 ..• only San 


6 Diego's public schools enrolled more whites than minority students. ,,4 


7 White flight statistics are only relevant insofar as they 


8 guide us in choosing the best techniques for desegregation--those 


9 that are truly "reasonable and feasible." In Crawford, our Supreme 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


Court stated: 


"A court may reject a particular approach 
• t . . 


if it finds that its ~mplementat~on ~s 
likely to result in a 'one race' or 'all 
minority' school district and consequently 
in less ultimate opportunities for the 
benefits of a desegregated education." 
(p. 309) 


To preserve this nation's only raci~lly balanced school system 


in a major city, the court rejects mandatory assignments. 


In the judgment of the court, the flight syndrome is not 


caused primarily by racial prejudice. The predominant cause is the 


fear of' middle class parents that their children will be physically 


or psychologically harmed by children from a lower socio-economic 


strata and that the quality of education will deteriorate to accom-


modate these students. For example, Dr. Christine Rossell wrote, 


"those most likely, to withdraw their children from the public schools 


because of school desegregation tend to be of higher income and 


25 educational level than those who do not." 5 Yet studies have shown 


26 that highly educated people have fewer racial prejudices than those 
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1 who have received less education. The focus of a voluntary desegrega-


2 tion program must be to dispel myths, provide "catch-up" . courses 


3 for those who have been educatiqnally handicapped and eliminate 


4 anti-social behavior by whomsoever it is displayed. Then no group 


5 will have reason to flee. We have this opportunity in San Diego. 


6 It is now lost to all other major cities. We can keep the district 


7 racially balanced and eliminate racial isolation if the Board of 


8 Education, public officials, civic leaders and citizens will cooperate 


9 to accomplish these goals and inspire support for this program. 


10 First: The .district ~ho,:!~d stop the Madison Avenue campaign 


11 "It's working." This insults the intelli~ence of many, infuriates 


12 others and inspires complacency in the rest. The time, effort and 


13 money should be spent on the doing, not on creating images. "Let's 


14 make it work" or "Let's keep it working" would be better slogans, 


15 if slogans are necessary. 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


Second: Under the present and proposed plan, VEEP is the 


primary tool for providing secondary students with a desegregated 


education; the magnet school is best used to alleviate isolation among 


elementary grade pupils. With certain exceptions (e.g. Wright 


Brothers), "the magnet program is not a viable tool for the integra-


21 tion of isolated secondary schools.,,6 In the 1978-79 school year, the 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


district projected "a very modest goal of 490 majority students" for 


Center City secondary magnets. "The actual number enrolling was 


nearly 160 or about 33% of the goal, with less than 100 of these being 


. d .. ,,7 non-reS1 ent ma]Or1ty students. For the corning year, the Gompers 


Math/Science program holds promise. tqe should adopt a "wait and see" 
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1 approach to O'Farrell. But for the other minority secondary schools, 


2 San Diego, Lincoln, Morse and Memorial, the magnets have failed to 


3 attract adequate white enrollme~t. From the point of view of 


4 integration, they are not worth the money expended for their operation. 


5 All four are expected to attract only 225 non-resident white students. 


6 If they enroll, they will mix with 115 minority students from the four 


7 schools. Since the four schools have a combined resident population 


8 of 5,823, the magnets are tiny pockets of students that have no effect 


9 on the schools. The programs become objects of ridicule and are 


10 resented by resident students n9t attend~ng. 


11 The VEEP program must be augmented by a greatly expanded • 
12 Secondary Instructional Exchange Program., The 1979-80 school year 


13 plan is for only 200 students. The district should strive to attract 


14 800 students from both junior and senior high schools. The present 


15 plan calls for each student to attend exch~nge classes for a portion 


16 of each school day throughout the school year. Some expanded classes 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


may, at the outset, bring the students together for a portion of each 


day or three days a week throughout the year or for a semester. 


Third: By creating additional magnets at the elementary 


level, the district is fulfilling its promise to "build on its suc-


cesses." Regrettably, a magnet program originally planned for Emerson 


must be delayed one year. The school district and UCSD have advised 


the court that a fupdamental difference in teaching philosophy prevents 


implementation this year. - However, the school district will implement 


an expanded and improved bilingual program at Emerson and the Direct 


Instructional Model Program (DISTAR) will continue to operate during 
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1 the 1979-80 school year. Emerson will have its magnet, a Fundamental 


2 School with a bilingual component, next year. 


3 The district and UCSD wi+l continue to explore areas where 


4 cooperation can result in enriched educational experiences for 


5 minority students. The 'district is directed to advise the court of 


6 progress being made along these lines. 


7 Fourth: In its memorandum decision of June 12, 1978, the 


8 court stated that "transportation costs to magnet schools are much 


9 greater than those for paired or clustered programs." At this time, 


10 we must consider casts and m~ke_~very effort to conserve fuel consump-


11 tion. Various elementary programs which have grouped children from • 
12 two or more schools have met with considerable success. The district 


13 has repeatedly represented that "the long range goal of such exchanges 


14 is the full time enrollment 'of students in paired or clustered 


15 schools which will improve the ethnic balance in all schools involved." 


16 (Evaluation, Ex K p. C-3. See also pp. C-5, C-6 and Revised Plan, 


17 


18 


19 


Ex J p. 64). liThe typical nine week social studies or science unit 


offers an opportunity for one or more classes in minority and majority 


schools ~o exchange students on a daily, three days a week, or other 


20 basis." (Evaluation, Ex K p. C-9). The district is directed to 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


implement such programs. If it is feasible to implement some programs 


for a semester or full year, that should be done without delay. Where 


nine week exchanges , are implemented, plans should be made for gradual 


enlargement of the programs. One such program should be started this 


autumn and at least two more next February. Each school involved in 


an exchange should have a minority or majority population in excess 
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1 of 69%. If feasible, minority isolated schools should be chosen. 


2 An essential element in the preparation of such programs is 


3 parent involvement. 8 The court directs the district to place this 


4 task under the supervision of Dr. Jimmie Craig. Because of their 


5 successful exchange programs o last year, consultation on all aspects 


6 should be had with Roger Challberg, Jerome Weintraub, Stuart Karzen 


7 and Gayle Kloppenburg, respectively, principals of Kennedy, Curie, 


8 Boone and Jones. Ideally, the programs should involve the entire 


9 schools. If this does not appear feasible at the outset, then grades 


10 1, 2 and 3 or 4, 5, and
o 


6 may be_.chosen. variants from the typical 


11 pairing and clustering may be useful at the outset. For example, 


12 home teachers may accompany the class fo~ the initial period if that 


~3 is necessary to build confidence and allay parental fears. The long 


14 term plan will be to increase these exchanges and phase out the 


15 Learning Centers. By long term, the court envisages that all exchange 


16 will replace Learning Centers by the 1983-84 academic year. 


17 Fifth: All optional zones will remain as they have been in 


18 the past. They do not create, foster or perpetuate racial segrega-


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


tion. 


On March 10, 19779 this court made a finding of fact that: 


"It is true that defendant has designated 
areas in which students may elect to at
tend either of two schools. It is not 
true that the election of these opti"ons 
create, foster and perpetuate racial 
segregation." 


The finding was made because plaintiffs had failed to present any 


26 evidence linking optional zones with segregation. On July 27, 1978 
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1 this court made the following finding of fact: 


2 "Integrated educational experiences for 
isolated minority children are more 


3 likely to occur if: ... 
7. All optional zones are eliminated 


4 by September, 1979." 


5 The firiding was based on no evidence. It was made because the 


6 court believed that white parents, given a choice, would opt for 


7 a "white school" instead of a "minority school to and this would further 


8 segregation. During the recent hearings, the court, for the first 


9 time, examined the facts pertaining to this issue and finds them to 


10 be as follows: 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


, 21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


1. 


2. 


3. 


Gompers/Memorial. Both schools are minority. There are 48 


students who reside in the optionql zone, 3 are white, 45 


minority. 23 students now choose Memorial, 25 Gompers. If 


all are required to ·attend Memorial, the school will remain 


96% minority, 4% white. If all must attend Gompers, the ratio 


changes from 88% minority to 85% minority. 


Gompers/O'Farrell. Both schools are minority. There are 35 


students who reside in the optional zone, 1 is white, 34 


minority. 32 students now opt for O'Farrell, 3 for Gompers. 


Whatever is done, the Gompers and O'Farrell ratios remain the 


same, 88% min0rity at Gompers, 85% minority at O'Farrell. 


Gompers/Mann. Mann is a balanced school, 64% white, 3 6% 


minority. ~ompers is 12% white, 88% minority. Of the 121 


students in the optional zone, 49 are white, 72 minority. All 


121 have chosen to go to Mann. · If all are required to attend 


Gompers, Gompers will change from 88% to 85% minority and 72 
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1 desegregated minorities will be resegregated. 


2 4. Lincoln/Crawford-Morse. In the Lincoln/Crawford option there 


are 107 students, 56 white, 51 minority. 105 opt for Crawford, 


2 for Lincoln. In the Lincoln/Morse option there are 240 


students (8 white, 232 minority). 184 opt for Morse, 56 for 


Lincoln. If all students in both optional zones are assigned 


to Lincoln, the ratio at Lincoln changes from 99% minority to 


95% minority. 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 5. Bell/O'Farrell. There are 80 students in the optional zone, 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


. 17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


2 whites, 7& minority~ L2 opt for Bell, which is 31.5% white, 


68.5% minority, and 8 choose O'Farfell, 14.5% white, 85.5% 


minority. If all students are sent to Bell, the white popula


tion there will increase 1 1/2% from 31.5% to 33% and if all 


are assigned to O'Farrell, the white population will decrease 


from 14.5% to 13.5% and 70 minority . students will be more 


isolated than before . 


6. Roosevelt/Wilson. There are 237 students in the optional zone, 


169 white, 68 minoiity. 159 choose Wilson, 78 Roosevelt. 


Roosevelt has 61% white, Wilson 54% white. Reassignment of 


all students to either school will increase the white percen


tage one point· (62% and 55% respectively). 


It is apparent that elimination of the optional zones in these schools 


would not result in . providing students with an integrated educational 


experience. It would only upset and inconvenience parents and students 


who have established attendance patterns for various reasons. Aboli


tion of elementary optional zones would not change the demographics of 
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3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


.19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


any school more than 2%. 


7. San Diego/Point Lorna-Hoover. In the San Diego/Point Lorna 


option there are 79 students,lO 62 white, 17 minority. 60 


choose Point Lorna and 19 San Diego. ll In the San Diego/Hoover 


zone there are 182 students, 133 white, 49 minority. 149 


choose Hoover, 33 San Diego. If all students in each zone 


are required to attend San Diego High, the percentage of 


minorities will be reduced from 80% to 73%. ." 


The evide,nce suggested there may be a "secret optional zone " 


known as Special Attendance Permits (SAP for short). Of all the SAF e 


issued last year to white students (255),109 were issued to white 
I" --


students who were in the San Diego High area. The nearest runners u: 


were Mission Bay with 49 ·and Morse with 27. The others were 19, 16 , 


10, 9, 8 and 8. Moreover, of the 109 SAPs issued at San Diego, 68 


were transfers to Point Lorna and 21 to Hoover. To investigate this 


phenomenon, the court asked for and received the applications for 


these 109 Special Attendance Permits. 28 permits were requested and 


granted to avoid actual violence (7), threat of " violence (9 ), or fea 


of violence (12) at San Diego High. Other applications suggested t h 


fear of violence motivated the request for transfer, but t he applica 


tions are not clearly identifiable as such . (See Appendix "B") . Th 


violence ranged . from gang beatings to "bullying." 


At this -point the court asked for and received a tabu lati o n 


of reported incidents of violence at each school in the d i s t r i ct. 


This report reveals that the district average incidence of violence 


is 0.62% per enrolled pupil. The largest incidence per pupil is a t 
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1 San Diego High with 2.5%, the next closest is 1.51%. The .incidence 


2 of violence at Hoover is slightly more than the average at 0.76% 


3 and it is about half the average at Point Lorna, 0.37%.12 


4 Under these circumstances, there is more to be lost than gained 


5 by abolishing the San Diego/Hoover-Point Lorna optional zones. How-


6 ever, SAPs should be closely scrutinized and they should only be 


7 permitted where there are compelling reasons to do so. 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


Sixth: In its April 11, 1979 report, the Task Force reported: 


"It has been noted that some schools have 
a higher incidence of violence than others 
with simila~ VEE~ p~Qgrams and ethnic 
populations [sic] ratios. A comparative 
analysis of this phenomenon s~ould be con
ducted by the school district. It is pos
sible that some on-site administrators 
are ~anaging the programs more effectively 
than others. A uniform standard of dis
ciplinary policies and procedures js 
necessary. " . 


The statistics supplied by the school district reveal this 


16 great variation in the incidence of violence. For example, Pacific 


17 Beach Junior High School and Muirlands Junior High School both feed 


18 into La Jolla High. Both schools have approximately the same number 


19 of students (l138 and 1247). Both have approximately the same ratio 


20 of majority and minority students (73.8% and 76.9%). Yet there were 


21 only three reported violent acts at Pacific Beach while there were 12 


22 at Muirlands. Only one of the three at Pacific Beach was between 


23 


24 


25 


26 


persons of different races while all 12 at Muirlands were interracial. 


The court orders the district to study and analyze this 


phenomenon throughout the district and make concrete recommendations 


to the court for controlling the situation and bringing swift 
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1 punishment to undisciplined persons who cannot otherwise be dissuaded 


2 from their anti-social behavior. 


3 Seventh: The Race/Human .Relations program lacks uniformity. 


4 Only those truly dedicated to the cause should conduct such programs. 


5 Local autonomy in such matters is to be preferred if the school is 


6 doing something worthwhile. If, however, the local program consists 


7 of II going through the motions," supervisors shall step in and take 


8 over the· program. The best results come with small groups under the 


9 leadership of able and enthusiastic persons. The youngsters should 


10 be encouraged to a~ticulate the~~ feelings in one another's presence. 


11 Motion pictures and lectures have limited value. The court orders • 
12 the district to report concerning the specific steps it takes to 


13 monitor these programs and the remedial action that it takes. 


14 Eighth: The impact 6f the VEEP program on desegregation is 


15 dramatically shown on plaintiff's exhibits 22 and 11. Exhibit 22 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


shows that most of the district junior high schools have a 20% to 


50% minority population, but exhibit 11 reveals that the senior high 


schools in much of this same geographical area have only a 0 - 20% 


minority' population. There were 2002 VEEP participants in junior 


high schools but only half that number, 1057, in senior high schools 


during the 1978-7 9 school year. The ratios were similar in the 


1977-78 school year. 


The district. is ordered to study this phenomenon, report to 


the court its causes and suggest what can be done to reverse the 


trend. 


Ninth: The court wishes to be kept informed of the development 
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1 and implementation of the Lincoln "Pride in Excellence" program. 


2 'Tenth: The district is ordered to pay to United Way, Trustee 


3 for Integration Task Force, on 9r before August 15 the sum of 


4 $75,000. This sum will be used to defray expenses of the Integration 


5 Task Force during the 1979-80 school year. The funds will enable 


6 the court to engage the services of necessary office personnel, 


7 qualified monitors and experts to oversee the desegregation program. 


8 Citizen members of the Task Force will continue to donate their 


9 services without compensation. 


10 Finally, the court ~~she§. to unde~score the Task Force's 


11 observation "that dedication and commitment has to flow from the top , 


12 down. In this case, that means from the School Board to the Superin-


13 tendent to the central administrators to the site administrators to 


14 the teachers and aides and 'classified staff. Prej udice is exceedingly 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


difficult to overcome even with good will and the best of intentions." 


In his recent book, Must We' Bus, Gary Orfie1d wrote: 


"Only the leadership of elected officials 
and administrators can generate a mutually 
supportive pattern of enforcement actions to 
create stable desegregation and to build 
genuine integration. Without this, no lasting 
solution seems imaginable. The courts can 
define the issues and stimulate analysis to 
show that change is feasible and necessary, 
but left ' exclusively to them, desegregation 
will be spotty and often temporary. Only 
public commitment can mobilize the resources 
to do the job. If that commitment develops, 
there are many approaches to integration-
interrelated, moving with varying speeds and 
decisiveness, but moving in a common direction." 


I call upon the district and the communi 


too late. 


Dated: -jUl 2. 71919 
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1. APPENDIX "A" 


2 


3 "I would have liked to have see~ some printed information concerning 


4 what the children would be doing during the day, what was done in 


5 the special classes, etc. I -found it difficult to find out from my 


6 son (he is 5) what he did during the day there. I would also have 


7 -appreciated a short note from the teacher at the end of the session 


8 with any comments on how my son interacted with the Kennedy students, 


9 how he did in class, etc. He seemed to enjoy his time there very 


10 much." 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


"I wish more information would have come home before session on 


what would be covered in class and what exactly was reason for class 


at Kennedy." 


"Please call ahead to the other school when the bus is fifteen or more 


minutes late in leaving." 







APPENDIX "B" 1 


2 


3 


EXCERPTS FROM PHYSICIANS' STATEMENTS IN SUPPORT OF SAPS 


4 "This is to verify that the above patient has had a disturbing 


5 personality change related to anxiety about school. She would benefit 


6 from a change in school assignment." 


7 


8 "I feel it would be medically advisable that she attend Point Lorna 


9 High School instead of San Diego High, both for physical and 


10 psychological reaso,Ils." 


11 


12 "This patient has been under our care for,respiratory allergies since 


13 It is essential that he attend Point Lorna High 


14 rather than San Diego High School for health reasons. If 
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17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 
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FOOTNOTES 


1 Dr. Christine Rossell, plaintiff's expert, refers to data that 
"indicate that racial imbalan·ce has declined by a small amount 
almost every year since 1967." Ex 32. 


2 Report of Professor Reynolds Farley, court appointed monitor to 
Los ~ngeles Superior Court Judge Paul Egly (Ex M App. B). 


3 Exhibit W, affidavit of James S. Coleman, July 9, 1979. 


4 Op. Cit Note 2. 


5 "White Flight: Pros and Cons", Rossell, Social Pol"icy Nov./Dec. 
1978 (see Rebuttal to Declaration of Christine Rossell and July 18 
affidavit of Christine Rossell). 


6 Integration Task'Force report, June 7, 1979. 


7 Ibid. 


8 See Appendix "A" for statements of some parents whose children 
13 participated in the Kennedy-Curie program. 


14 9 The order was dated July 27, 1978, entered ~ pro tunc as of 
March 10, 1977. 
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26 


10 Amicus Curiae dispute this figure. They claim there are either 
69 or 47. 


11 The court did not receive the statistics, but it is safe to assume 
they divide along racial lines. 


12 The court obtained these percentages by dividing the number of 
reported incidents at each school into the total school population. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN · DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. / 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


----------------------------) 


IT IS ORDERED: 


NO. 303800 


ORDER RE PROCEDURE FOR CONTACTS 
BETWEEN THE PARTIES AND THE 


INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 


1. Plaintiffs and defendant in the above-entitled action, 


20 their employees, counsel and those closely and continuously associated 


21 with plaintiffs and defendant shall not appear before the Integration 


22 Task Force (ITF) to argue the merits or demerits of mandatory 


23 assignments ("busing"), and no such person or entity shall discuss 


24 the work of the ITF with individual members of the Task Force except 


25 as hereinafter provided during meetings of the ITF or subcommittees 


26 ·, thereof. 
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23 


24 


25 


r--.. 26 ,/. 


L~lW/ 


2. Except when the Task Force goes into executive session, 


each party may have a maximum of four observers (excluding counsel) 


at ITF meetings. Counsel shall not attend meetings except those 


which may be held in court. 


3. The rTF, through its chairman or vice-chairman, may 


request either party for information. Insofar as possible, such 


requests shall be in writing and, in any event, the opposing party 


shall be notified of the request that has been made. Requests of 


defendant shall be made through Mr. Ed\vard S. Fletcher. Requests of 


plaintiffs shall be made through Mrs. Melba Margolis, in care of 


Veronica A. Roeser, Esq., 455 Spreckels Building, San Diego, Cali-


fornia 92101. Copies of information furnished.bY a party pursuant 


to such a request shall be forwarded to the opposing party. Such 


copies shall be forwarded to the respective counsel of each party. 


4. Either party may voluntarily submit w'ritten material 


to the Task Force. Such communication shall be directed to the 


chairman and an original and one copy shall be ~orwarded to him. A 


copy of such information shall be served upon the opposing party. 


The chairman and vice-chairman of the Task Force or their designees 


will determine what portions of such material, if any, shall be dis-


tributed to each member of the Task Force. All such material shall 


be kept on file at the office of the Task Force, and it shal l be 


available for review by any member thereof. 
DEC 2 8 -i S7S 


DATED: --------


LOU i~ t i. 'JElSH 


. , JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
." . ", 


t' t - I 
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Superior Court of the State of California 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


303800 Case No. _______ _ 


I HEREBY CERTIFY: 


I am not a party- to the cause referred to herein. 


of 
On the date as shown below, at San Diego, California, I placed a true copy _ 


ORDER RE PROCEDURE FOR CONTACTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES AND THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 


the original/a copy of which is attached hereto, in a separate envelope addressed to each 
addressee as listed below and each envelope was then sealed and deposited in the mail 
with the postage fully prepaid: 


Chief of Police William B. Kolender 
San Diego Police Department 
801 W. Market Street 
San Diego, California 92101 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. 
Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 
2255 Camino Del Rio South 
San Diego, California 92108 


Ralph ' D. Stern, Esq. 
San Diego Unified School -District 
4100 Normal . 
San Diego, CA 92101 


Veronica A. Roeser, Esq. 
455 Spreckels Building 
San Diego, California 92101 


Dated December 29, 1978 


ROBERT D. ZUMWALT, Clerk 


B ~-N;: · y~ ~ Deputy 


Gerald Hartling 


CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL (C.c.P. 10130(3) 


Form 286 Co, Clk , I v~ 
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6 


7 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA , COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


8 


9 


10 KARl CARLIN, et al . , 


11 Plaintiffs, No. 303800 


12 v . 
ORDER AND GUIDANCE MEMORMIDUM 


13 BOARD OF EDUCATION, SAN DIEGO 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 


14 


Defendan t . 
15 


16 Counsel for both sides have suggested that a final decision 


17 concerning the San Diego Integration Plan should be deferred until 


18 the Spring of 1978 when the effectiveness of current programs can 


19 be evaluated. The Court agrees. However, this memorandum is issued 


20 t o advise the parties concerning the adequacy of the Plan submitted 


21 and to order the Board of Education to submit a revised plan on or 


22 before f'.1ay 1, 1978. 


23 The June 12, 1977 Plan and the July 20th Amendment thereto 


24 (hereinafter "Plan ") do not assure this Court that the Board has 


25 met the Supreme Court's requirement that all "reasonable and feasible 


26 steps to alleviate school desegregation II have been taken. (Crawford v 







Board of Education, (1976) 17 Cal.3d 280, 285.) The Plan includes 


2 programs that offer promise . . "to achieve meaningful progress 


3 toward eliminating the segregation" (Id., at 286) but much of the 


4 Plan is vague, ambiguous and indefinite. Large portions of the 


5 Plan are repetitive or refer to programs that are totally irrelevant 


6 to desegregation and some of the specific programs are of question-
1/ 


7 able value as desegregation techniques~ Each of these criticisms 


8 will be discussed in detail, but first let us examine those programs 


9 that do offer promise. 


10 At the elementary level, the fundamental school magnets 
2/ 


11 (pages 66-67)- which have been started at Webster and Rolando 


12 Elementary Schools appear to be positive steps toward encouraging 


13 parents of young children to permit them to travel short distances 


14 to schools outside the immediate neighborhood. Other promising 


15 programs now in progress or to be started in the near future are: 


16 The Intercultural Language Schools (pages 68-69), now located at 


17 Longfellow and Oak Park Elementary Schools but which are to 


18 eventually serve all grades; the Bilingual School to be implemented 


19 at one of the isolated elementary schools and to be then continued 


20 into the secondary level (pages 82, 149-153); pairing and clustering; 


21 the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (pages 131-138); the 


22 Specialized Learning Centers for grades 4, 5 and 6 (Amendment, 


23 -------------------------------------------------------------------


24 , 


25 


26 


!/ The Court, of course , does not pass on the value of programs 
from an educational standpoint. The Court's focus is narrowly 
concerned with desegregation. 


~/ Page numbers refer to the Plan unless otherwise stated. 
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pages 2-3); and the Oral Communication Instruction Program for all 


2 grades (Amendment, pages 8-10). 


3 On the secondary level there are the Intercultural Language 


4 Schools (pages 68-69) and the Bilingual Program (pages 83-84,154-


5 157) discussed above. Also of interest are the Mathematics and 


6 Science Magnet to be implemented at O'Farrell, Gompers or Lincoln 


7 (pages 91-92); the Center for Urban Studies at Morse (pages 75-77) 


8 the Career Exploration program involving four junior high schools 


9 (pages 112-114) provided the program shall be expanded to include 


10 the entire academic year; the Basic Instructional Exchange Program 


11 (pages 115-116 -- also called the Urban Exchange Program in the 


12 Amendment at pages 6-7) and, of course, the Voluntary Ethnic Enroll-


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 , 


25 


26 


ment Program. 


THE PLAN IS VAGUE, M-lBIGUOUS AND INDEFINITE. 


Scattered throughout the Plan are statement s that leave the 


Board complete discretion to abandon many programs. For example, 
3/ 


the Plan provides that the program "envisions"- turning one 


segregated elementary school into a magnet school each year (page 56) i 


certain magnet schools will be created in the future "if feasible" 


(pages 78-81); voluntary pairing and clustering will "continue for 


an indeterminate period of time" (page 137). 


In their brief filed on July 6, 1977, Schools' attorneys 


attempt to defend the Board from the charge that the Plan is in-


definite. They write: "By 1981 the program will undoubtedly include 


---------------------------------------------------------------------


II All underlining is supplied unless otherwise indicated. 
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.. 


at least one magnet program in each of the five minority isolated 


2 secondary schools" (at 22). They then cite six examples referring 


3 to pages 66-69 and 71 of the Plan. But by examining the references 


4 to the Plan, one finds that only three .commit the Board to put the 


5 proposed magnets in an isolated school. If all five segregated 


6 secondary schools will have magnets by 1981, then the Plan should 


7 so state unequivocally. Again, at page 22 of the brief we read: 


8 "By 1981 the program also envisions that several of the 18 minority 


9 isolated elementary schools will be involved in magnet programs." 


10 Counsel refer to five schools, but only two are definitely planned. 


11 The other three are to be started "if feasible." 


12 IRRELEVANT OR RZPETITIVE PORTIONS OF THE PLAN . . 
13 Pages 29-31 simply repeat that the staff will participate 


14 in Human Relations Programs described on pages 17-28. Pages 41-52 


15 repeat that all schools in the District will have a multi-cultural 


16 curriculum. Pages 123-124 (Community School Recreation Service) 


17 cover a type of adult education with no desegregation component. 


18 An entire section entitled "Bilingual Education" covering pages 


19 141-154 is either unrelated to desegregation or is repetitive of 


20 programs described at pages 82 and 154-157. Pages 165-200 appear 


21 to have nothing to do with desegregating the schools. This section 


22 covers Public Relations/Communication, State and Federal Regulations, 


23 School Enrollment Trends, Attendance Boundaries (continued study 


24 is recommended ) , Salanced Community Planning and Development (this 


25 concerns activities of the municipality) and Evaluation (a descrip-


26 tion of procedures used to measure racial movement) . 
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PROGRAMS OF QUESTIONABLE VALUE. 


2 ELEMENTARY: 


3 1. It is proposed that the minority population at Benchley 


4 and Silvergate and the majority population at Encanto be increased 


5 (pages 61-64). This is commendable and could be of value but 


6 there is no indication of the percentage increase to be achieved 


7 or how or when this is to be accomplished. 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


2. The Plan "envisions" converting three elementary schools 


a year (one isolated, one tipping and one majority) into magnet 


schools (Montessori, Performing Arts Centers and Child Care Centers) 


if feasible (page 56). It is uncertain that these programs will be 


implemented, but if they are established and they prove to be 


successful, how many years will be required to substantially affect 


the segregated elementary schools (pages 78-8l)? 


3. The Balboa Park, Outdoor Education (camping) and 


Historical/Cultural (Old Town visits) programs (pages 104-111) 


have little or no desegregation value. In fact the camping program 


can prove counterproductive since it brings together in intimate 


living arrangements 11-13 year old youngsters of different racial, 


socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds who previously had been 


totally isolated from one another. 


SECONDARY: 


1. The role of the secondary magnet school is to attract 


white students to schools located in the minority community (~., 


Wright Brothers Career School). Therefore, those special programs 
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that are planned for balanced or majority imbalanced schools 


2 (Mission Bay, Crawford, Madison and Kearncy(?)- pages 70, 72-74, 


3 85-86) do not qualify as magnet programs. The cost of these 


4 programs should not be attributed to the desegregation order. 


5 2. Year-round schools now have various racial mixtures. 


6 Their power to draw white students to minority schools may be 


7 seriously doubted (page 71). 


8 3. The "Performing Arts Center to be implemented at San Diego 
4/ 


9 High- in 1978-1979 will eventually accommodate approximately 800 


10 white students and 400 minority students. It will cost $200,000.00 


11 (pages 87-90). Since it will be a "school within a school," it 


12 will have little or no effect on the existing racial balance of 


13 San Diego High (78.4% minority).' If the minority students that 


14 choose to enroll in this program' are already in balanced schools, 


15 then it will have no desegregating effect whatsoever. The cost 


16 of this program should not be attributed to the desegregation orde~. 


17 4. The Community/School Resources Experiences for grades 


18 7-12 (pages 117-119) are one-week field trips. Their value is 


19 obviously limited. 


20 S. The Summer Local Government Studies (pages 121-122) 


21 touches 200 grade 12 students for a summer. Pew minority students 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


(70) are affected. 


/// 


if The Plan says it will be located at a "tipping secondary school 
in Center City." Testimony at trial indicated it is planned for 
San Diego High. 
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6. The Fundamental School Program planned for 1978-1979, 


2 could be useful if placed in a junior high school designated as 


3 segregated. The Plan, however, does not commit the Board to 


4 implement the program in a minority school (pages 66-67). 


5 7. Additional Integrated Learning Experiences (pages 125-


6 126) are sporadic, infrequent, vague and offer little or no value 


7 to desegregation. 


8 


9 If this Court is to determine that the Board has taken all 


10 reasonable and feasible steps to desegregate the schools, then it 


11 certainly needs more than the Board's unsupported conclusion that 


12 it has done so. The Board's failure to squarely address the 


13 alternatives and to cogently explain why some techniques must be 


14 rejected leaves the Court in doubt. 


15 The Court expects that a desegregation plan will outline in 


16 what way, to what extent and how many isolated children can be 


17 successfully desegregated. An honest and straightforward statement 


18 of what can and cannot be done and why, will enable the Court to 


19 determine if the Board is doing everything that is "reasonable and 


20 feasible." Ivhatever the solution may be, it will not be found in 


21 obscurity. 


22 The Board of Education will submit a revised desegregation plan 


23 consistent with this memorandum efore May I, 1978. 


24 Dated: 2' 8 NOV'19Tt 


25 


26 


~/pap 
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LOU IS M . WELSH 


COURTHOUSE 


Juooe 0" 'tHI aVI"'Ulllolt COU"'T December 18, 1978 


Mrs. Veronica A. Roeser 
Attorney at Law 
455 Spreckels Building 
San Diego, California 92101 


Ralph D. Stern, Esq. 
San Diego Unified School District 
4100 Normal 
San Diego, California 92105 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. 
Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 
2255 Camino Del Rio South 
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Re: Carlin v. Board of Education; Case No. 303800 


Dear Counsel: 


MA.Ur<-:; ADDRESS 


POST Ol'F ::[ BO){ 2724 


IlAN 01[00. c.o.L.'ORN.A 82112 


Enclosed you will find a draft of an Order which I intend 
to sign and enter. Plaintiffs' counsel should advise Me 0: 
the name and address of the person to whom communications 
should be directed. Counsel for both sides may submit wri~
ten suggestions which I will consider before making this 
Order final. 


Mrs. Roeser may send the original and one copy of the mate
rial dated December 4, 1978 to the chairman of the Task Fc=ce. 


LMN: af 
Enclosure 
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LO IS 1-1. WELSH 


cc: "'Chief William B. Kolender, w/enc. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNI~, COUNTY or SAN DIEG~ 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------------) 


No. 3f)3800 


ORDER RE PROCEDURE FOR CONTACTS 
BETWEEN THE PARTIES AND THE 


INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 







• . i 
,i 
il 
II 


e I' I; 
2 I 3 


IT IS ORDERED: 


1. Plaintiffs and defendan= in the above-en =it:~d action, 


their employees, counsel and those closely and co ~ti~ =cusly associ-


4 ated with plaintiffs and defendant shall not appe~ r t~ ~are the Inte-


5 gration Task Force (ITF) to argue the merits or d~rner~ts of manda-


6 tory assignments ("busing") and no such person or enL ty shall dis-


7 cuss the .. ,ork of the ITF with individual members of t::.e 'J'ask Force 


8 except as hereinafter provided during meetings of the I?F or subcon-


9 mittees thereof. 


10 2. Except when the Task Force goes into executi - e session, eac h 


11 party may have a maximum of four observers (exclucins ~ounsel) at 


12 ITF meetings. Counsel shall not attend such meet i ngs except those 


13 which may be held in court . 


e 14 3 . The ITF , through its chairman or vice-ch ai r~~~, may request 


15 either party for information. Insofar as possible, s~ =h requests 


16 shall be in writing and in any event, the opposing pa==y shall be 


17 notified of the request that has been made . Requests ~f defendant 


18 shall be made through ~~r. Ed,'lard S . Fletcher. Rec" esG of plainti::fs 


19 shall be made through Cc?ies of info~a-


20 tion furnished by a party pursuar.t to such a request 5~all be ~or-


21 \~'arded to the opposing party. Such copies shall be fc::-r ..... arded to the 


22 respective counsel of each party . 


23 4. Either party may volun ta:ci ly submit wri tts n r..::te rial to the 


24 Task Force. Such communication shall be directed LO ~~e chairman a~d 


25 an original and one copy shall be forwarded to hi h ~opy of such 


26 information shall be served upon the opposinq part'..-. ,:"',e chair.nan 


1. 







i.. 


e and vice-chairman or the Task For2e or their designees will determine 


2 what portions of such material, i: any, shall be distributed to each 


3 member of the Task Force. All su:~ material shall be kept on file 


4 at the office of the Task Force a~d it shall be available for review 


5 by any member thereof. 


6 Dated: -------------------
7 


8 


9 
JUDGE O~ THE SUPERIOR COURT 


10 


11 


12 


13 


e 14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 
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1 each of the major integration programs separately. 


2 R~CE/HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAMS 


3 The success of a race/human relations program is 


4 somewhat intangible and difficult to measure. Changes in atti-


tudes come about slowly and subtly. Attitudes developed over 


6 years, if not generations, cannot be quickly changed. 


7 It may well be that a program which is widely 


8 acclaimed is one that is palatable while one that is not ac-


9 claimed may well be coming to grips with what the ITF has re-


ID ferred to as "the real fears of parents and students and the 


11 honest feelings of teachers and staff." 


12 In response to the concerns and suggestions of the ITF 


13 with respect to the District's Race/Human Relations Program, 


14 the School District will: 


15 1. Require each school's plan to emphasize race 


16 relations activities; 


17 2. Continue to raise the standard for approval of 


18 each school's plan each year; 


19 3. Establish minimum time requirements for partici-


20 pation in Race/Human Relations activities for pupils in every 


21 school and all district staff; 


22 4. Identify a leader at each school to serve as the 


23 contact for the Race/Human Relations Facilitators: 


24 5. Conduct workshops for developing leadership to 


25 plan more effective programs involving staff, students and 


26 parents prior to the opening of school; 


27 6. Prov~de additional intensive training for both 


2~ the school contact person, other site personnel and the 
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1 facilitators; and 


2 


3 


7. Confirm that each school f~llows its approved plan. 


The ITF commends the Race/Human Relations Program at 


4 Sunset View Elementary School. The Sunset View Program 


will be made available to other schools so that it will be • 
6 considered by them in the development of their plans. 


7 MAGNETS 


8 While the ITF was favorably impressed with many aspects 


9 of the School District's magnet school program, there are two 


10 principal criticisms. The first is that many of the magnet 


11 programs involve relatively small numbers of students. The 


12 second is that the magnet programs-within-a-school do not 


13 provide the resident students not participating in the magnet 


14 with an integrated educational experience. Questions are 


15 also raised with respect to the eligibility for participation 


16 in magnet programs. These questions are each discussed 


17 separately. 


18 Size of Magnet Programs 


1D with respect ~o the first concern, it is important to 


20 recognize that many of the magnet programs mentioned are in the 


21 first year of operation. Experience has shown that magnet pro-


22 grams take time to "grow." One need only look at the success 


23 of Wright Brothers Career High School over a period of time. 


24 Gompers appears to be follmving the same pattern. Although in 


25 the 1979-80 school year the Gompers' magnet attracted only 40 


26 majority students, as of June 15, 1979, 202 application ~i from 


~-_I majority students have been received for the 1979-80 rna net 


2R program at Gompers. This is an irrefutable indication ':hat 
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] p r ogram will be increasingly successful in attracting majority 


2 s~udents to a minority isolated school . In addition, 155 


:1 mi nority students have applied, including -l30 from the Gompers' 


·1 attendance area. The School District's experience with the 


.. 
; ) Gompers' program suggests that while magnet schools take time 


t3 to grow, "many years" may not, as the ITF suggests, be required. 


~ 


I Only additional time will tell whether some of the 


8 rragnet programs which have not yet attracted sufficient numbers 


9 of students will ultimately be successful. For example, Lowell 


10 Elementary School's Bilingual Magnet is being strengthened 


11 through a liaison with San Diego State University Bilingual 


12 Teacher Training Program as well as expanding grade levels. 


13 Programs-Within-a- School 


14 Turning to the concern that program-within- a-school 


15 magnets do not provide non-enrolled resident minority students 


16 with an integrated educational experience, there is no doubt 


17 that non - magnet resident students experience less integration. 


lR The District, however, believes that the non-magnet students do 


19 interact with members of other racial and ethnic groups to such 


II 20 an extent that they are no longer isolated. 


21 The Gompers Math/Science Computers Magnet Program is 


22 singled out for particular emphasis. Gompers presents, however, 


23 a unique set of facts for the 1978-79 school year because the 


24 residential program includes only seventh and eighth graders 


25 and the magnet program consisted of only ninth and tenth graders, 


26 thus making school-wide integrative activities more difficult 


"r _I due to age and grade level differences. With the expansion 


'~R -, of the magnet to include grades 7 - 11 in 1979-80, specific 
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1 detailed integrative activities have been planned which will 


2 provide ongoing interaction between magnet and regular school 


3 students. 


4 The School District believes that any reported feelings 


of "resentment" and "elitism" directed at a program-within-a- • 
G school magnet by non-participating resident students is an un-


7 fortunate but perhaps an inescapable side effect of a magnet-


8 type voluntary integration program. These same feelings are 


9 expressed by majority parents whose neighborhood schools also 


10 do not have the special equipment available at a magnet program. 


11 It is the essence of a magnet program that something unique 


12 and not generally available be offered to attract participants. 


13 Resident minority non-enrolled students at a school 


14 with a magnet program have a large number of options available 


15 to them. To use Gompers as an example, resident minority stu-


1G dents may participate in the following programs at other schools· 


17 1. Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (VEEP) -- a 


18 student may go to Dana, Einstein, Hale, Lewis, Marston, Pershing, 


19 or Standley Junior High Schools depending upon their el~mentary 


20 school of residence; 


21 


22 


23 


24 


2. School of Performing Arts at Roosevelt; 


3. Intercultural Language Program at Memorial; 


4. Muir Alternative School; or 


5. Bilingual Program at Collier. 


25 In addition, the following special programs, oth er 


2G than the magnet, are available at Gompers: 


1. Gifted Cluster Program; 


28 2. ESEA Title I Program - Basic Skills Improverlent 
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1 Support; 


2 3 . Resident Math/Science Lab Program; 


3 4. Teacher/Student After School Computer Use Project; 


,1 5. Special Spanish Program; 


:l 6. Student Exchange Program; 


6 7 . Seventh Grade Seminar; 


... 8. I Preparatory Science/Math Program. 


It is thus far from accurate to suggest that non-enrolled resi-


n dent students at a program-within-a-school lack reasonable 


10 educational options. 


11 The School District will expand program-within-a-


12 school magnets to full school magnets when enrollment and the 


13 availability of facilities makes this possible. As an example 


14 of the District's effort to move in this direction where 


15 possible, the Board of Education took unanimous action on June 17., 


16 1~79 which makes the Longfellow Intercultural Language Program 


17 a total school magnet. 


18 Eligibility for Participation in Magnets 


19 The ITF makes two separate suggestions with respect to 


20 eligibility for participation in magnet programs. The first 


21 is that consideration be given to screening applicants. The 


22 second is that racial balance only at the receiving school be 


23 considered as a criteria for acceptance in a magnet program. 


24 The District's response to these two suggestions may 


25 be better understood if the question raised by the ITF as to 


26 whether magnet programs are "simply integration tools" or are 


27 "specialized quality educational options" is answered first. 


2~ It is the District's position that the magnet programs are 
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] essentially and primarily integration programs which seek to 


2 attract participants by providing an educational option. 


3 The District views with considerable concern the 


4 suggestion that applicants for magnet programs be screened or 


tested as a condition to their admission . There is little 


6 doubt that screening, testing or "setting minimum standards" 


7 for participants in magnet programs might discriminate against 


8 economically disadvantaged students such as those found in the 


9 23 isolated schools. It is this fact which is undoubtedly 


10 the basis for the prohibition against the use of Emergency 


11 School Aid Act (ESAA) funding to support any magnet program 


• 


12 which screens applicants or sets minimum standards. The sugges-


13 tion that applicants be screened parallels very closely the con-


14 cept of ability grouping or "tracking" ' which has in and of 


15 itself been found to be an act of segregation in such cases as 


16 Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F.Supp. 401 (D.D . C . , 1967); 408 F.2d 175 


17 (D.C. Cir., 1969). The District also suggests that any concern 


18 which presently exists w'ith respect to feelings of elitism 


19 associated with the magnet school program would be greatly 


20 magnified were a selective admissions policy based on ability 


21 adopted. 


22 The recommendation that only racial balance at the 


23 receiving school be considered in admitting students to inte-


24 gration programs raises complex questions. Undoubtedly such 


25 a policy would be easier for the School District to administer 


26 and would dispell some of the feeling of inequitable treatment 


27 that some parents now have . It is, however, necessary to 


2R examine how this proposed admissions policy would affect the 
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1 District's efforts to alleviate minority racial isolation. 


2 Reduced to its essence the District's general practice 


3 l is to preclude a white student in a minority isolated or minority 


4 I racially i~alanced school from leaving that school. Generally, 


G a minority student attending an integrated school is not permitted 


6 I to participate in an integration program located at one of the 
I 


7 123 minority isolated schools or at a racially imbalanced 


8 : school.* The effect of the ITF suggestion of looking only at 


9 the racial balance of the receiving school would be to provide 


10 a means for majority youngsters in racially imbalanced or 


11 ~inority isolated schools to leave that school thus making 


12 l it even more imbalanced or isolated. Interestingly under such 


13 l a standard .a white student at O'Farrell would be permitted to 


14 I attend the Gompers Magnet while a black students at Muirlands 
I 


15 , still would not be eligible to attend. 


16 I I Because of the complexity of the issue and its emotional 


17 I ! impact, the District welcomes a careful review by the Court of 


18 : its policies with respect to its residential criteria for 


H) admission to a magnet program. 


20 


21 


VEEP 


The District is pleased at the ITF's observation that 


22 with respect to VEEP "the overall picture is positive with 


23 


24 


23 


26 


'r _I 
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1 progress being shown at most schools." 


2 At those schools where problems have been noted, 


3 minority personnel will be assigned as they have been at other 


4 schools. Also, a 1979 Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) applica-


fi tion will encourage students at secondary VEEP receiving and 


6 magnet schools to remain in their new schools by providing the 


7 counseling and assistance necessary to help them succeed per-


8 sonally and academically. 


9 The District will vigorously continue its efforts to 


• 


10 recruit majority youngsters for the VEEP program. It is, however, 


11 apparent that the program will always be a disproportionately 


12 minority participation program. It is important to remember 


13 that much of the criticism of the VEEP program comes from non-


14 participants. The fact, confirmed by t~e Kaplan Survey and the 


15 ever increasing number of VEEP participants over the past 11 years, 


16 is that those parents whose children participate in the program 


17 support it. There is not a single family participating in the 


18 program who is not doing so voluntarily. According to the Kaplan 


19 Survey, 71 percent of the parents of elementary students and 


20 77 percent of the parents of secondary students state that their 


21 child likes their VEEP school more or about the same as the school 


22 of geographical residence. Sixty-seven percent of the parents 


23 of participating elementary students and 64 percent of the parents 


24 of secondary students have no suggestions for improving the VEEP 


25 program. Eighty-eight percent of the parents of elementary stu-


26 dents and 78 percent of the parents of secondary student3 stated 


27 that their children will return to the program in the fall. 


2M Almost half of those who said that their children wjl1 nlt return 
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] in the fall did so because they will be moving or graduating. 


2 In the section on VEEP the ITF notes the relatively 


3 I small number of students from Lincoln High School who attend 


4 college. The District shares this concern but believes that 


G ! it is not correct to suggest that offering specialized advanced 


6 , classes will improve college attendance. The results of educa
I 


7 ' tional research are overwhelming in support of the fact that there 


8 are three factors which are the best predictors of the educational 


9 : success of a youngster. These factors are the socio-economic 


10 , status of the parents, educational attainment of the parents 
I 
I 


11 , and stability of the enrollment in the school the student 


12 ' attends as well as the stability of the individual student (i.e., 


13 the student who attends six schools in a year is not likely to 


14 do well.) These factors have absolutely nothing to do with 


15 race. There are predominantly white high schools in Appalachia 


16 and elsewhere in the country with problems which are comparable 


17 to minority schools located in minority areas. Conversely there 


18 are affluent minority schools where students experience the same 


19 I success as those ' attending comparably affluent majority schools. 


20 I LEARNING CENTERS 


21 The ITF has raised a number of questions about the 


22 Learning Center Program. Some of these concerns are more readily 


23 resolved than others. Others simply reflect accommodations nec-


24 essary to make the program work. 


25 The Learning Centers have two major goals. The first is 


26 to provide integrated interpersonal experiences where students 


and staff from different racial, social and econo~ic backgrounds 


?' _I meet in an educational setting with the expectation that a better 
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1 respect for cultural differences among people is achieve d. The 


2 second goal is to provide unique learni~g experiences in music, 


3 art, science and physical education that cannot be provided in 


4 the home schools and that are otherwise intense, action oriented , 


G and of short duration. Given these goals, we believe, as the • 
6 ITF suggests, that the program has been successful. 


7 The District does not claim that the Learning Centers 


8 located at a minority isolated school desegregate that school. 


9 This is apparent from the way the results of the program are 


10 reported on page 10 of the Evaluation of the San Diego Plan 


11 for Racial Integration, 1978-79. 


12 The District recognizes that inherent in all magnet pro-· 


13 grams, lea~ning centers and other integration programs designed 


14 to attract students away from their school of geographic resi-


15 dence is the possibility, if not the probability, that those 


16 students and their parents who choose not to participate will 
I 


17 develop a measure of resentment. It is, however, the same factor s I 
18 which result in resentment in some people that motivate others ! 


i 


19 to participate. The concern that money follows white students 


20 is particularly inappropriate with respect to the Learni ng 


21 Center Program. It is equally true that the money follows black 


22 and brown students to those Learning Centers located at major i t y 


23 schools. 


24 Coordination between the home school and the Learn i ng 


25 Center is provided in a variety of ways. The most impor t ant 


26 fact is that the home school teacher accompanies his or jer 


students to the Learning Center. Also, opportunities ha 'Je 


28 been provided for the Learning Center and horne school staffs 
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J : to meet and coordinate their activities. 
I 


2 The rTF suggests tha t there is no way to deter mine whethe 


3 the Learning Centers have been successful in the absence o f 


4 testing of the students. The District does not agree. Firs t , 


G the Learning Centers a r e primarily an integration program a n d 


G the measure of their success is the degree of integration p r o-
I 


7 I vided participants. Sec ond, the District does not test for 


8 ! grading purposes at the elementary level in the fields of music, 
I 


D : art and physical educat i on which are the principal Learning Cen te r 


10 subjects. The basic skills portion of the Learning Center e xpe r-


11 ience will be tested as a part of the regular testing of the 


12 I student at his or her home school. It should be noted, however, 


13 I that in order to provide an effective instr uctional program 


14 certain pre- and post-tests were developed for use by the Le a rn ing 


15 Centers. 
I 


In music, a pre-test was developed by the Center s taf f 


16 I and administered at the 


17 I inventory the students' 


participating school sites in order to 


18 


19 


20 


21 


understanding of music. Based on th i s 


pre-test, records have been kept as to the progress of each 


student. In art, the students were given a pre- and post-learning I 
center experience project. The results were quite dramatic i n I 


showing that students had learned a great deal about color, 


22 line, form, pattern, and design. In science while there were 


2~ no formal tests, such information as the Learning Center staf f 


24 thought would be helpfu l to the regular teacher was sent to the 


2j home school at the end of each unit. 


2G In physical education, a part of the curriculum has 


27 been developed around the fitness requirements found in the 


28 President's Physical Fitness Test which is similar to a state 
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1 required test at grade five. Testing for this program occurs at 


2 the home school with the results being ~vailable to the class-


3 room teacher for use in reporting to parents. 


4 Two Learning Center Experience Report Cards were p i loted 


G this year, and all Learning Centers will use an experien ce repo.t-· 


6 ing form which will be sent to parents starting next year. 


7 While there is always room for improvement, a descrip-


8 tion of the orientation program for children in the Learning 


9 Center Experience may be hlepful. Parents were invited by the 


10 principals at the participating sites to their school of geographi 


11 residence to hear about the Learning Center Program froM the 


12 Director, Learning Center Principals and teachers. The parents 


13 were shown _slides of the Center, given informational pamphlets, 


14 informed about the curriculum and transportation arrangements 


15 and encouraged to ask questions. The Learning Center staff 


16 then visited the classrooms of the participating students before 


17 the students began going to the centers. Principals, teachers 


18 and counselors from the participating schools were invi t ed to 


19 in-service workshops at the Learning Centers. During tl~ ese 


20 workshops the District provided substitute teachers as required. 


21 Separate orientations were held for the first a nd 


22 second semester. Parents were invited to visit the Learning 


23 Centers when they began operating. Buses were provided and t hese 


24 visits were scheduled over several weeks . There were for ma l 


25 orientations given by the Learning Center Principal and a 


26 question-and-answer period. 


27 A question has been raised concerning the r a c iil/e hnic 


28 distribution in each Learning Ce nter classroom. The D i~ . tr ict 
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] continues to believe that a one-third minority/two-thirds majority 


2 distribution is most desirable and will result in the smallest 


3 number of parents opting out of the program. 


4 It is true that there is a small loss of instructional 


G time as students change rooms at the Learning Centers. It is 


6 belie led that this loss, however, is being held to a minimum 


7 acceptable level. The ITF suggestion that Learning Center 


8 classrooms be placed apart from regular classrooms appears to 


9 be inconsistent with the ITF concern that there is insufficient 


10 interaction between Learning Center students and the regular 


11 students. The extent of that interaction varies from school 


12 to school. The District will, however, continue to attempt to 


13 increase the degree of interaction. 


14 The suggestion that students attend the Learning Centers 


15 for two or three weeks at a time rather than one day a week 


16 would, it is believed, discourage voluntary participation and 


17 is not compatible with the elementary curriculum. The concept 


18 of the elementary learning center is built around state require-


19 ments for the elementary school curriculum and the established 


20 time allotments for subject areas. The four subject areas --


21 art, music, physical education/health and science -- were speci-


22 fically selected because teachers with special skills in these 


23 areas are not assigned to elementary schools in this District. 


24 By providing teachers with special skills in these subject areas, 


25 it has been possible to provide a quality educational program 


26 for students whose parents are willing to have them transported 


27 to a learning center. Basic skills instruction is continued on 


28 the day students attend the center so as to maintain and reinforce 
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1 the important skills of reading and mathematics. Prima r y respon-


2 sibility for instruction in these areas . remains with the student's 


3 home school and classroom teacher. 


4 The Learning Center curriculum provides instruc tion 


G in those subject areas in which there is less disparity between . 


6 children due to socio-economic status. This is obviously true 


7 in art, music and physical education. It is also true with 


8 respect to the Learning Center program in science becau s e it 


9 stresses process and a "hands-on" experience and does not rel y 


10 heavily on prior instruction in science. 


11 The District wishes to confirm the ITF observa t ion that 


12 all Learning Centers will plan f or the participation of all 


13 fourth, fifth and sixth grade resident students from minority 


14 isolated schools beginning next year. 


15 Finally, it is ?ignificant to note the results of the 


16 most recent Kaplan Survey with respect to Learning Cente rs. 


17 seventy-six percent of the parents favor continuation o f the 


18 program while only 14 percent oppose its continuat ion . Six t y -


19 four percent rated the program a s excellent or good and o n l y 


20 7 percent rated it as poor. Seventy- four percent of the parents 


21 had no recommendations for improving the learning progr am. 


22 OTHER rTF CONCEfu~S 


23 Lincoln High School 


24 Both in the section deal ing with VEEP and i n a separate 


25 paragraph, the rTF expresses some concerns about Li n c oln High 


26 School. It is the District ' s intention to involve t he c o mm" n i ty 


27 in the planning of programs at Lincoln High School and t o begin 


2~ the implementation of the Lincol n Master Plan for Physical 
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1 Jmprovement of the Site. In addition, the District intends to 


2 implement Project Lincoln beginning in September. This program 


3 i s described on page 73 of the San Diego Plan for Racial Integra-


-1 ion, 1979-82 (Revised). This project has been designed to meet 


~ the individual educational needs of Lincoln students. Adminis-


6 trators, teachers, counselors, paraprofessionals and other staff 


7 members will work together and with students, parents and the 


8 Lincoln community to design programs and methods to meet 


9 individual educational needs. All students will be helped to 


10 improve their basic skill competencies, develop career awareness, 


11 a nd participate in work experience and/or college preparatory 


12 a ctivities. 


13 The involvement of parents and community members in 


14 Lincoln Hig& School will be greatly expanded. Specialized 


15 programs with employers, community agencies and local universities 


16 will be developed to increase educational and occupational 


17 options available to Lincoln students. 


18 Magnet Program Dropout Data 


19 The ITF states that the District has not provided in-


20 formation concerning magnet program -dropouts. The District is 


21 not aware of any formal request for such data. Such data have 


22 not been prepared and since they must be compiled by hand, 


23 considerable time is involved in assembling it. Nevertheless, 


24 the District will be glad to provide such data to the ITF in 


25 the future if requested. 


26 Evaluation of Administrators 


?--, The ITF has suggested that progress in implementation 


2g of the integration plan should be a factor in the evaluation 
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1 of administrators. Although not reduced to writing, integration 


2 has been a factor considered in evaluations during the last few 


3 years. The Superintendent will, however, direct all management 


4 and supervisory personnel to include assignments, tasks and 


f) projects relating to integration as a part of each management 


G and supervisory employee's performance evaluation. e 


7 MEDIA CAMPAIGN 


8 We should like to address the use of the phrase "It's 


9 Working" which is a concern to the ITF. 


10 The District's media campaign for the 1978-79 school 


11 year, which cost under $100,000, was developed with the expert 


12 advice and assistance of Young & Rubicam West, a profes s ional 


13 consulting firm of international reputation, and builds on 


14 campaigns ef previous years. During the first year, the campaign 


15 was very low key and no major media advertising was uti l ized. 


16 This was done in order to keep the public from becoming caught 


17 up in the turmoil assoicated with such cities as Boston and Los 


18 Angeles . The theme for the first year was "Together is Better" 


19 with the subheading, "Let's work together to give all ou r children 


20 an integrated education." The second year, the Distric t moved 


21 into a higher profile campaign with the theme "Voluntar: r 


22 Integration. Better Education By Choice." The subhead i ng for 


23 that campaign was, "We can make it work by working toge t her." 


24 This year the campaign sought to allay people' q fears 


25 and encourage them to participate in established and suc cessful 


26 programs. The decision to use this approach was based o n several 


27 well recognized facts. The first is that few parents wLsh their 


~~S children to participate in an educational experiment or the 
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1 mandatory a s s i gnment o j s tudents . They would r ather have the i r 


~ c hildren be a part of un educa t i onal program which they perceive 


"


I I ) as being successful. 'l'he Kaplan Surveys and other sources o f 


-1 information reveal that the overwhelming majority of parents whose 


~) children participate in voluntary integration programs do not do 


G so primarily for the pt r p0se of integrating the schools. The y 


7 p ar tic ipate because they want the unique educational opportuni -


8 ties f or their children that the programs offer. 


9 Another consideration is that while the evidence shows 


10 that the District has not suffered the massive white flight 


11 which would result from a mandatory program, the level of 


12 I white loss has been somewhat greater than was projected. In 


13 j part, the loss of whites in excess of the number projected may 


14 be attribu~able to the unsettling state of integration in 


15 San Diego which has resulted from year~by-year review of the 


16 integration plan. To the extent that the District can reassure 


17 people that integration can proceed in a reasonable and ordina r y 


18 way, there will be more white students making more integrat i on 


19 possible in the long run. 


20 In summary, the District believes that the phrase, 


21 "It's Working," is an aocurate reflection of the progress that 


22 has been made in achieving the goals of the integration plan. 


23 I Current enrollments in i~tegration programs for 1979--80 indicate 


24 parent interest and student enrollment are increasing. 


We should take a lesson from General Motors which we 


26 are confident would not spend millions of dollars for the 


development of a new automobile and then market it by asking 


people to buy one with the hope that it works. 
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1 Finally, it should be noted that the phrase, "It's Working," 


2 refers to a continuing process and not to an accomplished fact. 


3 In other words, the District is not saying, "It Has Worked." 


4 We believe the concept, "It's Working" is an accurate reflection 


G of what is occurring. 


6 CONCLUSION 


7 The School District again thanks the Integration Task 


8 Force for its suggestions and assures the Court that it is 


9 totally committed to making voluntary integration work in San 


10 Diego. 


11 
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Dated: June 21, 1979. 


Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson 


Attorneys for Defendants 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION 


SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS 


REACTION TO JUDGE WELSH'S DECISION 


Bob Fi1ner 
Member, Board of Education 


September 9, 1980 


BOB flLNER 
5358 Saxon Strt· .. , 
Sen thego. Cdhfornia 92115 


I believe that Judge Welsh appropriately c~mmended us where 


we have achieved success--and appropriately took us to task where 


we have not made sufficient progress. We are criticized primarily 


for not exercising "bold and vigorous" leadership, for lack of 


candor in evaluating our own efforts, and even for misleading the 


Judge about our Achievement Goals Program. 


These are not new criticisms. The Judge has voiced them 


before. The Integration Task Force "has stated them. Editorial 


writers, members of the public, and this Board Member have made 


them. I must now ask again: when is the San Diego Board of 


Education going to take these criticisms seriously, exert some 


leadership--and act? 


When is this Board going to say to the Superintendent--


we are tired of self-serving statements that paint an inaccurate 


picture of our integration program. 


Education Center, 4100 Normal Street, San Diego, California 92103 • Telephone (714) 293·8562 


-. 







When is this Board going to say to the Superintendent - -


we are tired of these inane weekly reports that supposedly inform 


us of the status of our integration program but merely tell us 


how many people attended a workshop. 


When is this Board going to say to the Superintendent- -


we are tired of being considered so irrelevant to the decision-


making process that our first word of important Court orders 


comes from the media rather than fromyour administration. 


When is this Board going to say to the Superintendent--


we want enthusiastic and innovative leadership and not tired 


and timid statements about complying with court orders. 


When is this Board going to say to the Superintendent (as 


the Judge has now ordered) - -we will formally evaluate your 


actions in regar~ to the integration program. 


And I must also ask: when is the majority of this Board . 
going to vote for real public discussion and dialogue on the 


broad educational policies underlying our integration efforts ? 


When is the majority of this Board going to vote for holdinp 


meetings in the various communities of San Diego so we can get 


direct and appropriate input? 


When is the majority of this Board going to vote for a staff 


person directly responsible to the Board who has the authority to 


solve people's problems rather thaR dismissing them? 







, 
When is the majority of this Board going to vote for the 


staff assistance directly responsible to the Board that will make 


possible our own evaluation of the progress of the integration 


program? 


When is the majority of this Board going to vote for an 


effective Citizens Advisory Committee on our total integration 


plan? 


In short, when is this Board going to take the power from a 


bureaucracy unwilling to take bold action, put it in the hands of 


the people's elected representatives (where it belongs!), and pro-


vide the dynamism and leadership necessary to make our integration 


plan ~eally work? 


The Judge has given us a final warning: "This is a crucial 


year. The choice for the future is up to the Board of Education." 


i#######i##### , i#l i#### 
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8 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


9 


10 


11 KARl CARLIN, et al., } 
} Case No. 303800 


12 Plaintiffs, } 
} 


13 v. } ORDER RE INTEGRATION PLAN 1979-82 
} 


14 BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SAN } 
DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,} 


15 } 
Defendant. } 


16 ) 


17 In compliance with the court order of July 27, 1978, the 


18 defendant submitted on June 5, 1979 both its "Evaluation of the San 


19 Diego Plan for Racial Integration 1978-79" and "The San Diego Plan 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


for Racial Integration 1979-82 Revised." On June 7, 1979, the 


Integration Task Force submitted its final report evaluating the 


defendant's voluntary, i~tegration program for the 1978-79 school year. 


On June 19, 1979, plaintiffs filed their objections to defendant's 


Evaluation and Revised Integration Plan; and on June 22, 1979, defen-


dant filed its response to the Integration Task Force report. 


Hearings were held in Department 21 of the San Diego Superior 







Court before the Honorable Louis M. Welsh, Judge presiding, on 


2 June 25, 26 and 28 and on July 2 and 3, 1979 . 


3 On July 12, 1979, the Court in the company of counsel for both 


4 sides and a court reporter visited the Grantville, Benchley and 


5 Marvin Elementary School sites. On the same day, the Court issued an 


6 order dissolving its preliminary injunction denying a permanent 


7 injunction against construction of University City High School. 


8 On July 17, 1979, the Court and counsel for both sides con-


9 ferred with representatives of the School District and the University 


10 of California at San Diego concerning forthcoming plans for the 


11 Emerson Elementary School magnet. On the same day, the Court issued 


12 an order directing that the Benchley primary magnet school continue 


13 at its present site for school year 1979-80 and that all future 


14 decisions to close schools or educational programs, to construct new 


15 schools or substantially expand the present school facilities, or to 


16 change the location of educational programs had to be reported to the 


17 Court at least thirty (30) days prior to implementation. 


18 On July 18, 1979, the Court and counsel for both sides conducted 


19 informal conferences with the principals, teachers and parent repre-


20 sentatives from the Bird Rock-Brooklyn, Curie-Kennedy and Boone- Jones 


21 voluntary pairing and clustering programs. On July 19, 1979, the 


22 Court, counsel for both sides and representatives of the School 


23 District viewed video tapes of activities at the Curie-Kennedy volun-


24 tary pairing program and at the School of Performing Arts magnet. 


25 In addition to the above matters, brief hearings were also 


26 held on July 10 and July 27, 1979. 
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1 On August 13, 1979, the defendant submitted proposed amend-


2 ments to the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration 1979-82 in 


3 response to the Court's Memorandum Decision issued July 27, 1979. 


4 Plaintiffs appeared by their attorneys, Veronica A. Roeser, 


5 William F. Gavin and Mary E. Harvey. Defendant appeared by its attor-


6 neys, Ralph D. Stern, Schools Attorney, and Donald R. Lincoln of 


7 Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson, A Professional Law Corporation. 


8 Amicus Curiae Dr. John Anthony, et al., appeared by Gerald S. 


9 Davee of Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps. Amicus Curiae Friends 


10 of University City appeared by William H. Hitt of Hitt & Hartwell and 


11 Joseph A. Bradley III. Amicus Curiae Groundswell, et al., appeared 


12 by Elmer Enstrom, Jr. 


13 The Court, having heard and considered the evidence, the law, 


14 the arguments of counsel, and having reviewed and considered the 


15 revised plan as amended and being fully advised in the matter, hereby 


16 makes the following orders: 


17 IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: 


18 The San Diego Plan for Racial Integration 1979-82 is approved 


19 subject to the following conditions: 


20 1. In advertisements or public relations programs, 


21 the slogan "It's Working" shall not be used in 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


reference to the desegregation program. 


2. The School District will prepare and present to 


the Court its plan to implement the Secondary 


Instructional Exchange Program and elementary 


pairing and clustering as directed by the Court 
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in its Memorandum Decision filed July 27, 1979, 


2 copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 


3 Said plan shall be presented no later than 


4 November 15, 1979. 


5 3. The School District will describe in detail the 


6 actual operation of the "Pride in Excellence" 


7 program at Lincoln High School and submit such 


8 description to the Court no later than October 19, 


9 1979. 


4. The District shall implement an expanded bilingual 


11 and Direct Instructional Model Program (DISTAR) 


12 at Emerson during the 1979-80 school year and offer 


13 a fundamental magnet school with a bilingual com-


14 ponent at Emerson next year. 


15 5. The District and the University of California at 


16 San Diego shall continue to explore areas wh e re 


17 cooperation can result in enriched educationa l 


18 experiences for minority students. The District 


19 is directed to report to the Court the results of 


20 such discussions no later than December 14, 1979 . 


21 6. The District shall study and analyze the variations 


22 among schools in the incidents of violence ~nd 
, ... 


23 shall make concrete recommendations to the Court 


24 for controlling such violence no later than 


25 October 19, 1979. 


26 7. On or before October 19, 1979, the District shall 
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1 report the specific steps it will take to monitor 


2 each race/human relations program and assure im-


3 plementation of effective programs in each school . 


4 8. The District shall study and analyze why the VEEP 


5 program attracts more junior high school students 


6 than senior high school students and report to the 


7 Cour~ no later than December 14, 1979, steps that 


8 may result in additional participation at the 


9 senior high school level. 


10 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that: 


11 The District shall deposit with United Way, as 


12 trustee for the Integration Task Force, on or before 


13 August 15, 1979, the sum of $75,000 to defray expenses 


14 of the Integration Task Force during the 1979-80 


15 school year. 


16 All optional zones shall remaln as they have in 


17 the past. 


18 Applications for special attendance permits shall 


19 be closely scrutinized and shall be granted only when 


20 there are compelling reasons to do so. 


21 The District will furnish to court-appointed ex-


22 perts all information that they request and cooperate . .~. 


23 fully with such experts so that they may fairly and 


24 accurately evaluate the quality of education that is 


25 offered to students in minority isolated and tipping 


26 schools. 


:v/dc Dated: October 1, 1979 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., 


Plaintiffs, 


v. 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, 


Defendant. 


) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 


--------------------------) 


NO. 303800 


AMENDMENT TO CHARGE TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE DATED 
JULY 21, 1978 


17 IT IS ORDERED: 


18 The charge to the integration task force dated July 21, 1978 is 


19 hereby amended in the following respects: 


20 That portion of the order appearing on lines 1 to II, inclusive, 


21 on page 2 are deleted and the following is substituted therefor: 


22 "The Task Force will: 


23 el} receive and consider suggestions and comments from 


24 members of the community regarding the implementation 


25 of the plan. To advise the public of this function, 


26 the Task Force will prepare written information that 
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8 


9 


10 


11 


• 1 


shall be released to the news media and the school 


district for publication and circulation. Such in-


formation shall advise parents, students and teachers 


to whom and where comments and suggestions may be 


directed. The school district is ordered to distrib


ute this information to parents, students and teachers 


through its regular channels of communication; 


(2) provide continual monitoring of the implementation of 


the plan; 


(3) report periodically to the Court." 


In all other respects the order of July 21, 1978 shall remain 


12 in full force and effect. 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 
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Dated: -------------------


JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 


2. 





